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systems provide an alternative to unreliable 
and faulty large-scale and centralized 
generating, distribution, and transmission 
facilities.

The experiences of electricity consumers 
from the bill shock, Luzon Grid red alert, and 
pass-through costs from anomalous power 
supply agreements of various distribution 
utilities have also shown that access to the 
grid does not ensure access to affordable 
and reliable electricity. Whether from urban 
or rural areas, electricity consumers still face 
huge inconvenience and shoulder expensive 
and volatile costs from imported coal, 
inefficient and inflexible large-scale coal-
fired power plants, and unfavorable power 
procurement practices. Transformative 
energy ensures that consumers are 
protected from anti-consumer and anti-
competitive practices and have the option 
and access to renewable energy systems.

Transformative energy recognizes the 
integrity and limits of ecologies, including 
the climate, in all stages and sectors, 
from extraction to production until 
utilization. Energy needs must be met with 
intergenerational responsibility and without 
destroying the integrity of ecologies and 
exhausting the limits of finite natural 
resources.  Finite resources cannot meet 
infinite needs and wants. Unlike fossil 
fuels, renewable energy provides us an 
opportunity to power our needs and wants 
without exhausting finite resources, the 
capacity of the environment to regenerate, 
and the limits of global warming.

Good energy ensures that the true cost of 
fossil fuel projects are reflected not only in 
policies and plans but in the costs shouldered 
by fossil fuel companies and financiers 
that continue to profit off of these projects 
through carefully studied and appropriate 
carbon and pollution taxes and penalties, 
and better power procurement practices. It 
recognizes that even alternative renewable 
sources, in certain instances, pose a threat 
to the environment and communities. 

Energy proponents even when pursuing 
renewable energy projects should always 
mitigate their environmental, health, and 
social impacts. 

Transformative energy democratizes 
energy, and literally brings power back to 
the people. It is not only concerned with the 
type of fuel used, where it comes from, and 
how it is distributed, but more importantly 
the purpose for which it is utilized. Good 
energy fuels the people’s interests, recovery, 
and development.

It puts primacy on what the people want, 
instead of profit for the few private 
companies. It ensures a genuine and 
inclusive decision-making process.  It 
does not burden but hastens the people’s 
recovery from the pandemic. This recovery 
should be urgent and just and towards a 
carbon-neutral society. Most importantly, 
it contributes to the transformation 
of society by empowering frontline 
communities, sectors, or groups that are 
fighting other societal injustices.  For 
frontline communities, sectors, or groups 
that are beyond electricity, mobility, or 
industries, it can empower the people if 
they are given a meaningful avenue to voice 
critical concerns, recommendations, and 
alternative solutions in policy and decision-
making processes at both the local and 
national level.

The switch
To switch on transformative energy, CEED 
makes the following main recommendations 
on integrated energy planning, the current 
structure of the privatized power industry, 
renewable energy ambitions, power 
procurement policies and practices, and 
sustainable and democratic transportation.

1. Rationalize, harmonize, and align 
energy policies and plans with the 
1.5°C Paris temperature goal, which 
should prioritize:

 ~ Inclusive and genuine dialogues 
and consultations with fossil 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report comes over a year into the 
COVID-19 pandemic, just months after 

the UNFCCC sounded the alarm for grossly 
inadequate global climate commitments, in 
the middle of a red alert in the Luzon grid, 
and twenty years after the Electric Power 
Industry Reform Act (EPIRA) was enacted.

This confluence of events made glaring 
the interface between the demands of a 
fragile ecosystem and a changing climate, 
the reality of inequality and social injustices 
worsened by the pandemic, as well as the 
need for recovery and development that 
benefits the welfare of people. But it also 
presented us with a switch so to speak—
an unparalleled opportunity to rethink and 
transform the entire energy sector with the 
people’s agenda front and center.

In the past few years, we saw the rise 
of electricity consumer activism, with 
consumers fighting against dirty, deadly, 
and costly electricity on the streets and 
in various courts. Consumers across the 
country have been actively demanding 
for better power procurement practices 
and more efficient and reliable electricity 
services, and blaming EPIRA for the power 
sectors’ woes.

In the last few months in the middle of 
the pandemic, transport workers, workers’ 
groups, commuters, and sustainable 
transport advocates united to oppose the 
anti-poor and unjust Public Utility Vehicle 
Modernization Program and to present a 
genuine alternative which ensures that 
the modernization is a just, low-carbon 
transition.

We also saw the spirit of bayanihan and 
camaraderie alive through consortiums 
that have provided free transport services 
for frontline workers and critical medical 
equipment when Government issued a 
no-public transport policy. We saw an 
outpouring of donations when Luzon was 

ravaged by successive Typhoons from Rolly 
to Tonyo to Ulysses. And, communities, 
basic sectors, and other groups experienced 
the transforming power of distributed 
renewable energy systems that were 
immediately deployed after disasters or 
during protests camps or picket lines. 

Taking stock of these perspectives and 
experiences from frontline communities, 
people’s organizations, civil society, and 
faith groups that have confronted diverse 
energy issues in the past years, CEED 
attempts to put forth a criteria for what 
makes good energy.

Transformative energy
Good energy is transformative energy. 
It capacitates people and communities 
to lead better lives, contributes to social 
transformation, and fuels a people-centered 
recovery and development.

Transformative energy is easily and readily 
available to the people and communities 
in terms of its access, cost, and reliability. 
Increasingly cost-competitive and readily-
dispatchable distributed renewable energy 
systems in the renewable energy-rich 
Philippines have made energy accessible 
unlike never before. Far-flung areas that 
were previously considered as unviable 
and inaccessible due to geographical 
constraints and lack of infrastructure can 
now access electricity. With the deflating 
costs for small-scale renewable energy 
technologies, even the means of generating 
electricity has become accessible and 
affordable for communities.

During typhoon season, damaged 
transmission towers, distribution poles, and 
power lines also greatly disrupt economic 
activities. In some instances, communities 
devasted or displaced by typhoons have to 
wait weeks or even months before power 
is restored. Accessibility and reliability 
necessitate being able to respond to the 
urgent needs of the people, especially in 
times of calamities. Distributed energy 
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and
 ~ Prohibiting passing-on system loss 

cost to consumers.

3. Advance a renewable energy 
transformation by:

 ~ Raising ambitions on renewable 
energy integration in the power 
mix to 50% by 2030, and 100% by 
2050.

 ~ Democratizing and hastening the 
energy transition by:
• Ensuring genuine and 

meaningful public 
consultation and participation 
in energy planning;

• Adopting enabling policies for 
renewable energy community 
mini- and micro-grids, and 
consider rolling-out pilot 
projects for the establishment 
of community mini and micro-
grid systems, especially in 
unelectrified areas;

• Reviewing delays in 
the processing of net-
metering applications and 
hold distribution utilities 
accountable;

• Expediting the enactment 
of Senate Bill No. 2219 
which grants the ERC the 
power to determine the 
maximum kilowatt capacity 
for distributed generation, 
including net-metering; 

• Mandating government 
bodies to install distributed 
renewable energy systems to 
power their offices, including 
storage technologies, which 
will not only provide the 
needed peaking demand in 
times of shortage but also 
decrease dependence on 
unreliable baseload coal; and

• Raising RPS targets.
• Remove other roadblocks to 

100% clean and affordable 
renewable energy by:

 ~ Prohibiting anti-consumer 
procurement practices that give 
undue preference to fossil fuels;

 ~ Conducting the long overdue green 
energy auction, with increasing 
capacity each round; and

 ~ Expediting grid upgrades and 
modernization.

4. Strictly regulate power supply 
procurement to protect the 
interests of electricity consumers 
by:

 ~ Mandating straight or fixed 
energy pricing, so that 
generation companies, instead 
of electricity consumers, 
assume the fluctuation risks of 
fuel cost, currency exchange, 
and consumer price index;

 ~ Mandating automatic carve-
out clauses to avoid stranded 
contract capacity or unutilized 
electricity that are passed-on 
to consumers, whether utilized 
or not, under take-or-pay 
provisions;

 ~ Adopt a more comprehensive 
valuation parameters for power 
supply procurement to account 
for externalities on health and 
environmental costs;

 ~ Requiring 100% guaranteed 
availability from power suppliers 
to motivate better maintenance 
and operations of plants and 
protect consumers from outages 
and power spikes; 

 ~ Identify force majeure instances 
and dispute settlement. The draft 
CSP Policy should expressly 
require all PSAs to include 
pandemic, epidemic, quarantine, 
and plague as instances of 
force majeure, and to indicate a 
dispute settlement process for 
force majeure claims;

 ~ Aligning PSA terms with the 1.5°C 
Paris temperature goal; and

 ~ Re-bid power supply agreements 

fuel impacted communities, 
electricity consumers, basic 
sectors, people’s organizations 
and civil society groups;

 ~ A strong coal phase-out policy, 
including retirement of obsolete 
coal plants that have been 
undergoing prolonged and 
recurring unplanned outages, 
early retirement of existing 
coal plants based on carefully 
determined decarbonization 
pathways aligned with the 
1.5°C Paris temperature goal, 
and updating of Emissions and 
Ambient Air Quality Standards 
and Effluents and Water Quality 
Guidelines;

 ~ Mandate the retirement of existing 
coal plants based on efficiency 
levels and dated technology;

 ~ Target coal peaking not later 
than 2030, and fossil gas and oil 
peaking soon thereafter;

 ~ Removing incentives and 
subsidies for fossil fuels under 
various existing laws, such as 
Presidential Decree No. 87 or the 
Oil Exploration and Development 
Act of 1972 and the Presidential 
Decree No. 972 or the Coal 
Development Act of 1976;

 ~ Rejecting House Bill No. 3031 and 
Senate Bill No. 2203 which seek 
to develop the midstream and 
downstream gas industries, until 
and if fossil gas is determined 
as a necessary bridge fuel and 
a clear national roadmap and 
exit strategy for fossil gas is 
developed;

 ~ Assessing and calculating an 
appropriate carbon tax that would 
disincentivize the use of fossil 
fuels and motivate the urgent 
transition to renewable energy;

 ~ Reviewing false solutions such 
as nuclear and Waste-to-Energy 
technologies that use non-
biodegradable feedstock, and 

carbon capture and storage 
technologies used in connection 
with coal and fossil gas power 
generation; and

 ~ Holding DOE, CCC, and other 
relevant bodies accountable 
for failing to develop a 
decarbonization plan and pathway 
that is aligned to the 1.5°C Paris 
temperature goal.

2. Overhaul EPIRA, specifically prioritizing 
the following:

 ~ Allowing government to engage in 
the generation of power in order 
to: (1) provide additional capacity 
in times of shortages, (2) construct 
renewable energy plants needed 
to meet transition targets, and 
(3) increase competition in the 
generation sector;

 ~ Imposing more stringent limits 
on concentration of ownership, 
operation, or control of installed 
generating capacity among private 
companies to deoligarchize and 
democratize the generation sector;

 ~ Absolutely prohibiting cross-
ownership between companies 
involved in the generation and supply, 
transmission, and distribution 
sectors;

 ~ Adopting a stringent penalty 
scheme for unreliable and inefficient 
power suppliers whose plants have 
been on unjustified and protracted 
outages and for regulating bodies 
and agencies that fail to hold power 
suppliers accountable;

 ~ Reviewing the progress and failures 
of national electrification efforts; 

 ~ Removing the exclusive nature of the 
franchise of distribution utilities to 
allow and encourage communities 
and other entities to set-up their 
renewable energy-based mini- or 
micro-grids;

 ~ Expanding the scope of the lifeline 
rate up from 100 kWh to 210 kWh to 
assist more low-income households; 
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that did not undergo competitive 
selection process, prior to 
the issuance of the rules on 
competitive selection process.

5. Establish a just transition 
framework and plan towards a 
sustainable, safe, and democratic 
transport sector, which:

 ~ Is developed after transparent, 
inclusive, and participatory 
consultations and dialogues with 
impacted workers, operators, 
and stakeholders;

 ~ Provides adequate social 
protection measures for 
impacted stakeholders in 
the form of vehicle and fuel 
subsidies, concessional loans, 
livelihood support, and skills 
training that lead to decent work.

 ~ Includes an open and readily 
accessible information 
sharing platform regarding 
developments in the Public 
Utility Vehicles Modernization 
Program;

 ~ Is grounded on the principle of 
road democracy, where space 
is equitably shared among 
stakeholders;

 ~ Expedites the establishment of 
safe and exclusive pedestrian 
and bicycle lane networks in all 
main roads and highways; 

 ~ Expedite the development of an 
efficient, safe, and affordable 
mass transportation system, 
which includes interconnected 
network of railway systems 
and bus transit systems, and 
complemented with exclusive 
bicycles and pedestrian lanes;

 ~ Incentivizes public 
transportation and clean 
alternatives through subsidies 
such as free bicycle park spaces;

 ~ Includes private vehicles in the 
modernization program; and

 ~ Disincentivizes private vehicles-
use through imposing additional 
taxes on purchasing vehicles or 
charges on road use.
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INTRODUCTION

On the eastern part of the globe, just beside the Pacific and a little above the equator, lies 
the Philippines. This archipelagic nation, in more ways than one, stands in the middle 

of things.

For one thing, it has been in the middle of worsening climate impacts for decades. The country 
is being devastated with stronger weather extremes in the form of storms, floods, and 
droughts and even with slow onset effects like sea level rise in places like Bulacan. Without 
drastic and immediate response, climate impacts will further exacerbate the vulnerability 
of Filipino communities, due to massive loss of lives and livelihoods, displacement, and the 
destruction of resources which families rely upon for sustenance and survival.

On the other hand, it is also in the middle of one of the worst Coronavirus Disease 2019 
(COVID-19) outbreaks in Southeast Asia. As the Duterte Administration struggles to 
arrest an invisible enemy, the country plunges into recession for the first time in nearly 
three decades. The recession has expectedly worsened social and economic inequalities. 
As nearly half of the adult labor force become jobless, recorded severe and moderate 
involuntary hunger reaches an all-time high. Experts say that it will not be surprising if the 
estimated 13.1 million Filipinos who considered themselves poor prior to the pandemic will 
further increase.

The pandemic has caused an unprecedented decline in the country’s overall energy 
demand. This has in turn exposed the many pitfalls of a fossil fuel-reliant energy sector—
from electricity bill shocks, grid instability, to greater mortality risk for COVID-19 patients 
who have long been exposed to fossil fuel air pollution. The handful of proponents who 
control the market and insist that energy must come from fossil fuels have been backed 
into a corner. Meanwhile, our policymakers are forced to reconsider the country’s fossil 
fuel-heavy energy plan.

This puts the Philippines at a crucial crossroads. Reeling from a pandemic and recession 
combined, will the country still rely on fossil fuels to fuel its economic recovery? 

In recent years, there has been a building outcry against the continued reliance of nations 
on dirty energy in fueling their power and transport. Coal, in particular, is being increasingly 
abandoned by industrialized countries in favor of cleaner, more sustainable renewable 
energy alternatives. In the Philippines however, another fossil fuel is posturing to take coal’s 
place. Major corporations are announcing their intentions to invest into fossil gas, another 
dirty energy, signaling that reliance on fossil fuels does not end with coal.

The Paris Agreement, negotiated by countries party to the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), obliged countries to collectively achieve net-
zero emissions of greenhouse gases by mid-21st century. Although there are limitations 
and shortcomings with the Paris Agreement as argued by some governments and the 
climate justice movement in general, the said agreement still holds an ambitious aim with 
1.5 degrees Celsius of aspirational goal which many groups and communities can hold their 
respective governments accountable and responsible to implement through corresponding 
actions within their respective countries and boundaries. 

The promise of the Paris Agreement is echoed by several nations, which have decisively 

divested public funds from coal projects, as well as by powerful and influential institutions 
like the Catholic Church. In his encyclical entitled Laudato Si: Care for Our Common Home, 
Pope Francis highlighted the urgent need “to develop policies so that, in the next few years, 
the emission of carbon dioxide and other highly polluting gases can be drastically reduced; 
for example, the substitution of fossil fuels and the developing of sources for renewable 
energy.” This tidal shift in energy and development has long been the cry of climate 
vulnerable peoples, particularly from the developing South.

The importance of reducing reliance on fossil fuels is felt not only in the context of 
worsening climate-induced disasters, but in development as well. Energy is among the 
most important inputs in fueling daily human activity, and lack of access to sufficient energy 
sources such as lighting, electricity, and fuel for transport has extensive implications on the 
development of an individual, as well as on his or her community. The COVID-19 pandemic 
further exacerbated these implications attributed to a fossil fuel reliant energy sector.

On a national level, an energy policy which does not recognize the need for accessibility 
and ecological sustainability of energy sources, will necessarily be impartial towards fossil 
fuels and unresponsive to the demands of the deteriorating climate. Worse, it is also blind 
to the reality of worsening living conditions of the impoverished due to widening inequality 
and the COVID-19 pandemic.

This fork in the road of the country’s climate and energy future provides an opportunity for 
developing countries like the Philippines to shift towards better energy alternatives aimed 
at promoting energy security and accessibility, recognizing and responding to ecological 
limits, and fueling development which puts the interest of the people, especially those 
marginalized and sidelined under the status quo, at its center. 

At present, we are given an alternative energy system which could potentially yield to social 
transformation and justice. As will be discussed in this paper, good energy is transformative 
energy. It recognizes the fact that societies can no longer continue an energy and 
development path that puts primacy on profit and economic efficiency without recognizing 
its effects on growing inequality, the deteriorating environment and climate, as well as the 
lack of significant development among all groups of people. Rather, energy provides a tool 
to curb social and economic injustice, promote the integrity of the environment and its 
harmonious relationship with humankind, and pursue real, sustainable development which 
caters to the needs of the people, especially the poor and marginalized.

The Center for Energy, Ecology and Development recognizes the transformative power 
of energy which is renewable, accessible, and primarily aimed at a people-centered 
development. This paper aims to shed light on the country’s energy situation and direct 
policymakers and advocates for the environment and the People to the vast opportunities 
and possibilities which specific changes in energy and environment policy and governance 
can bring about.

Following our Decade in Review report which took stock of the energy landscape for the 
past decade, this paper provides an assessment of a drastically different energy landscape 
at the start of this decade. This paper highlights the significant impacts that the COVID-19 
pandemic has had on the energy landscape even in such a short amount of time, and the 
various lessons gathered along the way. 
This report starts by taking stock of the key impacts and developments in the energy sector 

https://www.sws.org.ph/swsmain/artcldisppage/?artcsyscode=ART-20200816184051&fbclid=IwAR0pwaC8R99Zma_v1W4r2FuURMz0WVTdI6mtOpLWLaZvQ7mV45kytaKaaWQ
https://www.sws.org.ph/swsmain/artcldisppage/?artcsyscode=ART-20200927135430
https://www.sws.org.ph/swsmain/artcldisppage/?artcsyscode=ART-20200927135430
https://www.rappler.com/newsbreak/iq/expect-increase-poverty-covid-19-ushers-duterte-4th-year
https://www.rappler.com/newsbreak/iq/expect-increase-poverty-covid-19-ushers-duterte-4th-year
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a year into the pandemic, and then looking more closely at the DOE’s coal moratorium 
advisory, the Electric Power Industry Reform Act’s 20th anniversary, and energy forecasts. 
Then, it shall proceed to articulate the criticisms and concerns voiced out by civil society and 
grassroots organizations. Afterwards, it shall outline some criteria for what makes ‘good 
energy’ – brought about by years of engagements and collaboration with coal-affected 
communities – emphasizing on the components which would maximize the transformative 
character of energy in society. Finally, it shall point out immediate arising policy demands in 
order to facilitate the transition from a fossil-fuel dependent, environmentally destructive, 
and profit-dominated energy sector, to an ecologically-sustainable, people-centered, 
renewable energy system.

We hope that this paper will serve as another step towards a renewed perspective on what 
it means to be a community of human beings, brought together by the common desire to 
care for our home, our neighbors, and those who are still to come after us.

Gerry Arances
Executive Director

Center for Energy, Ecology and Development
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Oil Products 18.17 18.51 16.10 17.11 18.09

Biofuels 0.52 0.56 0.49 0.52 0.55

Electricity 7.10 7.49 7.31 7.67 8.12

Biomass 7.29 7.33 7.32 7.41 7.39

Total 35.72 36.31 33.49 35.21 36.85

Table 3. Energy Supply, By Fuel 2018-2022

Fuel Levels (MTOE)

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Coal 16.35 17.48 14.54 15.37 16.74

Fossil Gas 3.60 3.63 3.34 3.31 3.32

Oil 19.99 19.31 16.60 17.57 18.53

Renewable 19.77 19.69 20.20 20.78 21.00

Hydro 2.34 2.00 2.48 2.51 2.56

Geothermal 8.97 9.19 9.01 9.14 9.17

Solar 0.11 0.11 0.26 0.41 0.52

Wind 0.10 0.09 0.16 0.18 0.18

Biomass 7.72 7.74 7.81 8.01 8.02

Biofuels 0.53 0.57 0.49 0.52 0.55

TOTAL 59.72 60.10 54.68 57.03 59.58

RE Share (%) 33.11 32.76 36.94 36.44 35.24

Table 4. GHG Emissions, By Fuel, 2018-2022

Fuel Levels (MTCO2e)

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Fossil Gas 8.43 7.96 7.84 7.78 7.79

Coal 63.16 68.62 57.64 60.90 66.31

Oil 51.73 56.68 49.04 51.87 54.74

Total GHG 123.32 133.25 114.52 120.55 128.84

Table 5. Particulate Matter (PM), By Fuel, 2018-2022

Fossil Gas 0.71 0.73 0.70 0.69 0.69

Coal 27.11 29.04 24.08 25.44 27.70

Oil 9.60 9.93 8.54 9.03 9.53

Total PM 37.42 39.70 33.32 35.17 37.93

Source: DOE, PEP 2018-2040

This report comes over a year since 
President Rodrigo Roa Duterte declared 

a state of public health emergency to 
prevent widespread transmission of the 
COVID-19 disease, a battle we continue to 
face today. 

Against the backdrop of the pandemic, the 
Department of Energy (DOE) published the 
Philippine Energy Plan 2018-2040 (PEP), 
which supposedly synergizes economic 
recovery plans with sustainable energy 
goals. It includes a four-page summary 
of short-term forecasted impacts (2020-
2022) of the pandemic to the energy sector, 
focusing on demand, supply, and emissions.

The PEP forecasts energy demand to face 
negative growth for all sectors, except 
agriculture and residential due to the 

work-from-home arrangement under the 
“new normal” (Table 1). However, demand is 
expected to bounce back by 2022. In terms 
of fuels (Tables 2 -3), demand and supply 
will also decline by 2020 but will be more 
than 2019 levels by 2022, except for natural 
gas or fossil gas and biomass. Renewable 
energy is not expected to decrease in 
supply even during the pandemic, however 
coal will still have the biggest growth rate 
by 2021-2022. Consequently, GHG emissions 
and particulate matter from fossil fuels use 
will also decline in 2020 but start increasing 
the following year. 

DOE has yet to release Key Energy Statistics 
and Power Situation Report for 2020, which 
will confirm the accuracy of the 2020 
forecasts.

Table 1. Energy Demand, By Sector, 2018-2022

Sectors Levels (MTOE)

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Agriculture 0.44 0.47 0.47 0.48 0.49

Industry 7.52 7.39 6.98 7.38 7.80

Services 4.67 4.91 4.42 4.66 4.91

Residential 9.43 9.71 10.00 10.28 10.47

Transport 12.24 12.69 10.54 11.25 11.97

Non-Energy 1.42 1.14 1.08 1.15 1.20

Total 35.72 36.31 33.49 35.21 36.85

Table 2. Energy Demand, By Fuel, 2018-2022

Fuel Levels (MTOE)

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Coal 2.57 2.36 2.25 2.49 2.71

Fossil Gas 0.06 0.06 0.03 0.00 0.00
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A jeepney driver plying the roads of Metro Manila.
Source: Brian Evans via Flickr

First, public utility vehicles are singled 
out for their harmful emissions and 
contribution to road congestion, even 
though private vehicles dominate road 
use. The transport sectors has the second 
highest greenhouse gas emissions among 
all economic sectors (Figure 1), with 96% 
of its primary energy supply still coming 
from petroleum (Figure 2). To achieve an 
“environmentally sustainable transport 
sector”, the Program mandates public 

transport operators to modernize their units 
by buying brand new and environmentally-
friendly vehicles, which use an electric drive 
and/or combustion engine that complies 
with Euro IV or better emission standards 
as prescribed by the Department of 
Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) 
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, toxic 
fumes, particulate matter, and other forms 
of air pollution. 

Figure 1. GHG Emissions, By Sector and Activity, 2018 (MtCO2e)

While DOE predicts demand, supply, and 
even emissions to return to pre-COVID levels 
by 2022, millions of electric consumers and 
energy poor Filipinos will most likely paint 
a drastically different picture of how the 
pandemic has upended life as they know it, 
and when they expect to bounce back.

As lockdowns were renewed yet again 
amidst another surge in COVID-19 cases, 
the Philippine Statistics Authority reports 
an increase in both unemployment and 
underemployment rates—4.14 million 
Filipinos remain unemployed and 7.45 
million underemployed as of April 2021. The 
World Bank also estimates the country’s 
poverty rate to increase from 16.7% in 2018 
to 21% in 2020, forcing two million more 
Filipinos into poverty.

In the middle of soaring unemployment and 
underemployment, shuttering businesses, 
and increasing debt, Filipinos were also 
confronted with disruptions in public 
transportation, electricity bill shocks, power 
outages and disconnections, and the yearly 
onslaught of typhoons.

As it plays such an integral role in society, 
especially in this pandemic, energy cannot 
be discussed in a vacuum. Its interface with 
the demands of a fragile ecosystem and a 
changing climate, the reality of inequality 
and several social injustices worsened 
by the pandemic, as well as the drive for 
development and recovery that benefits the 
welfare of people, must be carefully taken 
into account in considering the current 
energy situation and exploring prospects 
for change.

This report starts by taking stock of 
the key impacts and developments in 
the energy sector to society in general, 
environment, and, most importantly, the 
people a year into the pandemic, and then 
looking more closely at the DOE’s coal 
moratorium advisory, the Electric Power 
Industry Reform Act’s 20th anniversary, 
and energy forecasts. Ultimately, it aims 

to put forward recommendations for a 
transformative energy from the perspective 
of frontline workers, electric consumers, 
and communities, and civil society.

Phasing-out jeepneys and driving 
unemployment
The declaration of a public health 
emergency in March 16 brought along with 
it a strict, abuse-ridden, and one of the 
most protracted quarantines in the world. 
The lockdown also suspended all public 
transport operations in Luzon, including 
jeepneys. It was more than three months 
later, and after several protests from 
jeepney and bus drivers, before public utility 
vehicles were allowed to resume operations, 
however with one exception—jeepneys that 
have not complied with the Public Utility 
Vehicle Modernization Program can no 
longer ply their routes. 

Traditional jeepney workers were shocked 
to find that their franchises were being 
cancelled or modified for being non-
compliant with the Program, without prior 
consultation. Meanwhile, new franchises 
and routes were being issued to large 
corporations which are investing in modern 
jeepney units and other facilities. For the 
Duterte Administration, the pandemic 
became an opportunity to railroad the 
Modernization Program because emissions 
reduction, cashless transactions, and other 
modernization features are now even more 
necessary for the health and safety of 
commuters.

In its think piece When Covid Meets Climate 
Injustice, CEED details the many reasons 
that commuters, labor groups, and climate 
advocates are opposing the Public Utility 
Vehicle Modernization Program, despite 
its visions for a “restructured, modern, 
well-managed and environmentally 
sustainable transport sector where drivers 
and operators have stable, sufficient, and 
dignified livelihoods while commuters get 
to their destinations quickly, safely and 
comfortably.” 

https://www.doe.gov.ph/sites/default/files/pdf/energy_statistics/1990-2018_kes_energy_and_environment.pdf
https://www.doe.gov.ph/sites/default/files/pdf/energy_statistics/1990-2018_kes_energy_and_environment.pdf
https://www.doe.gov.ph/sites/default/files/pdf/energy_statistics/1990-2018_kes-primary_energy.pdf
https://www.doe.gov.ph/sites/default/files/pdf/energy_statistics/1990-2018_kes-primary_energy.pdf
https://psa.gov.ph/content/unemployment-rate-april-2021-estimated-87-percent
https://www.bworldonline.com/world-bank-cuts-gdp-growth-outlook-for-philippines/
https://ltfrb.gov.ph/ltfrb-oks-ofg-compliant-public-utility-jeepneys-pujs-to-ply-15-metro-manila-routes-on-monday-22-june-2020-amid-gcq
https://ltfrb.gov.ph/ltfrb-oks-ofg-compliant-public-utility-jeepneys-pujs-to-ply-15-metro-manila-routes-on-monday-22-june-2020-amid-gcq
https://ltfrb.gov.ph/ltfrb-oks-ofg-compliant-public-utility-jeepneys-pujs-to-ply-15-metro-manila-routes-on-monday-22-june-2020-amid-gcq
https://medium.com/just-transitions/when-covid-meets-climate-injustice-phasing-out-jeepneys-and-driving-unemployment-in-the-b084bbf56d5b
https://medium.com/just-transitions/when-covid-meets-climate-injustice-phasing-out-jeepneys-and-driving-unemployment-in-the-b084bbf56d5b
https://ltfrb.gov.ph/puv-modernization-2/
https://ltfrb.gov.ph/puv-modernization-2/
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Unknown 10 540 4823 5,373 2.27

TOTAL 574 35,767 199,376 235,717 100

Source, MMDA, MMARAS Annual Report 2019

Second, the program is grossly anti-poor 
and unjust. The halt in public transport 
operations from March to May 2020 affected 
more than 121,400 public utility vehicles, 
including more than 50,000 jeepney units, 
in the Greater Metro Manila Area alone. 
Transport group Piston claims that in total, 
the pandemic has affected 500,000 jeepney 
drivers and 200,000 small jeepney operators. 
Apart from the meager social amelioration 
monthly cash subsidy provided to all 
low-income families, transport workers 
reportedly have yet to receive special 
subsidies or assistance during this period. 
Thus, it has been commonplace to see 
jeepney drivers begging on the streets of 
Metro Manila since the pandemic started.

These are the same idled transport workers 
and operators expected to modernize their 
fleet. All modern jeepneys should use 
an electric-powered or at least a Euro-
4-compliant engine and install cameras, 
Wi-Fi connections, GPS trackers, and 
electronic payment systems among other 
requirements. In total, one modern jeepney 
unit would cost around Php 2-2.5 Million, 
more than ten times the current cost of a 
traditional jeepney. Meanwhile, government 
subsidy is a measly Php 160,000.00 per 
jeepney unit.

Compared to taxis, buses, and ridesharing 
vehicles which are owned by big companies, 
jeepneys are often owned by low-income 
jeepney operators or drivers. A jeepney 
operator usually receives a daily fee called 
“boundary” of Php 700.00 per jeepney unit 
per day and a jeepney driver earns an 
average of Php 1,000.00 per day. 

Additionally, there is a new minimum fleet 
size requirement which mandates each 
jeepney operator to have a fleet of at least 
15 jeepney units. Small operators own on 

average only four jeepney units. Meanwhile, 
the program is attracting more large 
companies, displacing small operators, and 
relegating drivers to low-wage earners.

It is in this deep sense of injustice that 
transport workers, workers’ groups, 
commuters, and sustainable transport 
advocates united as the  Koalisyon ng 
Transportasyon para sa Mamamayan  or 
KTM to present a genuine alternative which 
ensures that the modernization is a just, 
low-carbon transition.

KTM unites the concerns of different 
groups and demands a comprehensive just 
transition that corrects current injustices 
in the public transport system, for example 
by creating a more inclusive space for 
women and LGBTQI+ people, demanding 
equitable solutions from private vehicle 
owners to account for their share in air 
and GHG pollution, and reclaiming “road 
democracy”. Road democracy means that 
public transport is accessible, affordable, 
and safe for commuters and that road space 
is shared equitably among pedestrians, 
cyclists, and public and private vehicles.

In the spirit of bayanihan, 
and under the banner of 
Oplan Hatid laban sa Covid, 
a consortium of leaders 
and member of civil society 
organizations and volunteers 
in the National Capital Region 
came together ‘out of the 
goodness of their heart 
and the desire to make a 
difference in a trying time’.

However, jeepneys specifically account for 
only 2% of the total registered vehicles in 
the country. Meanwhile, private vehicles 
dominate road use with the estimated ratio 
of private vehicles to public utility vehicles 
in Metro Manila being 25 to 1. According to 
a commuters’ rights group, walking and 
public transport make up 80% of daily 
person trips but only 17% of road space in 
Metro Manila. This means that potential air 
pollution and emissions reduction might be 
more significant if modernization efforts 
focused on private vehicles.

Figure 2. Transport Sector Energy Consumption, By Fuel Type, 2018 (KTOE)

Private cars and motorcycles also have the 
highest road crashes yearly in Metro Manila 
according to the MMDA’s Metro Manila 
Accident Reporting and Analysis System 
Annual Report 2019. Private cars (sedan, 
wagon, SUV, pick-up, and the like) account 
for 50% of road accidents, while private 
motorcycles account for 15%. Jeepneys 
account for a meager share of 4.36% of 
total road crashes (Table 6).

Table 6. Total Number of Vehicles Involved in Road Crashes in Metro Manila

Vehicle Type Fatal Non-Fatal 

Injury

Damage to 

Property

Total No. of 

Vehicles

Percentage 

(%)

Bike/Pedicab 20 1060 703 1,783 0.75

Motorcycle 234 16930 17842 35,006 14.85

Tricycle 18 1441 2463 3,922 1.66

Car 80 8992 109450 118,522 50.28

PUJ 40 1817 8439 10,296 4.36

Taxi/FX 8 825 5498 6,331 2.68

Bus 25 759 10057 10,841 4.59

Van 37 2035 22887 24,959 10.58

Truck 98 1359 17210 18,667 7.91

Train 4 9 4 17 0

http://www.congress.gov.ph/legisdocs/basic_18/HB07428.pdf
http://www.congress.gov.ph/legisdocs/basic_18/HB07428.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZpLENDHaro-Eu0-IbDzY1OkEvZtLFNV7/view
http://www.congress.gov.ph/legisdocs/basic_18/HB07428.pdf
https://www.congress.gov.ph/legisdocs/basic_18/HB07428.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/OplanHatidLabanCOVID
https://ceedphilippines.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/CEED-Just-Transition-in-the-Philippines-Full-Study.pdf
https://issuu.com/altmobilityph/docs/altmobility_ph_press_release_and_sb
https://issuu.com/altmobilityph/docs/altmobility_ph_press_release_and_sb
https://mmda.gov.ph/images/Home/FOI/MMARAS/MMARAS_Annual_Report_2019.pdf
https://mmda.gov.ph/images/Home/FOI/MMARAS/MMARAS_Annual_Report_2019.pdf
https://mmda.gov.ph/images/Home/FOI/MMARAS/MMARAS_Annual_Report_2019.pdf
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drivers with healthcare institutions and 
workers to respond to the much needed 
for transport and assist in moving not only 
medical workers but also medical and 
protective equipment towards ensuring 
a consistent and effective medical care. 
As the movement grew, people started to 
donate essential goods, and so the services 
extended to delivering these assistance to 
families in need.

In addition to the initial volunteers from civil 
society organizations, Oplan Hatid created 
an online form to solicit more volunteer 
drivers and conducted online orientations 
to ensure that physical distancing and other 
safety protocols are followed to the teeth. 
By the end of its operations on 30 May 2020, 
a day before the Modified ECQ was lifted, 
Oplan Hatid had over 100 volunteers which 
reportedly made 823 trips and 318 total 
deliveries to a total of 40 total hospitals and 
clinics,2 and thousands of kilos of rice, fruits, 
vegetables, meat, and other essential goods 
to a total of 1,342 households.3

In the face of government’s questionable no 
public transport policy and incompetence 
in moving essential workers in a critical 
time, this collaborative effort is not only 
admirable for being able to respond with 
an immediate, efficient, and effective 
alternative transport system but also for 
showcasing the overwhelming power of the 
people when they come together.

Increased mobility though bicycles and 
small electric vehicles
In the absence of adequate public 
transportation, people have started to 

2 Oplan Hatid Laban sa COVID, Status update, (June 6, 
2020).
3 Oplan Hatid Laban sa COVID, Status update, (June 15, 
2020).

demand for a more inclusive and safer 
sharing of road space. Among the most 
vocal of these advocates is the growing 
cycling population, followed by e-bike and 
e-scooter users.

Cycling, a once neglected mode of transport, 
has suddenly become more popular as 
we see more and more Filipinos pedaling 
their way in roads of major cities otherwise 
oversaturated with private and public utility 
vehicles.

According to iPrice, google searches for 
bicycles in the first two quarters of 2020 
was 163% more than the previous year’s. 
From 330,110 google searches for bicycles 
in January 2020, searches increased to 
over 1.4 million by mid-2020. Small electric 
vehicles also gained popularity among 
Filipino commuters. Searches of e-bikes 
and e-scooters rose dramatically since 
the beginning of the year, with combined 
searches of 304,950 by the end of June 2020.

Sales of bicycles have also skyrocketed in 
just two months after ECQ.4 And as soon as 
government eased quarantine measures, 
some shops reportedly sold 300-400 units 
in a span of a few days.5

By the end of 2020, Social Weather Stations 
(SWS) reported that majority of Filipinos 
believe that their cities or municipalities 
can become great places for walking and 
cycling (Figure 4) and that Philippines roads 
would be better off if public transportation, 
bicycles, and pedestrians are given priority 
over private vehicles (Figure 5).

4 Borbon, Christian, Bicycle sales skyrocket as 
Philippines eases COVID-19 restrictions, (Gulf News, 
May 26, 2020). https://gulfnews.com/photos/news/
bicycle-sales-skyrocket-as-philippines-eases-
covid-19-restrictions-1.1590482057735
5  Ibid.

Through its concerted efforts, KTM has 
succeeded in including some of its demands 
in the  Just Transition to a Modernized PUV 
Sector Bill, which was filed in the House of 
Representatives.

Taking back the streets
As for many commuters, especially frontline 
workers who are required to go to work 
even at the height of the pandemic, public 
transportation has brought misery beyond 
measure for more than a year. Confronted 
with the ineffable incompetence of 
government in providing the much needed 
safe and adequate transportation to not 
only keep workers moving but the economy 
as well, Filipinos were forced to unite 
and resort to or even create their own 
alternatives, which are gradually shaping 
the way we see mobility. 

Bayanihan through Oplan Hatid laban 
sa Covid
As all public transportation were suspended 
when Enhanced Community Quarantine 
(ECQ) was declared more than a year ago, 
news filled of stories of frontline workers 
waiting for hours for any sign of promised 
government shuttles, and even some 
desperately walking for hours to and from 
work.

In the spirit of bayanihan, and under the 
banner of Oplan Hatid laban sa Covid, a 
consortium of leaders and member of civil 
society organizations and volunteers in 
the National Capital Region came together 
“out of the goodness of their heart and 
the desire to make a difference in a trying 
time”.1 Oplan Hatid connected volunteer 

1 Sunstar, ‘Oplan Hatid Laban sa Covid’ keeps 
movement to fight Covid alive, (Sunstar, April 16, 
2020). https://www.sunstar.com.ph/article/1852734/
Manila/Local-News/Oplan-Hatid-Laban-sa-Covid-
keeps-movement-to-fight-Covid-alive

Emilio Garcia, a volunteer of Oplan Hatid Laban sa Covid to deliver face shields, ventilators, medical 
tubing and valves donated by 3D Printing for a Cause PH, to San Juan Medical Center and The Medi-
cal City amidst the lack of public transportation during the COVID-19 pandemic.

https://iprice.ph/trends/insights/could-bicycles-part-the-philippines-new-normal/
http://www.sws.org.ph/swsmain/artcldisppage/?artcsyscode=ART-20210129222939
http://www.congress.gov.ph/legisdocs/basic_18/HB07428.pdf
http://www.congress.gov.ph/legisdocs/basic_18/HB07428.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/OplanHatidLabanCOVID
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Figure 4. “It is possible for my city/municipality to become a great place for walking 
and cycling”; By Area, Nov 2020

Figure 5. “Roads in Philippine Cities and Municipalities would be better off if 
public transportation, bicycles and pedestrians are given priority over private vehicles”; 

By Area, Nov 2020

Figure 3. Google search volume of Filipinos on bicycles

Source: iPrice

Filipino commuters traversing the streets of Metro Manila aboard their bicycles.
Source: Brian Evans via Flickr

https://iprice.ph/trends/insights/could-bicycles-part-the-philippines-new-normal/
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Boulevard and between Ortigas Business 
District, Bonifacio Global City and Makati 
Business District. The BRT project was 
initially expected to be implemented by 
2018-2021. By 2018, it was reported that 
DOTr is recommending the cancellation of 
the project.

At the height of the pandemic in July 2020, 
however, an EDSA Busway was established. 
The Busway, which is still operating today, 
was first established to help transport 
commuters in Metro Manila amid the 
general community quarantine. The DOTr 
has procured 36,000 concrete barriers to 
isolate the dedicated busway lane, in which 
550 bus units were authorized to service. 

While the EDSA Busway was criticized as 
a “virtual experiment” that places public 
safety as a secondary concern due to its 
hasty establishment, it allowed commuters 
to experience for the first time a median bus 
lane fully separated from other vehicles, 
whether private or public. This is a standard 
design for bus rapid transit (BRT) systems 
globally.

Almost a year since the launch of the EDSA 
Busway, MMDA Chairman Abalos reports 
that there has been a “47.3% average 
decrease in travel among public utility buses 
(PUB) traveling along EDSA from January 
2020 to January of this year while there is 
89.81% or 9.61 kilometers per hour average 
increase in travel speed of our PUBs for the 
similar period”.

Recording higher mobility results due 
to the EDSA Busway, DOTr signed a 
Memorandum of Agreement with SM Group 
for the construction of the EDSA Busway 
concourse in November 2020. Under the 
MOA, three concourses will be built at SM 
Mall of Asia in Pasay City, SM Megamall in 
Mandaluyong City, and SM North EDSA in 
Quezon City.

Although there are still safety issues, long 
queues, and other criticisms regarding 

the EDSA Busway, it still offers a better 
alternative than the previous bus system in 
EDSA. Some meritorious recommendations 
from public transport advocates and 
commuters will hopefully be considered for 
its continuous improvement: 

 ~ Install doors on both sides of the bus, 
which would increase safety and 
efficiency;

 ~ Establish more stations to improve 
interconnectivity with other public 
transport;

 ~ Implement a bus schedule system to 
avoid congestion and long queues; 
and

 ~ Establish a unified and cashless 
mode of payment which can be 
used across all mass public transit, 
including bus and rail transit, which 
would mitigate delays and ease 
payment collection.

The rise of electricity consumers 

Paying more for less
For the power sector, complaints were 
also piling up fast as electric consumers 
were confronted with higher generation 
rates at the start of the pandemic. CEED’s 
policy brief entitled Preventing Another 20 
Years of Coal sought to clarify that these 
higher rates were not mere impacts of the 
pandemic but were results of unfavorable 
power procurement practices. 

As discussed earlier, the pandemic caused 
an unprecedented drop in energy demand, 
including demand for electricity. However, 
due to the minimum energy offtake 
(MEOT) clause in standard power supply 
agreements (PSAs), which mandates 
distribution utilities to purchase a minimum 
percentage of the contracted capacity, 
many distribution utilities were required 
to buy contracted capacities even though 
unutilized by their electricity consumers. 
Electricity consumers pay the costs of 
unutilized electricity in these take-or-pay 
contracts.

The growing pedal momentum will also 
finally benefit from the nearing completion 
of the Bicycle Lane Networks mandated 
by the Bayanihan to Recover as One Act 
(BARO), after half a year of delays. During 
the House Committee on Transportation 
Hearing on 1 June 2021, DOTr reported that it 
has completed 68% of the bicycle network 
in Metro Manila, 80% in Metro Cebu, and 

79% in Metro Davao. It expects the bicycle 
lane networks, comprising of 340 kms in 
Metro Manila, 138 kms in Metro Cebu, and 
60kms in Metro Davao, to be completed this 
June 2021.6

6 Rey, Aika, DOTr says 500-km bike lane network 
done within June, (Rappler, June 1, 2021). https://www.
rappler.com/business/dotr-bicycle-lane-network-
completion-target-june-2021

Figure 6. Constructed Bicycle Networks as of June 2021

Source: DOTR, House Committee on Transportation Presentation

While significant progress has been made 
in developing these networks, a few things 
need to be noted. First, BARO mandates the 
creation of not only protected bike lanes but 
also of accessible sidewalks. Section 10(g)
(2)(ii)(3) of BARO allocates Php 1.3 billion for 
the development of “accessible sidewalks 
and protected bicycle lanes, procurement 
of bicycles and related safety equipment 
for bicycle distribution, sharing, and lending 
programs, and procurement of bicycle 
racks”. DOTr Assistant Secretary Steve 
Pastor, however, said that Php 1.1 billion is 
allocated to the development of bicycle 
networks in the Metropolitan areas while 
the remaining Php 200 million is allocated 
for bike sharing stations in partnership with 
Metro Manila Development Authority. There 
was no mention of any projects for ensuring 
that there are also accessible sidewalks for 
pedestrians.

Second, BARO declares as policy the 
accommodation of bicycle networks in 
all roads in every city, municipality, and 

province, not only in Metropolitan areas 
(BARO, Section 3(h)). DOTr Assistant 
Secretary Steve Pastor mentioned that 
the DOTr prioritized Metropolitan areas 
because this is where economic activities 
are highest. He did not mention any plans 
for developing protected bike lanes in other 
areas. 

Finally, there are also several bills 
in Congress, which seek to promote 
sustainable and alternative modes of 
transportation towards greater mobility of 
people. In both the House of Representatives 
and Senate, there are bills seeking for 
the prioritization of sustainable mobility 
options, declaring rights for bicycle riders, 
and creating bike and pedestrian friendly 
communities.

The EDSA Busway experiment
In 2016, President Rodrigo Duterte approved 
a 48 kilometer Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) 
project in EDSA, with dedicated lanes 
extending from Monumento to Roxas 

https://www.rappler.com/business/industries/dotr-proposal-scrap-bus-rapid-transit-philippines
https://mmda.gov.ph/72-news/news-2020/4301-july-1-2020-interim-operations-of-edsa-busway-starts-today.html
https://manilastandard.net/mobile/article/326856
https://ceedphilippines.com/preventing-another-20-years-of-coal/
https://ceedphilippines.com/preventing-another-20-years-of-coal/
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1755-1315/338/1/012005/pdf
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1755-1315/338/1/012005/pdf
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Learning from the pandemic and Meralco’s 
previous PSAs, the Power for People 
(P4P) Coalition, comprising of electric 
consumers and renewable and affordable 
energy advocates, were quick to demand 
for the revision of the terms of reference 
for Meralco’s 1,800 MW tender for including 
unfavorable terms such as take-or-pay 
provisions. Since these demands were 
left unheard by the Department of Energy, 
Meralco and its Third Party Bids and Awards 
Committee (TPBAC), and P4P Coalition 
elevated their complaints to the Supreme 
Court in February 2021. There has been no 
final resolution on the matter to date.

Bukluran ng Manggagawang Pilipino, 
Samahan ng Mamamayan – Zone One 
Tondo Organization, and Partido ng Lakas 
ng Masa likewise filed a separate and 
the first-of-its-kind complaint before the 
Philippine Competition Commission against 
Meralco and Meralco’s Third Party Bids and 
Awards Committee for abuse of dominant 
position and anti-competitive behavior and 
agreement.

These consumer-led cases come after 
the Supreme Court’s landmark decision in 
Alyansa para sa Bagong Pilipinas v. ERC, 
et al. in 2019, where electricity consumers 
sued Meralco for executing seven PSAs with 
its own subsidiary or affiliate generation 
companies without bidding. The Supreme 
Court ended up requiring the seven PSAs, 
and 83 others executed by other distribution 
utilities and generaiton companies, to 
undergo competitive selection process. 
CEED discussed other implications of the 
Supreme Court decision in The Decade in 
Review Report and Preventing Another 20 
years of Coal Paper.

While the case prevented Meralco 
consumers from being locked into buying 
expensive coal electricity for the next 20 
to 25 years, there are still PSAs that have 
not been withdrawn today. The Philippine 
Movement for Climate Justice filed a letter 
to DOE last May stating that distribution 

utilities in Mindanao have not complied 
substantially with the Supreme Court’s 
decision. 

The infamous Meralco bill shock and 
disconnections
As if consumers were not already grappling 
with higher power rates and other financial 
concerns, three months after ECQ was 
declared, the infamous Meralco bill shock 
swept the news and social media. Meralco 
shocked millions of its electric consumers 
with electricity bills twice or thrice as much 
as their usual consumptions. 

Electricity consumers, once again through 
the P4P Coalition, actively engaged the 
Congressional hearings and raised the 
following violations on the part of Meralco.

Meralco should not have billed customers 
based on estimated usage. Per Sec. 3.5.4 of 
the Distribution Services and Open Access 
Rules (DSOAR), in the event of a force 
majeure, Meralco may bill its customers 
based upon their estimated usage for 
the billing period only if the meters fail 
to register the customers’ consumption. 
Otherwise, the meter reading must be 
done immediately after the force majeure. 
Meralco simply could not conduct meter 
reading during ECQ and thus, should not 
have estimated usage.

Meralco used an averaging method least 
favorable to customers. Even if allowed to 
estimate usage, Meralco used the method 
that is least favorable to its customers, since 
it would most likely result to the highest 

During the billshock, 
P4P Coalition also symbolically 
billed Meralco Php 19.126 
billion, reflecting the refunds 
that Meralco has held instead 
of immediately returning to 
consumers, plus interest.

Since May, the Philippine Rural Electric 
Cooperatives, Inc. and the National 
Association of General Managers of Electric 
Cooperative, which have not been allowed 
by their power suppliers to invoke force 
majeure, have been appealing to the ERC 
to declare the pandemic as force majeure. 
This declaration would exempt electric 
cooperatives from buying the MEOT 
capacities indicated in their PSAs that are 
beyond their actual demand. This will in 
turn result to lower electricity rates to the 
benefit of their member-consumer-owners.

For Meralco, which was able to claim 
force majeure in its PSAs, it has credited 
this clause for lower rates throughout the 
pandemic. From April to September 2020, 
Meralco has reportedly saved a total of 
PhP 2.4 billion from force majeure claims. 
Without these claims, its generation charge 
and the total rate would have increased by 
around 14 centavos per kWh in September.

Despite the glaring need to exempt 
distribution utilities from MEOT clause in 

their PSAs, the DOE and ERC refused to 
intervene in these contracts. They claim 
that invoking force majeure is up to the 
contracting parties.

This statement emphasizes even more 
the importance of regulating the terms of 
reference during CSP. DOE should reject 
any terms of reference that would be 
unfavorable to electricity consumers even 
before the conduct of CSP and execution of 
PSA.

In the specific issue of force majeure and 
the lessons from this pandemic, DOE 
should require a standard force majeure 
clause which clearly includes pandemics, 
epidemics, and plagues, and a procedure for 
settling force majeure claims. 

DOE’s draft revised and supplementary CSP 
policy still does not include these instances 
as force majeure. Meralco’s latest 1,800 MW 
tender does not also specify instances of 
force majeure and still allows take-or-pay 
provisions, except for variable costs.

Bukluran ng Manggagawang Pilipino Secretary General Michael Garay filing a complaint 
against Meralco and Meralco’s TPBAC before the Philippine Competition Commission on 

2 March 2021.

https://www.bworldonline.com/2-smc-units-submit-lowest-bids-for-1800-mw-meralco-supply-deal/
https://www.bworldonline.com/2-smc-units-submit-lowest-bids-for-1800-mw-meralco-supply-deal/
https://www.facebook.com/253659431815071/posts/1156466338201038/?d=n
https://sc.judiciary.gov.ph/3601/
https://sc.judiciary.gov.ph/3601/
https://ceedphilippines.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/The-Decade-In-Review-Center-for-Energy-Ecology-and-Development-May-2020.pdf
https://ceedphilippines.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/The-Decade-In-Review-Center-for-Energy-Ecology-and-Development-May-2020.pdf
https://ceedphilippines.com/preventing-another-20-years-of-coal/
https://ceedphilippines.com/preventing-another-20-years-of-coal/
https://www.facebook.com/ClimateJusticePH/posts/read-pmcj-and-palag-na-urges-doe-erc-to-investigate-distribution-utilities-in-mi/1863989443765492/
https://www.manilatimes.net/2020/05/26/business/business-top/power-co-ops-comply-with-bill-payment-directives/727314/
https://businessmirror.com.ph/2020/09/09/meralco-force-majeure-claims-bring-down-electricity-rates-in-september/
https://www.bworldonline.com/doe-says-force-majeure-invocation-on-power-deals-up-to-contracting-parties/
https://www.doe.gov.ph/announcements/public-consultation-and-call-comments-draft-department-circular
https://www.doe.gov.ph/announcements/public-consultation-and-call-comments-draft-department-circular
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P4P Coalition's bill to Meralco

(50MW solar farm).10 

Even the remaining projects under the 
Duterte Administration’s flagship Build, 
Build, Build Program also risked facing 
delays. Majority of the projects under the 
for Solar Panels, Stalling MGen Projects, (Business 
Mirror, February 27, 2020). https://businessmirror.com.
ph/2020/02/27/covid-19-causing-delivery-delays-
for-solar-panels-stalling-mgen-projects/

10  Business World, Citicore Power targets commercial 
run of Pampanga solar farm by end-2021, (Business 
World, February 23, 2021). https://www.bworldonline.
com/citicore-power-targets-commercial-run-of-
pampanga-solar-farm-by-end-2021/

program are transport and mobility projects, 
consisting of roads, highways, expressways, 
bridges, railways, airports, bus transits, 
subways and port projects.11 

However, last April, DPWH reported that 
Build, Build, Build is already back on track, 
including EDSA decongestion programs, 
expressways, by-pass roads, and other 
infrastructure projects.12 It seems that the 

11 National Economic and Development Authority, 
Revised List of Infrastructure Flagship Projects, 
(NEDA, May 12, 2021). https://www.neda.gov.ph/wp-
content/uploads/2021/06/Revised-Infrastructure-
Flagship-Projects-as-of-12-May-2021.pdf

12 Patinio, Ferdinand, BBB, other infra projects 

estimated bill—it averaged the usage for 
the past three months prior to ECQ, which 
included December, when usage during 
December is higher than normal.  Sec. 3.5.4 
of the DSOAR provides other available 
methods, such as the usage of the customer 
during the same month of the preceding 
year or the relevant time of use load profile 
data during the previous month. 

Meralco failed to comply with ERC 
advisories on billing method. Meralco did 
not amortize the cumulative amount of 
electricity bill that have fallen due within 
ECQ in four equal monthly installments, and 
did not clearly indicate the word “estimate” 
in the consumers bills.

Meralco failed to provide sufficient 
electricity during ECQ. While Meralco billed 
consumers with exorbitant electricity rates, 
there were 52 tripping events in the period of 
May 6-11 alone, six of which were sustained 
interruptions affecting 137,713 consumers.7 

Meralco continues to overcharge 
consumers even as it refuses to return their 
money. Meralco has billions in long overdue 
court-ordered refunds that it has yet to pay 
back to its consumers. 

In addition to holding Meralco accountable 
for its violations, and withdrawing erroneous 
bills, P4P Coalition demanded for better 
policies and regulations for distributed 
energy systems such as microgrids, which 
enable consumers to reduce dependence 
on Meralco and even contribute electricity 
back to the grid. This will also help in 
reducing the harmful emissions of the coal 
power plants used by Meralco to produce 
expensive electricity which nevertheless 
fails every summer.

7 Rivera, Danessa, Higher ECQ power demand, 
summer heat cause outages, (Philippine Star, 
May 11, 2020). https://www.philstar.com/
headlines/2020/05/11/2013212/higher-ecq-power-
demand-summer-heat-cause-outages 

During the billshock, P4P Coalition also 
symbolically billed Meralco Php 19.126 
billion, reflecting the refunds that Meralco 
has held instead of immediately returning to 
consumers, plus interest. The interest was 
charged in view of the long wait of consumers 
for their refunds, the inconvenient method 
Meralco uses for consumers to receive their 
money, and for holding on to the money and 
effectively securing an interest-free loan 
from consumers for their own cash-flow 
purposes.

In August 2020, the ERC finally ruled finding 
Meralco to have violated its advisories on 
billing and payment schemes, and to have 
neglected to “provide accurate and timely 
information especially during this time of 
pandemic has created chaos and confusion 
to most of the electricity consuming public”.8 
Meralco committed a total of 190 days of 
violation, multiplied by the basic penalty of 
₱100,000, totaling an administrative fine of 
₱19 million.

Delays in renewable energy and 
transportation projects
One   of  the inevitable impacts of 
the pandemic is the delays in the 
accomplishment of projects and targets 
for the energy sector due to restrictions 
in movements of people and goods and 
realignment of funds for Covid response.

The completion and commissioning of 
renewable energy projects were also 
delayed due to difficulties in importing 
materials, and travel restrictions for needed 
engineers. Among power developers who 
reported delays are MERALCO PowerGen 
Corp. (50 MW Bulacan solar farm and 40 MW 
Tarlac solar farm)9 and Citicore Power, Inc. 

8 CNN Philippines, Meralco fined 19 million over 
‘bill shock’ amid lockdown, (CNN Philippines, 
August 27, 2020). http://www.cnnphilippines.com/
news/2020/8/27/Meralco-fined--19-million-ERC.
html
9  Lectura, Lenie, COVID-19 Causing Delivery Delays 
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As for the third and fourth indicators, the PEP 
projects almost half of the total installed 
capacity in the power sector to still depend 
on fossil fuels, even in a clean energy 
scenario. Expectedly, the International 
Energy Agency (IEA), a primary data 
source of the SDR, finds that the country’s 
emissions from fossil fuel combustion have 
been continuously increasing since 2021 
(Figure 8). 

As for SDG13, the report found that apart 
from South America and Africa, the rest 
of the regions are encountering major 
challenges in limiting energy-related CO

2 

emissions. The Philippines, on the other 
hand, is apparently on track with its goals 
even though its annual CO

2
 is still increasing 

as seen in Figure 10. A significant drop in the 
country’s CO

2
 shouldn’t be expected either 

since the PEP projects fossil fuel’s share in 
the total primary energy supply to continue 
to increase until 2040.

Figure 8. CO
2
 emissions from fuel combustion for electricity and heating per total elec-

tricity output in the Philippines (Mt CO
2
/TWh)

Source: Sustainable Development Goals Index Dashboard

Source: Sustainable Development Goals Index Dashboard

Figure 9. Energy-related CO
2 
Emissions per Capita (t CO

2
/capita)

same is true for renewable energy projects 
as the Bulacan solar farm starts commercial 
operations just a few months ago.13

Stagnating progress in SDGs 7 
and 13
The pandemic also made it difficult to 
remain on track with meeting Sustainable 
Development Goal (SDG) 7 - access to 
clean, affordable, reliable, and sustainable 
energy and SDG 13 - urgent action to combat 
climate change and its impacts. According 
to the Sustainable Development Solutions 
Network’s (SDSN) latest Sustainable 
Development Report, which combines 
data from national statistical offices and 
international organizations, and provides a 
qualitative and quantitate assessment of 
the SDGs, the Philippines is stagnating in 
its progress in SDG 7 although remaining on 
track with SDG 13.  

For SDG 7, there are 4 indicators: access 
to electricity, access to clean fuels 
and technologies for cooking, share of 
renewable energy in total primary energy 
supply, and CO

2
 emissions from fuel 

completion on track amid pandemic, (PNA, April 20, 
2021). https://www.pna.gov.ph/articles/1137371

13 Crismundo, Kris, 50-MW solar power plant in 
Bulacan starts operation, (PNA, May 13, 2021). https://
www.pna.gov.ph/articles/1140148

combustion for electricity, and heating per 
total electricity output. 

For the first indicator, the Sustainable 
Energy for All (SE4ALL) Global Tracking 
Network, a global tracking framework 
which tracks the progress in achieving 
SDG goals and one of the sources of the 
Sustainable Development Report, reports 
that the Philippine population with access 
to electricity has already reached 95% 
based on electrification data that were 
collected from industry, national surveys, 
and international sources. However, 
electrification reports from different 
government bodies and a research 
institution provide a different perspective 
on the true progress of electrification in the 
country. These contradicting findings will 
be discussed further in Chapter 2: Declining 
national electrification efforts. 

For the second indicator, the Philippines 
fared much lower compared to Southeast 
Asian neighbors, with only 43% of the 
population having access to clean fuels 
and technologies for cooking (Figure 7). The 
country’s progress for this indicator remains 
particularly low as biomass and Liquid 
Petroleum Gas are still the conventional 
fuels used for cooking.

Figure 7. % of Population with Access to Clean Fuels and Technologies for Cooking, 2016

*Source: World Bank, Sustainable Energy for All (SE4ALL) database

https://s3.amazonaws.com/sustainabledevelopment.report/2020/2020_sustainable_development_report.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/sustainabledevelopment.report/2020/2020_sustainable_development_report.pdf
https://data.worldbank.org/
https://data.worldbank.org/
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following points prior to the submission of 
the NDC:15

1. While the higher overall GHG emissions 
reduction target in the latest NDC draft 
(currently at 75%) is welcomed, there 
was no adequate disclosure on the 
technical considerations, assumptions, 
and methodologies.

2. There is lack of clarity on the calculation 
of the share of unconditional and 
conditional commitments in the NDC. 
While conditional commitments can be 
used as a tool for negotiating for the 
means of implementation, this, however, 
does not mean that public finance 
should not be maximized for the country 
to strengthen its own infrastructures 
and systems to enhance its long-term 
resilience to the impacts of the climate 
crisis.

3. The NDC must reflect a moral imperative 
for the Philippines, as one of the 

15 Aksyon Klima, Highest possible climate ambition, 
substance and compliance. https://aksyonklima.
org/2021/02/16/highest-possible-climate-ambition-
substance-and-compliance/

countries at highest risk to the impacts 
of the climate crisis, through a coherent, 
collaborative, and inclusive framework 
with ambitious commitments and 
targets and a clear sense of urgency in 
implementing its policies and measures.

4. There must be an integration of the 
interlinkages between climate change 
mitigation options and cross-cutting 
issues with implications on enhancing 
adaptation, such as poverty alleviation, 
gender, health, education, biodiversity 
loss, green recovery from the COVID-19 
pandemic, and youth development 
into the finalized first NDC, reflected in 
quantitative targets and timelines.

5. The NDC lacks a clear decarbonization 
pathway, indicative of a just transition 
in the energy sector, with a higher 
share of unconditional commitments, 
established timeline for reducing the 
reliance on fossil fuels, a rejection of 
nuclear power, and ambitious targets for 
RE development and energy efficiency 
by 2050. 

Unambitious NDC in the middle of 
a climate emergency
The end of 2020 brought no relief for millions 
of Filipinos as typhoon after typhoon carved 
paths of destruction across the country, 
submerging towns as far as Catanduanes 
in Bicol Region and Cagayan in the North. 
The successive typhoons came merely 
weeks apart and caused record-breaking 
damages—Typhoon Quinta, Typhoon Rolly 
(the world’s strongest typhoon of 2020), 
Typhoon Tonyo, and Typhoon Ulysses 
(causing the worst flooding Northern Luzon 
has seen in almost a half century).14 The 
onslaught of typhoons recorded dozens of 
deaths, hundreds of thousands displaced, 
and millions left without electricity and 
supply of clean water. 

As many civil society organizations and 
Filipinos start their what seems to have 
become a yearly donation drive for typhoon 
victims, including donations of solar 
lamps (see Box 3), we also saw a growing 
consciousness of the real root of the 
problem. These devastations are yet another 
taste of what the climate emergency brings 
about due to the incessant burning of fossil 
fuels, reckless disregard for natural barriers 
to calamities, and unsustainable ways of 
living. However, while we may be too late 
to return to the time when typhoons like 
Ulysses only happened once a century, it is 
not too late to prevent a turn for the worse. 

CEED joined several other organizations in 
demanding that the Philippine government 
to cease all logging and quarrying operations 
in the Sierra Madre and other watersheds 
and forests in the country that shield our 
people from the worst of calamities, and 
to immediately step up reforestation and 
adaptation efforts to help mitigate the 
effects of typhoons.

14 Reuters, Philippines’ typhoon deaths rise as worst 
floods in 45 years hit north, (Reuters, November 15, 
2020). https://www.reuters.com/article/asia-storm-
philippines-idUSKBN27V03C 

These devastations are yet 
another taste of what the 
climate emergency brings about 
due to the incessant burning 
of fossil fuels, reckless disregard 
for natural barriers to calamities, 
and unsustainable ways of 
living. However, while we may 
be too late to return to the time 
when typhoons like Ulysses only 
happened once a century, it is not 
too late to prevent a turn for the 
worse.

But the Philippines is not alone in 
shouldering climate responsibilities, and 
the government led by the president and 
the cabinet must be at the forefront of 
calling out climate injustice. CEED urged 
not only the Philippine government but all 
countries who continue to burn coal and 
other fossil fuels to immediately transition 
to renewable energy. Developed countries 
should assist developing countries in this 
transition, which should follow the tenets of 
ecological and climate justice, and account 
for the loss and damages experienced by 
communities most at risk from the climate 
crisis. It is a debt ought to be paid to climate-
vulnerable peoples, including Filipinos.

However, in April this year, the Philippine 
government submitted its Nationally 
Determined Contribution (NDC) to the United 
Nations Framework Convention on Climate 
Change, which remained unambitious and 
problematic.

CEED joined Aksyon Klima, a national 
network of civil society organizations 
working on diverse climate and 
development-related issues, in raising the 

https://aksyonklima.org/2021/02/16/highest-possible-climate-ambition-substance-and-compliance/
https://aksyonklima.org/2021/02/16/highest-possible-climate-ambition-substance-and-compliance/
https://aksyonklima.org/2021/02/16/highest-possible-climate-ambition-substance-and-compliance/
https://ceedphilippines.com/ceed-on-ulysses-ph/
https://www.reuters.com/article/asia-storm-philippines-idUSKBN27V03C
https://www.reuters.com/article/asia-storm-philippines-idUSKBN27V03C
https://www4.unfccc.int/sites/ndcstaging/PublishedDocuments/Philippines First/Philippines - NDC.pdf
https://www4.unfccc.int/sites/ndcstaging/PublishedDocuments/Philippines First/Philippines - NDC.pdf
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Table 7. Total Capacity Unavailable in the Luzon Grid, By Cause, May 31-June 3
Total 

Capacity 

Unavailable

31-May 01-Jun 02-Jun 03-Jun

MW % MW % MW % MW %

I. Planned 

Outage

435 15.98 435 10.7 435 10.4 435 10.6

II. Unplanned 

Outage

1,802.5 66.23 1,792 44.1 1,527 36.5 1,527 37.4

II.A. Forced 

Outage

n/a 1579 38.9 1,314 31.4 1,314 32.1

II.B. Outside-

Management 

Control 

Outage

n/a 213 5.2 213 5.1 213 5.2

III. Power 

Plant 

Derating

484 17.78 1,837 45.2 2,225 53.1 2,126 52

III.A. Major 

Power Plant 

Derating

n/a 484 11.9 484 11.6 484 11.8

III. B Other 

Power Plant 

Derating

n/a 1,353 33.3 1,741 41.5 1,642 40.2

Total 2,721.5 100 4,064 100 4,187 100 4,088 100

Source: DOE, Grid Status Updates; IEMOP, Weekly Summary of WESM Operations

Seven coal plants on outage
Out of all of the power plants going on 
planned and unplanned outages and 
derating, coal power plants are largely 
to blame. From the 4 GW of unavailable 
capacity, around 1.322 to 1.687 GW was 
caused by unplanned or forced outages of 
coal plants (Table 1). On the first day of the 
red alert, half of the unavailable capacity 
was caused by coal plants. At least seven 
coal plants went on unplanned outages 
from May 31 to June 3:  TeaM Sual Corp. Sual 
Coal-fired Power Plant Unit 2, GNPower 
Mariveles Energy Center Ltd. Co. Mariveles 
Coal-fired Power Plant Units 1 & 2, Sem-
Calaca Power Corp. (SCPC) Calaca Coal-
fired Power Plant Unit 2, Therma Luzon Inc. 
(TLI) Pagbilao Coal-fired Power Plant Unit 2, 
KEPCO - Salcon Power Corporation (SPC) 
KSPC Coal-fired Power Plant Unit 1, and 

South Luzon Thermal Energy Corporation 
(SLTEC) SLTEC Puting Bato Unit 2 (Table 9).

First Gas Power Corporation’s Santa Rita 
Combined Cycle Gas Plant’s unplanned 
outages and KEPCO Ilijan Corporation’s 
Ilijan Gas Power Plant derated capacity also 
removed around 495 MW to 1 GW at some 
point in the red alert week. Meanwhile, San 
Roque Power Corp. (SRPC) Hydroelectric 
Power Plant’s planned outages also carved 
out a huge capacity from the grid, but is 
compliant to DOE Department Circular No. 
DC2020-02-0004, which provides for the 
guidelines on planned outage schedules 
according to DOE.18

18 Department of Energy, Power Situation Update 
on the 31 May 2021- Red Alert in Luzon Grid, 
(DOE, May 31, 2021). https://www.doe.gov.ph/
press-releases/%E2%80%8Bdoe-virtual-press-
conference-power-situation-update-31-may-2021-
monday-red-alert

At the end of May and in the middle 
of scorching hot summer, the NGCP 

placed the Luzon grid on red alert. 
While news made waves across Luzon, 
blackouts were already hitting residents 
and businesses, depriving them of relief for 
the summer heat and disrupting both their 
personal and work responsibilities. Senate 
Committee on Energy Chairperson Sherwin 
Gatchalian estimates that the red alert 
from May 31 to June 2021 alone cost Meralco 
residential customers more than Php 116 
million.16

The red alert, at times yellow alert, has 
already become an annual occurrence that 
signals the summer season’s peak demand 
and the unreliable coal plants conking out. 
This year, however, as it came just in time 
for the 20th anniversary of the enactment of 
the Electric Power Industry Reform Act of 
2001 (EPIRA), it also signalled EPIRA’s utter 
failure to deliver on its promise of quality, 
reliable, secure, and affordable supply of 
electric power.

EPIRA was enacted in 2001 following 8 to 12 
hour-rotating blackouts and the ballooning 
debt of the National Power Corporation 
(NPC) during the Asian Financial Crisis in 
the 1990s. EPIRA sought to enhance the 
“inflow of private capital and broaden 
ownership base in the power industry” (Sec. 
2(d)) and ensure “free and fair competition 
and full public accountability” (Sec. 2(c)). 
Theoretically, privatization would result 
to a decrease in power rates (Sec. 2(b)), 
and greater efficiency in the delivery of 
electricity.

16 Senate Committee on Energy Hearing on 10 June 
2021.

Yet, two decades after its enactment, 
EPIRA’s promises remained just that, and 
we need not look further than the red alert 
to establish the aching need to repeal this 
failed policy.

A look at Luzon Grid’s Red Alert

Over 4 GW capacity unavailable
A red alert is raised when there is insufficient 
power supply in the grid to the point where 
power interruptions must be resorted to.17 
As DOE Secretary Alfonso Cusi said in the 
Senate Committee on Energy’s hearing 
to “discuss long-term solutions to power 
supply shortages” held on June 10, there 
is no problem on supply. His presentation 
in fact proved that the cause for the alert 
is not a lack of power plants or a massive 
increase in electricity use due to the 
summer heat but rather, the unreliability of 
several existing power plants which went 
on planned and unplanned outages and 
derating. In total, capacity unavailable due 
to these faulty plants reached as high as 
4.187 GW (Table 7).

17 Sarao, Zacarian, Expect rotational brownouts as 
NGCP places Luzon grid on red alert, (Inquirer, May 31, 
2021). https://newsinfo.inquirer.net/1439326/expect-
rotational-brownouts-as-ngcp-places-luzon-grid-
on-red-alert#:~:text=Expect%20rotational%20
b r o w n o u t s % 2 0 a s % 2 0 N G C P % 2 0 p l a c e s % 2 0
Luzon%20grid%20on%20red%20alert,-By%3A%20
Zacarian%20Sarao&text=Being%20under%20
red%20alert%20means,due%20to%20high%20
electricity%20demand.
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GNPower Mariveles 

Energy Center Ltd. Co. 

Mariveles Coal-fired 

Power Plant Unit 2

Coal 345 316 Unplanned 

outage - Boiler 

Tube leak

1-Jun-21 8-Jun-21

Sem-Calaca Power Corp. 

Calaca Coal-fired Power 

Plant Unit 2

Coal 300 300 Unplanned 

outage - 

Generator 

earth fault

3-Dec-20 1-Jul-21

Therma Luzon Inc. (TLI) 

Pagbilao Coal-fired 

Power Plant Unit 2

Coal 382 382 Unplanned 

outage - Boiler 

Tube leak

2-Jun-21 5-Jun-21

KEPCO – Salcon Power 

Corporation (SPC) KSPC 

Coal-fired Power Plant 

Unit 119

Coal 103 103 Preventive 

Maintenance 

Schedule

8-May-21 3-Jun-

2021

South Luzon Thermal 

Energy Corporation 

(SLTEC) SLTEC Puting 

Bato Unit 220

Coal 150 140 Extended 

Outage

10-May-21 31-May-21

First Gas Power 

Corporation Santa Rita 

Combined Cycle Gas 

Plant Unit 6

Fossil 

Gas

262 262 Unplanned 

Outage

28-May-21 31-May-21

First Gas Power 

Corporation Santa Rita 

Combined Cycle Gas 

Plant Unit 2

Fossil 

Gas

256 256 Unplanned 

Outage

31-May-21 31-May-21

KEPCO Ilijan Corporation 

Ilijan Gas Power Plant

Fossil 

Gas

1,200 716 Derating (484 

MW derated)

31-May-21

Malaya Unit 1 Oil-

based

150   Unavailable  1-Jun-21  

CBK Power Caliraya 

Hydroelectric Power 

Plant U1

Hydro 11 11 Extended 

planned 

Outage

24-May-21 TBD

CBK Power Caliraya 

Hydroelectric Power 

Plant U2

Hydro 11 11 Extended 

planned 

Outage

24-May-21 TBD

San Roque Power Corp. 

(SRPC) Hydroelectric 

Power Plant Unit 1

Hydro 145 145 Planned 

Outage

30-May-21 13-Jun-21

SRPC Hydroelectric 

Power Plant Unit 2

Hydro 145 145 Planned 

Outage

30-May-21 13-Jun-21

SRPC Hydroelectric 

Power Plant Unit 3

Hydro 145 145 Planned 

Outage

30-May-21 13-Jun-21

Sources: DOE, Grid Status Updates; IEMOP, Weekly Summary of WESM Operations

19  Not included in DOE’s Grid Status Report.
20 Not included in DOE’s Grid Status Report.

Table 8. Total Capacity Unavailable in the Luzon Grid, By Fuel, May 31-June 3

Fuel Type
31-May 1-Jun 2-Jun 3-Jun

MW % MW % MW % MW %

Coal 1,558 52 1,687 40 1,422 33 1,322 32
Natural Gas 1,001.50 33 495 12 495 12 495 12
Oil-based n/a   229 5 233 5 218 5
Geothermal n/a   164 4 164 4 247 6
Hydro 435 15 1,137 27 1,508 35 1,255 31
Others n/a   455 11 468 11 554 14
Total 2,994.50 100 4,167 100 4,290 100 4,091 100

Sources: DOE, Grid Status Updates; IEMOP, Weekly Summary of WESM Operations

From the 4 GW of unavailable capacity, around 1.322 to 
1.687 GW was caused by unplanned or forced outages 

of coal plants.

Notably, some coal plants have been or 
are expected to be on unplanned outage 
for more than half a year. SCPC Calaca 
Coal-fired Power Plant Unit 2 has been on 
unplanned outage due to a generator earth 
fault since December 3 last year. It is the 
oldest coal plant in the country, operating 
since 1984 or almost four decades already.

GNPower Mariveles Coal-fired Power Plant 
Unit 1 has been out since February 6 due to 
a boiler tube leak and is estimated to go 
online two months from now. Its Unit 2 went 
on outage as well on June 1 but should be 
back online already. Both units have been 
operating for only a few years, starting 2013.

Lastly, two power plants which have been 
operating since the 1990s had the shortest 

unplanned outages. TeaM Sual’s Coal-fired 
Power Plant Unit 2 went on an unplanned 
outage which lasted for half a month. TLI 
Pagbilao Coal-fired Power Plant Unit 2 for 
only four days. Although TLI Pagbilao Coal-
fired Power Plant Unit 2: went on ouatge 
for only a few days in 2021, it must be noted 
that the power plant has recorded outages 
consistently every year since 2016.

As ERC Chairperson Devanadera explained 
in the House Committee Hearing, as 
power plants get older, even with planned 
maintenance period afforded to them, they 
cannot be as efficient as they were before. 
ERC and DOE should assess the feasibility 
of retiring these unreliable and obsolete 
coal plants that have been experiencing 
recurring outages on annual basis.

Table 9. Power Plants with Unavailable Capacity, May 31-June 3

Power Plant Fuel 

Type

Installed 

Capacity

Dependable 

Capacity

Unavailability 

Cause

Date Out Estimated 

Date In

TeaM Sual Corp. Sual 

Coal-fired Power Plant 

Unit 2

Coal 382 382 Unplanned 

outage - Boiler 

Tube leak

16-May-21 2-Jun-21

GNPower Mariveles 

Energy Center Ltd. Co. 

Mariveles Coal-fired 

Power Plant Unit 1

Coal 345 316 Unplanned 

outage - Boiler 

Tube leak

6-Feb-21 31-Aug-21
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[B]oiler tube leaks were the cause 
for the forced outages for TeaM 
Sual, TLI, and GNPower Mariveles’ 
Coal Plants. TeaM Sual addressed 
the problem in half a month, 
TLI in four days. GNPower 
Mariveles, the newest out of 
all the coal plants that went on 
outage, expects to address its 
leak in Unit 1 in six months.

NGCP, however, made a strong counterpoint 
on DOE’s proposal regarding reserves. It 
said that its ancillary services come from 
the “same pool of generators, many of 
which went on unscheduled shutdowns, 
and whose current collective output is 
not enough to meet consumer demand. 
Signing a firm contract will not make a large 
capacity power plant magically appear 
with the stroke of a pen. The only thing that 
changes is the charging mechanism”.25

NGCP further warned DOE that the latter’s 
insistence on the dispatch of ancillary 
services as a response to thin operating 
margins and possible load dropping in the 
Luzon grid could result to an upsurge of 
power rates of Php 0.64/kWh in Luzon, Php 
0.54/kWh for Visayas, and Php 1.39/kWh 
for Mindanao. For a household consuming 
200kWh, this would mean an additional Php 
128 in the electric bills of consumers from 
Luzon, Php 108 for those in Visayas, and Php 
278 for those in Mindanao.26

As for generation companies, while the Rule 
on allowable outages is straightforward, 
there is still no generation company that 
has been held accountable for protracted 
outages. Especially during the summer 
season, this is a gross incompetence on the 
part of DOE, which is mandated to ensure 

25 Lectura, Lenie, ‘ERC must scrutinize impact of 
AS policy on consumers’, (Business Mirror June 14, 
2021). https://businessmirror.com.ph/2021/06/14/
erc-must-scrutinize-impact-of-as-policy-on-
consumers/
26 Ibid.

reliable and quality supply of electric power, 
and ERC, which should ensure generating 
plants’ strict observance of allowable 
outages.

Secretary Cusi, who formerly worked 
at Aboitiz Shipping,27 said that DOE is 
still working closely with the Philippine 
Competition Commission to probe a possible 
collusion in the power plant shutdowns. On 
the other hand, ERC Chairperson Agnes 
Devanadera also said that they are already 
conducting an investigation on a “pricing 
play,” as the secondary price cap in the 
Wholesale Electricity Spot Market (WESM) 
has been hit at least 418 times this year 
alone. In the meantime, the ERC has already 
lowered the secondary price cap in the 
WESM to Php 4,502/MWh based on market 
data from the period of 2016 to 2018. The 
secondary price cap is set to kick in once 
the Php 6,919/MWh GWAP rolling average 
price is breached over a 72-hour period.28 

While these investigations are important 
to ensure consumers are protected from 
economic sabotage, collusion, or any 
gaming from power producers, any findings 
of guilt resulting from these investigations 
should, however, be on top of already clear 
violations of the allowable outages per 
year.29 There should be no delay in meting 
penalties for power plants that have 
exceed the outage allowances and have 
still not gone online today. Yet in the Senate 
Hearing on June 4, Chairperson Devanadera 
reported that ERC has issued Notice of 
Non-Compliances and Order to Comply but 
did not mention whether any generation 
company has been sanctioned.

27 Dela Paz, Chrisee, DOE chief Cusi: Arroyo, Aboitiz 
have nothing to do with my post, (Rappler, July 4, 
2016). https://www.rappler.com/business/economy/
energy-alfonso-cusi-aboitiz-arroyo
28  Business World, Regulator looks at lower price 
cap at WESM, (Business World, October 28, 2019). 
https://www.bworldonline.com/regulator-looks-at-
lower-price-cap-at-wesm/
29 Power Philippines, ERC blames gencos’ “pricing 
play” for Red Alert, (Power Philippines, 7 June 2021). 
http://powerphilippines.com/erc-blames-gencos-
pricing-play-for-red-alert/ 

NGCP blamed, coal companies 
unscathed
To answer the question, “who is to blame?”, 
there are three things worth stressing: 
First, boiler tube leaks were the cause for 
the forced outages for TeaM Sual, TLI, and 
GNPower Mariveles’ Coal Plants. TeaM Sual 
addressed the problem in half a month, 
TLI in four days. GNPower Mariveles, the 
newest out of all the coal plants that went 
on outage, expects to address its leak in 
Unit 1 in six months.

Second, TLI is a wholly-owned subsidiary 
of AboitizPower, the biggest power holding 
in the company.21 AboitizPower, through its 
wholly-owned subsidiary Therma Power, 
Inc. (TPI), owns a majority equity share 
in GNPower Mariveles.22 Other equity 
owners are AC Energy Holdings, Inc. (AC 
Energy), a wholly owned subsidiary of Ayala 
Corporation, and Power Partners Ltd. Co. 
Given the overlap in ownership and outage 
21 Aboitiz Power, Our Business: Therma Luzon, Inc..
22 Aboitiz Power, Our Business: GNPower Mariveles 
Coal Plant Ltd. Co..

cause for both coal plants, Philippine 
Independent Power Producers Association’s 
(PIPPA) explanation that the outages are 
“natural and inevitable occurrences” that 
have been made especially difficult to 
address by the pandemic23 seems all but 
flimsy and tenuous.

Third, just last December, the Energy 
Regulatory Commission issued the Rules 
for the Interim Reliability Performance 
Indices and Equivalent Outage Days Per 
Year of Generating Units. According to the 
Rules, generating plants are mandated to 
strictly observe the maximum allowable 
planned and unplanned outages shown 
in Table 10. This will supposedly ensure 
that the generating plants will be properly 
maintained, and will consequently result 
to lesser incidents and occurrences of 
unplanned outages. Based on the DOE and 
IEMOP reports, only GNPower Mariveles’ 
Coal-fired Power Plant Units 1 and 2 
exceeded the allowable outages per year.

23 House Committee on Energy on 4 June 2021.

Table 10. Allowable Planned and Unplanned Outage Days per Year
Pulverized 

Coal

Circulating 

Fluidized 

Bed

Combined 

Cycle

Gas 

Turbine

Diesel Geo-

thermal

Hydro-

electric

Oil-Fired 

Thermal

Biomass

No. of Day 

Unavailable

44.7 32.3 20.2 29.2 19.0 19.7 29.9 58.6 39.7

No. of Days 

of Planned 

Outage

27.9 15.4 12.5 6.5 5.0 6.0 23.1 30.8 32.7

No. of 

Days on 

Unplanned 

Outages

16.8 16.9 7.7 22.7 14.0 13.7 6.8 27.8 7.0

Since DOE acknowledges that if not more 
than two power plants went on outage at 
the same time, it is clear as day who should 
be held accountable, surprisingly except 
for DOE. During the Senate Committee on 
Energy hearing on the red alert, DOE blamed 
NGCP for not fully contracting the mandated 
reserve, which they communicated to 
NGCP since January 2017, and for delays 
in the construction of transmission 
projects, ranging from less than a year to 

nine years. DOE correctly raised that had 
these transmission projects been timely 
delivered, Luzon could have accessed the 
overcapacity in Negros and Mindanao.24 
DOE called on the senate to review NGCP’s 
franchise and its power to expropriate, and 
grant DOE the responsibility to prepare the 
Transmission Development Plan (TDP).

24 Secretary Alfonso Cusi during the Senate 
Committee on Energy Hearing on the red alert on 10 
June 2021.

https://businessmirror.com.ph/2021/06/14/erc-must-scrutinize-impact-of-as-policy-on-consumers/
http://powerphilippines.com/erc-blames-gencos-pricing-play-for-red-alert/
http://powerphilippines.com/erc-blames-gencos-pricing-play-for-red-alert/
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Considering the impact on power rates 
of requiring 100% firm ancillary service 
requirement from NGCP or resorting to 
baseload coal for peaking demand, the 
true saving grace in this time is renewable 
energy peaking plants such as solar PV, 
which is faster and easier to construct and 
utilize flexible, dispatchable, and renewable 
resource. Variable renewable energy is 
often dismissed as most appropriate for 
peaking demand considering the inflexible 
grid. But in the case of the red alert, peaking 
demand is in fact what needs to be met. 
Instead of expediting the commissioning of 
coal plants, DOE should focus on expediting 
the commissioning of renewable energy 
peaking plants to pick-up the slack from 
unreliable and obsolete coal plants. 
Yet, there weren’t enough renewable 
energy contracted through power supply 
agreements to fill-in peaking demand for 
several reasons.

First, a prudent point was mentioned during 
the Senate Committee on Energy hearing—
under the Renewable Energy Act of 2008, 
intermittent renewable energy sources 
are considered must and priority dispatch. 
However, the same priority is not granted to 
renewable energy suppliers in competitive 
selection process for power procurement 
in the captive market. DOE should start 
reconsidering its technology-neutral policy 
in power procurement and giving renewable 
energy generation companies priority or 
advantage in contracting with distribution 
utilities. In CEED’s Preventing Another 20 
Years of Coal paper, it was discussed how 
standard power procurement practices 
also give undue advantage to fossil fuels 
and create barriers for renewable energy 
companies to compete.

Second, during the Senate Committee on 
Energy hearing, it was highlighted that 
more than 200 MW of biomass capacity in 
Negros Island cannot be dispatched due 
to transmission line constraints. A Scoping 
Study of Negros Island’s Power Sector 
Transformation by CEED has found that the 
same is true for certain solar farms in Negros 
island. In fact, only a fifth of Negros Island’s 

696 MW installed capacity is actually used 
by Negrosanon captive electric consumers. 
Of the 696 MW of installed capacity, solar and 
biomass make up 19% and 13% respectively. 
DOE Undersecretary Fuentabella correctly 
said that completing improvements and 
modernizations of transmission lines will 
also provide needed solutions by allowing 
more renewable energy to come into the 
grid.

Government should likewise start with 
considering the possibility of installing 
solar PV systems, including storage 
technologies, in all government offices, 
which will not only provide the needed 
peaking demand but also decrease 
dependence on unreliable baseload coal. 
DOE Secretary Cusi called on legislators 
to amend the EPIRA to allow government 
to build its own generating facilities not to 
compete with private generation companies 
but to provide the needed demand, when 
there is shortage in capacity due to outages. 
DOE and all government offices can already 
do this by installing their own distributed 
renewable energy generating facilities in 
their offices like solar PV systems. 

Finally, lessons should also be culled from 
Vietnam’s rapid and massive solar rooftop 
PV installations since we have massive and 
untapped solar energy potential. In 2020, 
more than 9 GW of solar rooftop capacity 
were installed in Vietnam. Last December 
alone, a record 6.71 GW were installed. This 
is primarily due to the implementation of the 
2nd iteration of their FiT policy mechanism, 
which granted a higher FiT rate for solar 
rooftop PV installation compared to floating 
or ground-mounted solar farms. The new 
FiT aimed to incentivize distributed energy 
generation that do not require additional 
land use and transmission infrastructure.33  

33 Gunther, Edgar A., Vietnam rooftop solar 
records major boom as more than 9GW installed 
in 2020, (PV Tech, January 6, 2021). https://www.
pv-tech.org/vietnam-rooftop-solar-records-
major-boom-as-more-than-9gw-installed-in-
2020/#:~:text=Throughout%202020%20rooftop%20
solar%20installations,upward%20in%20the%20
past%20day.

GNPower Mariveles triggers outage, 
GNPower Dinginin dubbed as saving 
grace
Over a month since the first day of the red 
alert, investigations are still ongoing. The 
fact there is still no generation company 
that has been held accountable for 
protracted outages, especially during the 
summer season, is a gross incompetence 
on the part of DOE, which is mandated 
to ensure reliable and quality supply of 
electric power, and ERC, which should 
ensure generating plants’ strict observance 
of allowable outages.

However, instead of imposing any of the 
appropriate sanctions (Table 11) to GNPower 
Mariveles, its power holding, Aboitiz Power, 
or AboitizPower’s other generating plants, 
the House and Senate Committees on 
Energy are now calling for the fast-tracking 
of the commissioning of GNPower Dinginin’s 
668 MW Coal Plant Unit. Senator Gatchalian 
even went as far as calling GNPower 
Dinginin as our “saving grace” from the red 
alert.30 DOE also said that it will call on 
the proponents of the committed power 
projects, including GNPower Dinginin Coal 
Plant, and ask for details on how the DOE 
can fast-track these projects.31

GNPower Dinginin is a joint venture 
between AC Energy, Inc., AboitizPower’s 
TPI, and Power Partners Ltd. Co.32And so, 
AboitizPower’s GNPower Dinginin Coal 
Plant benefits from the outage of its other 
30 Velasco, Myrna, New power plant may save 
Luzon from more brownouts, (Manila Bulletin, 
June 12, 2021). https://mb.com.ph/2021/06/12/
new-power-plant-may-save-luzon-from-more-
brownouts/#:~:text=Consumers%20in%20the%20
Luzon%20grid,to%20the%20Department%20of%20
Energy.
31 Business World, Major delays before commercial 
launch seen in 27 power projects, (Business World, 
July 1, 2021). https://www.bworldonline.com/major-
delays-before-commercial-launch-seen-in-27-
power-projects/ 
32 Business World, GNPower Dinginin power plant 
targets full commercial operation by June — DoE 
data, (Business World, February 12, 2021). https://
www.bworldonline.com/gnpower-dinginin-power-
plant-targets-full-commercial-operation-by-june-
doe-data/

subsidiary GNPower Mariveles Coal Plant. 
Although GNPower Dinginin Coal Plant was 
still undergoing testing and commissioning, 
the ERC has reportedly already allowed 
dispatch from the plant. 

Why not renewable energy peaking 
plants?
During the House Committee on Energy 
hearing, PIPPA explained that peaking, which 
happens when demand is at its greatest, has 
a 0.23% occurrence in a year. Historically, 
this happens during the summer months 
because of the heat. The solution should 
be fast-tracking the addition of peaking 
capacity and not baseload capacity. PIPPA 
even went as far as asking, “how can we 
encourage someone to invest on a 300MW 
generator which will only be used 0.23% 
annually?”

If we consider the fact that distribution 
utilities are not prohibited from contracting 
baseload capacity for peaking demand, and 
that standard power supply agreements 
include take-or-pay provisions where 
generation companies are assured of profit 
by passing-on costs to helpless electricity 
consumers, there lies the answer.

Variable renewable energy 
is often dismissed as most 
appropriate for peaking demand 
considering the inflexible grid. 
But in the case of the red alert, 
peaking demand is in fact what 
needs to be met. Instead of 
expediting the commissioning 
of coal plants, DOE should 
focus on expediting the 
commissioning of renewable 
energy peaking plants to 
pick-up the slack from 
unreliable and obsolete 
coal plants.

https://ceedphilippines.com/preventing-another-20-years-of-coal/
https://ceedphilippines.com/preventing-another-20-years-of-coal/
https://ceedphilippines.com/negros-to-herald-power-transformation-in-ph-study/
https://ceedphilippines.com/negros-to-herald-power-transformation-in-ph-study/
https://ceedphilippines.com/negros-to-herald-power-transformation-in-ph-study/
https://www.bworldonline.com/major-delays-before-commercial-launch-seen-in-27-power-projects/
https://www.bworldonline.com/major-delays-before-commercial-launch-seen-in-27-power-projects/
https://www.bworldonline.com/major-delays-before-commercial-launch-seen-in-27-power-projects/
https://mb.com.ph/2021/06/12/new-power-plant-may-save-luzon-from-more-brownouts/
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500,000, with additional penalties for delays 
in compliance, are appropriate sanctions 
considering the inconvenience and costs 
that electricity consumers shoulder due 
to unplanned outages? Again, as Senate 
Committee on Energy Chairperson 
Gatchalian estimates, the red alert from 
May 31-June 3 alone cost Meralco residential 
customers more than Php 116 million.34 

It should also be mentioned that for the 5th 
and subsequent violations, the certificate, 
license, and franchise that will be cancelled 
are not even required of generation 
companies. This means that unlike 
distribution utilities, generation companies 
do not risk losing their certificate of 
compliance from the ERC or even their 

34 Senate Committee on Energy Hearing on 10 June 
2021.

certificate of endorsement from the DOE 
when they exceed allowable outages.

Without accountability mechanisms in 
place, generation companies do not have 
the incentive to improve their services by 
maintaining their power plants in good 
conditions, training and hiring local experts 
that can quickly respond to unplanned 
outages, purchasing spare parts and 
equipment needed for breakdowns, and 
immediately having their plants up and 
running in just a matter of days. Thus, it is 
crucial that erring power producers are 
penalized with the appropriate fines, even 
including revocation of certificates for 
compliance and/or endorsement for their 
gross incompetence in failing to provide 
a crucial service in the middle of this 
pandemic.

Table 12. Power Plants with Unavailable Capacity, 2016-2020
Power Plant Fuel Installed 

Capacity

Dependable 

Capacity

Unavailability 

Cause

Date Out

SMC Masinloc Coal-fired 

Power Plant Unit 2

Coal 344 344 Unplanned 

- Ongoing 

Assessment

4-Jun-20

TLI Pagbilao Coal-fired 

Power Plant Unit 2 

Coal 382 382 Unplanned - 

Boiler tube leak

4-Jun-20

TLI Pagbilao Coal-fired 

Power Plant Unit 1

Coal 382 382 Unplanned - 

Excitation Fault 

Alarm

3-Jun-20

SMC Consolidated Power 

Corporation (SMCCPC) Limay 

Unit 1

Coal 150 135 Unplanned - 

Emergency 

shutdown to 

rectify hotspot at 

Lamao substation 

& repair of coal 

feeders

25-May-20

San Buenaventura Power Coal 500 455 Unplanned - 

Maintenance 

Outage to perform 

boiler cleaning/ 

de-slagging

23-May-20

Southwest Luzon Power 

Generation Corporation 

(SLPGC) Unit 2

Coal 150 140 Unplanned - 

Extended planned 

Outage

6-Apr-20

Privatization without 
accountability
This red alert is not an isolated incident. 
For the past years, red or yellow alerts 
have been an annual occurrence during the 
summer months. Table 12 shows the long list 
of power plants that have gone on annual 
outages since 2016 based on DOE’s Grid 
Status Reports. TLI’s Pagbilao Coal Plant 
suffered unplanned outages at least once 
every year since 2016, GNPower Mariveles 
also went on unplanned outages every year 
since 2016 except last year during the height 
of the pandemic.

In the yearly shortages, there has been 
no reports that any of these generation 
companies or NGCP received penalties, 
whether in the form of fines or revocation of 
certificate of compliance or endorsement, 
or concession. 

This does not come as a surprise since, as 

mentioned earlier, the ERC issued the Rules 
for the Interim Reliability Performance 
Indices and Equivalent Outage Days Per Year 
of Generating Units only last December. 
ERC Chairperson Devanadera also 
mentioned during the House Committee 
Hearing that penalties are not the most 
important consideration but the delivery of 
the services.

This sentiment is in fact reflected in 
the lack of appropriate sanctions for 
power producers that have exceeded the 
allowable outages. Under Article VII, Section 
1 of the Rules, violations are sanctioned in 
accordance to another resolution – ERC 
Resolution No. 3, Series of 2009, entitled a 
“Resolution Amending the Guidelines to 
Govern the Imposition of Administrative 
Sanctions in the Form of Fines and Penalties 
Pursuant to Section 46 of Republic Act No 
9136”. ERC Resolution No. 3, Series of 2009 
provides the following sanctions:

Table 11. Administrative Sanctions under ERC Resolution No. 3, s. of 2009

No. of Violation Basic Amount of Penalty Additional Penalty shall be 
Imposed for Any Willful Delay in 
Implementation

1st and 2nd Violation PhP 100,000 a. 10% of the basic amount of 
penalty if the compliance 
was made after one (1) 
month from notice.

b. 50% of the basic amount of 
penalty if the compliance 
was made after two (2) 
months from notice.

c. 100% of the basic amount 
of penalty if the compliance 
was made after three (3) 
months from notice.

3rd and 4th violations PhP 300,000

5th violation and subsequent 
violations

PhP 500,000 and the 
cancellation of the Certificate 
of Public Convenience and 
Necessity (CPCN), License and 
the Franchise for Consortium

Applying these sanctions to power plants 
that have exceeded the allowable outages 
might however be problematic. Would every 
day in exceedance of the allowable outages 
be considered a violation? Or would one 
outage, regardless if it lasts for six months 
(as is the cases for GNPower Mariveles 

Energy Center Ltd. Co. Mariveles Coal-fired 
Power Plant Unit 1 and Sem-Calaca Power 
Corp. (SCPC) Calaca Coal-fired Power Plant 
Unit 2) be considered one violation?

Another important question to ask is 
whether the fines of Php 100,000-Php 
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SMCCPC Limay Unit 2 Coal 150 135 Unplanned - 

Isolated due 

tripping of 

Transmission 

line caused by 

6.1 magnitude 

earthquake

22-Apr-19

SCPC Calaca Unit 2 Coal 300 200 Unplanned - Boiler 

Tube Leak

28-Apr-19

GNPower Mariveles Power  Ltd. 

Unit 1

Coal 345 316 Unplanned - 

Isolated due to the 

M6.1 earthquake 

incident.

22-Apr-19

GNPower Mariveles Power  Ltd. 

Unit 2

Coal 345 316 Unplanned - 

Isolated due to the 

M6.1 earthquake 

incident. Ongoing 

Restoration

22-Apr-19

SMCCPC Limay Unit 1 Coal 150 150 Unplanned - 

Isolated due to the 

M6.1 earthquake 

incident. Ongoing 

Restoration

22-Apr-19

SMCCPC Limay Unit 2 Coal 150 150 Unplanned - 

Isolated due to the 

M6.1 earthquake 

incident. Ongoing 

Restoration

22-Apr-19

SMCCPC Limay Unit 2 Coal 150 150 Unplanned - Boiler 

tube leak

11-Apr-19

Southwest Luzon Power 

Generation Corporation 

(SLPGC) Unit 2

Coal 150 150 Unplanned - 

Vibration in Primary 

Air Fan

7-Apr-19

SMCCPC Limay Unit 2 Coal 150 150 Unplanned - Boiler 

tube leak

11-Apr-19

SLPGC Unit 2 Coal 150 150 Unplanned - 

Vibration in Primary 

Air Fan

7-Apr-19

Pagbilao Energy Corporation 

(PEC) Pagbilao U3

Coal 420   Unplanned - Boiler 

Sagging

2-Apr-19

SMCCPC Limay Unit 2 Coal 150 150 Unplanned - Boiler 

tube leak

11-Apr-19

TeaM Energy Corporation Sual 

Unit 1

Coal 647   Unplanned - Boiler 

Circulating Pump 

piping leak

9-Apr-19

SLPGC Unit 2 Coal 150 150 Unplanned - 

Vibration in Primary 

Air Fan

7-Apr-19

PEC Pagbilao Unit 3 Coal 420   Unplanned - Boiler 

Sagging

2-Apr-19

SSMCCPC Limay Unit 2 Coal 150 150 Unplanned - Boiler 

tube leak

11-Apr-19

SMC Masinloc Coal-fired 

Power Plant Unit 3

coal 335 335 Unplanned - Repair 

of the HP heater and 

included draft fan; 

on commissioning 

test

24-Mar-20

Tiwi Unit 1 and Makban Unit 5 Geo 115   Outside 

Management 

Control Outage - 

Steam Supply Issue

 

GNPower Mariveles Power  Ltd. 

Unit 2

Coal 345 316 Unplanned - 

Isolated due 

tripping of 

Transmission 

line caused by 

6.1 magnitude 

earthquake; ongoing 

troubleshooting 

after failed 

synchronization on 

2 May 2019 evening

22-Apr-19

SCPC Calaca Unit 2 Coal 300 200 Unplanned - Boiler 

Tube Leak

28-Apr-19

TLI Pagbilao Unit 1 Coal 382 382 Unplanned - Tripped 

due to excessive 

water leak at feed 

water flow sensing 

line

2-May-19

GNPower Mariveles Power  Ltd. 

Unit 2

Coal 345 316 Unplanned - 

Isolated due 

tripping of 

Transmission 

line caused by 

6.1 magnitude 

earthquake; ongoing 

troubleshooting 

after failed 

synchronization on 

2 May 2019 evening

22-Apr-19

SCPC Calaca Unit 2 Coal 300 200 Unplanned - Boiler 

Tube Leak

28-Apr-19

Angat Main Unit 3 Hydro 50 50 Unplanned - Tripped 

due to High Bearing 

Temperature

29-Apr-19

GNPower Mariveles Power  Ltd. 

Unit 2

Coal 345 316 Unplanned - 

Isolated due 

tripping of 

Transmission 

line caused by 

6.1 magnitude 

earthquake

22-Apr-19

SMCCPC Limay Unit 1 Coal 150 135 Unplanned- Isolated 

due tripping of 

Transmission 

line caused by 

6.1 magnitude 

earthquake

22-Apr-19
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Avion Unit 2 Fossil gas 50   Unplanned - Lost 

power capacities 

due to the 

earthquakes

11-Apr-17

San Lorenzo Unit 1 Fossil gas 250   Unplanned - Lost 

power capacities 

due to the 

earthquakes

11-Apr-17

San Lorenzo Unit 2 Fossil gas 250   Unplanned - Lost 

power capacities 

due to the 

earthquakes

11-Apr-17

Ilijan Unit 2 Fossil gas 600   Unplanned - Lost 

power capacities 

due to the 

earthquakes

11-Apr-17

San Gabriel Fossil gas 420   Unplanned - Lost 

power capacities 

due to the 

earthquakes

11-Apr-17

Avion Unit 2 Fossil gas 50   Unplanned - Lost 

power capacities 

due to the 

earthquakes

10-Apr-17

San Lorenzo Unit 1 Fossil gas 250   Unplanned - Lost 

power capacities 

due to the 

earthquakes

10-Apr-17

San Lorenzo Unit 2 Fossil gas 250   Unplanned - Lost 

power capacities 

due to the 

earthquakes

10-Apr-17

Ilijan Unit 2 Fossil gas 600   Unplanned - Lost 

power capacities 

due to the 

earthquakes

10-Apr-17

San Gabriel Fossil gas 420   Unplanned - Lost 

power capacities 

due to the 

earthquakes

10-Apr-17

SCPC Calaca Unit 1 Coal-fired 

power plant

Coal 300   Planned - 

Undisclosed

10-Apr-17

TLI Pagbilao Unit 1 Coal 328   Planned - 

Undisclosed

10-Apr-17

Angat Auxiliary Unit 4 Hydro 6   Planned - 

Undisclosed

10-Apr-17

Avion Unit 1 Fossil gas 50   Planned - 

Undisclosed

10-Apr-17

Magat Unit 3 Hydro 90   Planned - 

Undisclosed

10-Apr-17

Magat Unit 4 Hydro 90   Planned - 

Undisclosed

10-Apr-17

Makban Unit 5 Geo 55   Unplanned - High 

turbine vibration

10-Apr-17

TeaM Energy Corporation Sual 

Unit 1

Coal 647   Unplanned - Boiler 

Circulating Pump 

piping leak

9-Apr-19

SLPGC Unit 2 Coal 150 150 Unplanned - 

Vibration in Primary 

Air Fan

7-Apr-19

PEC Pagbilao Unit 3 Coal 420   Unplanned - Boiler 

Sagging

2-Apr-19

Malaya Unit 2 Oil 350    Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

4-Apr-19

PEC Pagbilao U3 Coal 420    Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

4-Apr-19

SLTEC Coal 135    Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

4-Apr-19

Makban Unit 7 Geo 20    Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

4-Apr-19

Tiwi Unit 6 Geo 57    Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

4-Apr-19

Tiwi Unit 1 Geo 60    Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

4-Apr-19

TLI Pagbilao Unit 1 Coal 382   Unplanned 

- Tripping of 

230 kilovolt 

Pagbilao-Tayabas 

Transmission Line 1

20-Oct-17

TLI Pagbilao Unit 2 Coal 382   Unplanned 

- Tripping of 

230 kilovolt 

Pagbilao-Tayabas 

Transmission Line 1

20-Oct-17

SCPC Calaca Unit 2 Coal 300   Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

20-Oct-17

GNPower Mariveles Power  Ltd. 

Unit 2

Coal 345   Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

20-Oct-17

Masinloc Coal-fired Power 

Plant Unit 1

Coal 330   Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

20-Oct-17

TeaM Energy Corporation Sual 

Unit 2

Coal 647   Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

20-Oct-17

QPPL Co. Coal -fired Power 

Plant

Coal 456   Unplanned - 

Vibration of the 

boiler booster pump

20-Oct-17

Pagbilao Energy Corporation 

(PEC) Pagbilao Unit 2

Coal 382   Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

22-Sep-17

San Lorenzo Unit 1 Fossil gas 250   Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

22-Sep-17

Limay Block 6   70   Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

22-Sep-17

GNPower Mariveles Power  Ltd. 

Unit 2

Coal 302   Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

22-Sep-17

Kalayaan Unit 3 Hydro 180   Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

22-Sep-17

Kalayaan Unit 4 Hydro 180   Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

22-Sep-17
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Kalayaan Hydroelectric 

Power Plant Unit 4

Hydro 180   Unplanned 

- Low water 

elevation

30-Jul-16

SLTEC Unit 1 Coal 122   Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

30-Jul-16

SLTEC Unit 2 Coal 140   Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

30-Jul-16

Kalayaan Hydroelectric 

Power Plant Unit 2

Hydro 180   Planned - 

Undisclosed

30-Jul-16

Sta. Rita Unit 2 Fossil 

gas

250   Planned - 

Undisclosed

30-Jul-16

 Source: DOE, Updates on Grid Status

The power oligarchs
EPIRA also intended greater competition 
in power generation, transmission, and 
distribution. Theoretically, a broader base 
of ownership in will force companies to 
improve their technologies and services and 
lower their costs. However, because EPIRA 
did not place strict limits on concentration 
of ownership, operation or control of 
installed generating capacity, and cross-
ownership, we did not reap the supposed 
benefits of true market competition.

Rule 11, Section 4 of the Implementing 
Rules and Regulations (IRR) of the EPIRA 
limits ownership, operation, and control of 
the installed capacity of a grid to 30%, and 
of the national installed capacity to 25%. 
This high threshold will evidently allow 
power holdings to consolidate ownership 
of capacity, instead of encouraging more 
power companies to enter the market.

More than a decade ago, Freedom from 
Debt Coalition (FDC) already raised that 
EPIRA’s provisions are too forbidding to 
create competition and to de-monopolize 

the industry. FDC predicted that EPIRA will 
create a market which is headed for greater 
concentration in the hands of multinational 
corporations and primarily local elites.35 
This in fact has been the case as the so-
called “de facto electricity oligarchs” FDC 
cited then are the same corporations in 
power today.

Since 2009, the San Miguel group was able 
to maintain its 21% share of the national 
installed capacity. The Aboitiz group, 
through new power plants and acquisition 
of existing ones, grew its share from 14% in 
2009 to 21% by 2020. The Lopez group’s First 
Gen has the third biggest share in capacity 
fluctuating from 15% to 17% over the past 
decade.

It was only in 2017 when we saw a new 
player enter the generation market—
Consunji’s DMCI group at 4%. By 2020, the 
Ayala group’s AC Energy displaced DMCI, 
and garnered a share of 5% of the national 
installed capacity.

35 Freedom from Debt Coalition, Dark Power Rising, 
(FDC, November 2009), 7.

[Freedom form Debt Coalition] predicted that EPIRA 
will create a market which is headed for greater concentration 

in the hands of multinational corporations and primarily local elites. 
This in fact has been the case as the so-called “de facto electricity 

oligarchs” FDC cited then are the same corporations in power today.

TLI Pagbilao Unit 2 Coal 328   Unplanned - 

Boiler tube leak

10-Apr-17

Angat Main Hydropower 

Plant Unit 4

Hydro 50   Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

4-Aug-16

Kalayaan Hydroelectric 

Power Plant Unit 1

Hydro 180   Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

4-Aug-16

Makban Geothermal Power 

Plant Unit 1

Geo 40   Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

4-Aug-16

Makban Geothermal Power 

Plant Unit 10

Geo 40   Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

4-Aug-16

Limay Cogeneration Plant 

Block 6

  60   Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

4-Aug-16

TLI Pagbilao Unit 2 Coal 382   Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

4-Aug-16

SLTEC Unit 1 Coal 122   Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

4-Aug-16

SLTEC Unit 2 Coal 140   Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

4-Aug-16

Malaya Thermal Power Plant 

Unit 1

Oil 280   Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

4-Aug-16

Kalayaan Hydroelectric 

Power Plant Unit 2

Hydro 180   Planned - 

Undisclosed

4-Aug-16

Sta. Rita Unit 2 Fossil 

gas

265   Planned - 

Undisclosed

4-Aug-16

Bacman Geothermal Power 

Plant

Geo 55   Planned - 

Undisclosed

4-Aug-16

Ilijan Natural Gas Power 

Plant Block B

Fossil 

gas

600   Planned - 

Undisclosed

4-Aug-16

TeaM Energy Corporation 

Sual Unit 2

Coal 647   Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

30-Jul-16

SCPC Calaca Unit 2 Coal 300   Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

30-Jul-16

Malaya Thermal Power Plant 

Unit 2

Oil 280   Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

30-Jul-16

GNPower Mariveles 

Power  Ltd. Unit 1

Coal 302   Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

30-Jul-16

TLI Pagbilao Unit 2 Coal 382   Unplanned - 

Undisclosed

30-Jul-16

Kalayaan Hydroelectric 

Power Plant Unit 3

Hydro 180   Unplanned 

- Low water 

elevation

30-Jul-16
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With EPIRA failing to usher in true market 
competition and facilitating concentration 
of power, it is no wonder that EPIRA failed 
to bring about greater efficiency and better 
and cheaper services for consumers.  

First world prices for third world 
electricity
EPIRA did not only fail to better electricity 
services, it also failed to reduce electricity 
rates in the past decade (Figure 11). For 
Electric Cooperative, the national average 
electricity rate in April 2008 was Php 
6.8936/kWh. The latest reported rate is Php 

8.91/kWh in June 2020, or more than Php 
2/kWh higher than the 2008 rate. Private 
Distribution Utilities’ national average 
electricity rate also increased from Php 
5.8425/kWh in December 2008 to Php 7.33/
kWh in June 2020. However, this rate already 
saw a drastic decrease compared to the 
March 2020 rate of Php 9.5/kWh.

Owing mostly to the higher rates from 
electric cooperatives, the total national 
average electricity rate as of June 2020 is 
Php 8.25/kWh. Visayas electric consumers 
pay for the lowest rate of Php 7.54/kWh, 

Figure 11. National Average Electricity Rates,
Electric Cooperatives v. Private Distribution Utilities, 2008-2020 (Php/kWh)

Sources: 12th-37th EPIRA Implementation Status Report

and Mindanao the highest at Php 9.23/kWh 
(Figure 12). Luzon consumers pay for an 
average electricity rate of Php 8.04/kWh. 
However, Meralco, the biggest distribution 
utility in Asia, charges the second most 
expensive electricity rate in Asia, and 24th 
in the world.37 As of September 2020, an 

37 Lectura, Lenie, Average electricity price in PHL 2nd 
highest in Asia–think tank, (Business Mirror, August 
7, 2018). https://businessmirror.com.ph/2018/08/07/
average-electricity-price-in-phl-2nd-highest-in-
asia-think-tank/

average household pays Meralco Php 9.05/
kWh.38 

Decreased national 
electrification targets and efforts
In the previous discussion on SDG 7, it was 
mentioned that the SE4ALL database 
indicates that 95% of the Philippine 

38  Department of Energy, 36th EPIRA Implementation 
Status Report, (DOE, April 2020). https://www.doe.gov.
ph/electric-power/36th-electric-power-industry-
reform-act-epira-implementation-status-report

Meanwhile, the rest of the market players’ 
share increased from 25% in 2009 to 35% 
in 2014 but decreased again to 27% by 
2020. Evidently, EPIRA’s 30% threshold is 
too high to prevent concentration of power 
among the three power oligarchs—San 

Miguel, Aboitiz, and Lopezes—which have 
dominated the generation market in the past 
decade. If we are to encourage true market 
competition, the limits to concentration of 
power needs to be reviewed and made far 
more stringent.

Figure 10. Market Share, By Capacity, 2009-2020

As for cross-ownership between generation 
companies and distribution utilities, Rule 
11, Section 5 of EPIRA’s IRR sets an even 
more lenient limit. Distribution utilities are 
allowed to source from bilateral power 
supply contracts from an Affiliate engaged 
in generation, provided that the capacity 
or energy contracted will not exceed more 
than fifty percent (50%) of its total demand.

This insufficient and weak safeguard 
against cross-ownership has allowed 
generation companies to secure both 
horizontal and vertical market powers in 
the generation and distribution sectors. 
For instance, AboitizPower also owns 
several distribution utilities across the 
country such as Visayan Electric Company, 
Inc., Davao Light and Power Company, the 

EnerZone Group (Balamban EnerZone, 
Mactan EnerZone, Subic EnerZone, and 
Lima EnerZone), Cotabato Light and Power 
Company, and San Fernando Electric Light 
and Power Co..36

Meralco has also entered the generation 
market through its generation arm, Meralco 
PowerGen Corporation, and was recently 
involved in the infamous seven anomalous 
coal power supply agreements. Electric 
consumers and coal-affected communities 
banned together in opposing the anomalous 
PSAs with its own subsidiaries or affiliates, 
which did not undergo competitive selection 
process, and won in 2019.

36 Aboitiz Power, Our Business: Enerzone Group. 
https://aboitizpower.com/distribution/#enerzones 

Sources: 16th-37th EPIRA Implementation Status Report

https://ceedphilippines.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/The-Decade-In-Review-Center-for-Energy-Ecology-and-Development-May-2020.pdf
https://ceedphilippines.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/The-Decade-In-Review-Center-for-Energy-Ecology-and-Development-May-2020.pdf
https://businessmirror.com.ph/2019/08/29/erc-lets-meralco-withdraw-its-psas/
https://aboitizpower.com/distribution/#enerzones
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when there is an established electricity 
connection regardless of connection to the 
grid.40 However, a sitio is already considered 
energized if there are at least 20 potential 
households served.41 This is problematic 
since a sitio may have 20 households that are 
connection ready and several households 
that are not, but still be considered as 
energized by NEA. 

NEA’s 2020 status of energization updates, 
which assesses connections only in the 
coverage area of electric cooperatives, 
shows that electrification has reached 
89%.42 Considering household connections 
served by privately/independently owned 
utilities and LGU owned utilities in addition 
to NEA’s SEP, DOE reports that total national 
electrification on a household connections 
level is at 93% as seen on Figure 13. These 
numbers have declined however in the past 
decade, from almost 100% in 2011 to about 
93% in 2020. In total, 1,618,264 households 
still have no access to electricity as of 2020. 

However, the Philippine Institute for 
Development Studies (PIDS) has raised 
relevant concerns over NEA and DOE’s 
electrification metrics. Under their metrics, 
a sitio or barangay is considered energized 
if there are at least 20 households to be 
served.43 This means that even if there are 
still unelectrified households in the sitio or 
barangay, it will be considered energized 
if at least 20 households already have 
Electrification%20Administration%20(NEA,over%20
a%20thousand%20%22sitios.%22
40 Navarro, Adoracion M., Cost Efficiency 
and Effectiveness of the Sitio and Household 
Electrification Programs, (PIDS, January 2013). 
https://www.dbm.gov.ph/wp-content/uploads/
DBM%20Publications/FPB/ZBB-2012/d.pdf
41 National Electrification Administration, Roadmap 
to Electrification 2010-2015.
42 Peralta, Jean, Over 2.3 million households 
remain without electricity – NEA, (CNN 
Philippines, August 27, 2019). http://www.
cnn.ph/news/2019/8/27/filipino-households-
electricity-national-electrification-administration.
html#:~:text=NEA%20Administrator%20Edgardo%20
Masongsong%20said,%E2%80%9Ctotal%20
electrification%E2%80%9D%20by%202020.
43 National Electrification Administration, Roadmap 
to Electrification 2010-2015.

access to electricity. Thus, while national 
electrification level is reportedly at 99.76% 
with only 99 unelectrified barangays in 2009 
(Figure 13), PIDS reports that over 16 million 
Filipinos are still without electricity in 2010.

Another important report to take note 
is the Department of Social Welfare and 
Development’s (DSWD) 2015 Listahan 
National Assessment, which found that 6 
in every 10 poor households have access to 
electricity. While majority of the 5.2 million 
identified poor households already have 
electricity, 37.7% or 1.9 million households 
still remain unelectrified. DSWD is 
reportedly still completing the updated 
Listahan National Assessment, which was 
initially projected to be finished by March 
2020.44

On top of decreased efforts, the pandemic 
has also resulted in decreased targets. NEA 
Administrator Edgardo Masongsong said 
that project delays and diversion of much 
needed funds for pandemic containment 
efforts required decreasing NEA SEP 
targets from 964 sitios to 635 sitios. 

For rural poor families, delays in household 
electrification in the middle of the pandemic 
however could further deprive them of job 
and educational opportunities. Since there 
are still government restrictions on face-to-
face work arrangements and classes, those 
without access to electricity, would find it 
difficult to engage in work-from-home jobs 
or pursue distance or remote learning for 
students, and might even be forced to take 
a gap year in school due to lack of means 
to access online learning modules and 
participate in synchronous classes. 

In fact, following the release of the results 
of an SWS survey which found that 13 
percent or an estimated 4.4 million school-
aged Filipinos are currently not enrolled 
in schools, the Department of Education 

44 Cudis, Christine, DSWD completes assessment of 
14.4M poor families for Listahan 3, (PNA, October 20, 
2020). https://www.pna.gov.ph/articles/1119180

population has access to electricity. 
However, local electrification reports 
provide lower numbers.

The National Electrification Administration’s 
(NEA) and DOE are pursuing separate 
electrification programs. NEA’s Sitio 
Electrification Program (SEP) primarily 
aims to establish grid-connected sitios 
while DOE’s Nationwide Intensification of 
Household Electrification (NIHE) Program 

Figure 12. Average Electricity Rates, June 2020

Source: 37th EPIRA Report

grants additional assistance to intensify 
household electrification through allocation 
of house-wiring and kWh meter subsidies.

The latest update shows that the SEP has 
energized 84% or 123,726 out of the 147,989 
sitios under 121 electric cooperatives 
as of June 2020.39 Energization refers to 
39 National Electrification Administration, 
P1.6-B Allotted for Sitio Electrification in 2021, 
(NEA, September 9, 2020). http://www.nea.gov.
ph/ao39/573-nea-p1-6-b-allotted-for-sitio-
electrification-in-2021#:~:text=The%20National%20

Figure 13. National Electrification, by Household, 2009-2020

Source: 37th EPIRA Report

https://pidswebs.pids.gov.ph/webportal/CDN/PUBLICATIONS/pidsdps1350.pdf
https://listahanan.dswd.gov.ph/download/1948/
https://listahanan.dswd.gov.ph/download/1948/
https://www.sunstar.com.ph/article/1894136/Pampanga/Local-News/DSWD-Listahan-3-nears-completion
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through pilferage. Distribution utilities 
should be shouldering the cost of 
system loss.

2. Government should focus on 
expediting the commissioning of 
renewable energy peaking plants to 
pick-up the slack from unreliable and 
obsolete coal plants. Considering 
the impact on power rates of 
requiring 100% firm ancillary service 
requirement from NGCP or resorting 
to baseload coal for peaking demand, 
the true saving grace in this time is 
renewable energy peaking plants 
such as solar PV, which is faster 
and easier to construct and utilize 
flexible, dispatchable, and renewable 
resource. 

3. Consider the possibility of installing 
solar PV systems, including storage 
technologies, in all government 
offices, which will not only provide 
the needed peaking demand but also 
decrease dependence on unreliable 
baseload coal. DOE Secretary Cusi 
called on legislators to amend the 
EPIRA to allow government to build 
its own generating facilities not to 
compete with private generation 
companies but to provide the 
needed demand, when there is 
shortage in capacity due to outages. 
DOE and all government offices can 
already do this by installing their 
own distributed renewable energy 
generating facilities in their offices 
like solar PV systems.

4. Ensure that power producers are 
penalized with fines and revocation 
of certificates for compliance 
and/or endorsement for their 

protracted and unjustified outages. 
It is imperative that erring generation 
companies are slapped with the 
appropriate sanctions for their gross 
incompetence in failing to provide 
a crucial service in the middle of 
this pandemic. This will force them 
to maintain their power plants in 
good conditions, train and hire local 
experts that can quickly respond to 
unplanned outages, and immediately 
have their plants up and running in 
just a matter of days. 

5. Formulate appropriate regulations 
to safeguard consumers from 
these abusive and anti-competitive 
behaviors. Lessons should be culled 
from the ongoing investigations 
by the ERC and PCC to ensure that 
policies and regulations are put in 
place to reduce the occurrence of 
these behaviors.

6. Retire unreliable and obsolete coal 
plants that have been experiencing 
recurring outages on annual basis. 
As ERC Chairperson Devanadera 
said, as power plants get older, even 
with planned maintenance period 
afforded to them, they cannot be as 
efficient as they were before. We can 
see this clearly with SCPC’s Calaca 
Coal Plant, TeaM Sual’s Coal Plants, 
TLI’s Pagbilao Coal Plant Units 1 & 
2, which have been operating for 
over two to four decades and have 
triggered red or yellow alerts every 
year since 2016. 

(DepEd) clarified that there was no clear 
indicator of massive dropout attributed to 
blended learning. Students did not drop out 
from school, but rather “they either shifted 
from one mode of learning to another or 
migrated from one geographical location 
to another”. DepEd explained that students 
either moved from city to provincial schools 
or from private to public schools, or shifted 
from solely modular to blended learning, 
wherein they can also tap into TV, online, and 
radio resources available at their respective 
schools.45 While the effectivity of modular 
or blended learning is a different discussion 
altogether, what cannot be denied is the 
fact that it is even more important to meet 
rural electrification targets today.

Overhaul EPIRA
Without efficient regulators, strict 
accountability mechanisms for inefficiency 
and abusive behaviors, and strong 
limitations on concentration and cross-
ownership, it is impossible for EPIRA to 
bring about greater efficiency and better 
services for consumers. EPIRA is clearly a 
failed policy that needs to be overhauled. 
Twenty years since its enactment, it is time 
to conduct a comprehensive assessment of 
its failure to meets its promised objectives. 
CEED recommends the following solutions 
that will hopefully put an end to the yearly 
power outages and the many ailments the 
power industry:
1. The scope of Senator Risa Hontiveros’ 

Senate Resolution No. 746 calling for 
an investigation on EPIRA’s failure 
to ensure affordable electricity 
rate could be expanded to include 
assessing the other failed promises 
of EPIRA such as: (a) ensure and 
accelerate the total electrification 
of the country; and (b) promote the 
utilization of indigenous and new 
and renewable energy resources in 
power generation in order to reduce 

45 Department of Education, Official Statement 
on claims of massive dropout in basic education, 
(DepEd, January 28, 2021). https://www.deped.gov.
ph/2021/01/28/on-claims-of-massive-dropout-in-
basic-education/

dependence on imported energy. In 
the inquiry, the following should be 
prioritized:

 ~ Allow government to engage in the 
generation of power in order to: (1) 
provide additional capacity in times 
of shortages, (2) construct renewable 
energy plants needed to meet transition 
targets, and (3) increase competition in 
sector;

 ~ Impose more stringent limits on 
concentration of ownership, operation, 
or control of installed generating 
capacity among private companies 
to deoligarchize and democratize the 
generation sector;

 ~ Absolutely prohibit cross-ownership 
between companies involves in the 
generation and supply, transmission, 
and distribution sectors;

 ~ Adopt a stringent penalty scheme 
for unreliable and inefficient power 
suppliers whose plants have been on 
unjustified and protracted outages and 
for regulating bodies and agencies that 
fail to hold power suppliers accountable;

 ~ Review the progress and failures of 
national electrification efforts; 

 ~ Remove the exclusive nature of the 
franchise of distribution utilities to 
allow and encourage business and 
communities to set-up their renewable 
energy-based mini- or micro-grids;

 ~ Expand the scope of the lifeline rate 
up from 100 kWh to 210 kWh to assist 
more low-income households. Based 
on the PSA’s 2011 Household Energy 
Consumption Survey (HECS), a low-
income household has an average 
consumption of 60kWh, while a middle-
income household has an average 
consumption of 210 kWh; and 

 ~ Prohibit passing on the cost of system 
loss to consumers. Consumers should 
only pay for what they receive. In 
purchasing other products, consumers 
only pay for what they receive. However, 
in paying for electricity, consumers 
are charged even for electricity lost, 
whether through its physical delivery or 
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Table 13. Power Plants in Luzon, Years of Operation and Capacity
Range Total Nameplate Rating, 

KW

Total Dependable, KW Percentage 

Share, %
0-5 years 2,871,645 2,231,260 17.69%

6-10 years 1,504,361 1,419,540 9.27%

11-15 years 393,990 368,425 2.43%

16-20 years 4,764,700 4,238,135 29.35%

21-25 years 3,900,160 3,390,690 24.02%

26-30years 519,090 435,600 3.20%

30 years and above 2,2282,768 2,136,181 14.06%

Source: ERC

DOE’s Luzon Grid Status reports from 2016-
2020 would also show that most of these 
old power plants, are coal-fired. From 2016 
to 2020, TLI’s Pagbilao coal plant, whose 
Units 1 and 2 have been operating since 1996, 
went on unplanned shutdowns for a total of 
10 times since 2016 (Figure 14). It recorded 
unplanned outages atleast once in the last 
five years.

SCPC Calaca Coal-fired Power Plant, the 

oldest coal plant in the country, and TeaM 
Sual’s Coal-fired Power Plant, which has 
been operating for over two decades, 
have recorded unplanned outages every 
year since 2016 except for 2020, when 
the pandemic hit. Surprisingly, GNPower 
Mariveles Coal-fired Power Plant, which 
only started operations in 2013, is the power 
plant with the 2nd most recorded unplanned 
outages, next only to TLI’s Pagbilao Coal-
Fired Power Plant. 

Figure 14. Number of Units on Unplanned Outages by Power Plant, 2016-2020

Source: DOE, Updates on Grid Status

Coal is the most contested energy fuel in 
the Philippines today, being blamed for the 
recent spate of power rate hikes, power 
outages, grid instability, and worsening 
climate emergency. Electric consumers 
and shareholders and depositors of coal 
financiers have now joined frontline 
coal-affected communities, civil society 
organizations, and faith groups in 
opposing coal projects, their power supply 
agreements, and even their financing. 

The call to retire old coal plants 
following the red alert 
During the House Committee on Energy’s 
Hearing on the red alert on June 4, ERC 
Chairperson Devanadera hinted that DOE 
needs to consider a retirement policy 
for old power plants, explaining that as 
power plants get older, even with planned 

A youth resident of Masinloc, Zambales observing the Masinloc coal power plant 

 operated by Masinloc Power Partners.

maintenance period afforded to them, they 
cannot be as efficient as they were before. 

In her presentation, Chairperson Devanadera 
showed that most power plants in the Luzon 
are 16 years and older. 29.35% of power 
plants have been operating for 16-20 years, 
while 24% for 21-25 years (Table 13).

ERC Chairperson Devanadera 
hinted that DOE needs to consider 
a retirement policy for old plants, 
explaining that as power plants 
get older, even with planned 
maintenance period afforded to 
them, they cannot be as efficient 
as they were before.
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Table 14. Status of Coal Pipeline as of 1 July 2021
Category Number Capacity

All 27 15,448

To be confirmed 1 120

Projects shelved 5 3,100

Projects delisted 3 1,200

Projects that should be shelved by the 
moratorium

10 7,578

Total projects exempted 6 3,000

In another letter correspondence dated 1 
July 2021, DOE Director Mario Marasigan, 
the Office-in-Charge of the Electric Power 
Industry Management Bureau, confirmed 
that three SMC Global Power Holdings 
Corp. projects with a total capacity of 
1.5 GW have been officially discontinued. 
These projects are the 600 MW Coal Plant in 
Sariaya, 600 MW Coal Plant in Pagbilao, both 
in Quezon Province, and 300 MW Coal Plant 
in Malabuyoc, Cebu. CEED is still confirming 
with DOE whether the Pagbilao project 
should be considered as also referring 
to Central Luzon Premiere Power Corp.’s 
4x355 MW Coal Plant and Lumiere Energy 
Technologies Inc.’s 2x355 Coal Plant in 
Pagbilao. Both companies are subsidiaries 
of SMC Global Power Holdings Corp. and 
are publicly known to have replaced SMC 
Global Power Holdings Corp.’s previously 
proposed 600 MW Coal Plant.

In addition to these projects, two coal 
developers have confirmed that they will 
no longer be pushing through with their 
projects totalling 1.6 GW. Korean Electric 
Power Corporation (KEPCO) announced 
that it will no longer be pursuing overseas 
coal projects, which means that its 2 x 500 
MW Coal Plant in Sual, Pangasinan will no 
longer push through.49 Meralco PowerGen 
Corporation and Aboitiz Power Corporation 
said in a press conference that they will no 
49 Mongabay, South Korea’s move away from coal leaves 
a Philippine power plant in limbo, (Mongabay, October 
26, 2020). https://news.mongabay.com/2020/10/south-
koreas-move-away-from-coal-leaves-a-philippine-
power-plant-in-limbo/#:~:text=South%20Korea’s%20
move%20away%20from%20coal%20leaves%20a%20
Philippine%20power%20plant%20in%20limbo,-by%20
Mongabay.com&text=Sual%202%20was%20expected%20
to,contaminated%20water%20in%20the%20community.

longer be building the RPEI 1,000 MW Coal 
Plant in Subic, Zambales but is reserving 
the site for a possible gas option.50 In 2016, 
RPEI secured a power supply agreement 
with Meralco but was withdrawn after a 
Supreme Court ruling upheld the necessity 
of conducting competitive selection 
process for power procurement.

Three projects with a total capacity of 1.2 
GW were also removed from DOE’s list of 
private sector-initiated projects. Since the 
moratorium in October, Merbau Corp.’s 600 
MW Coal Plant in Batangas, Ozamis Power 
Gen Inc.’s 300 MW Coal Plant in Ozamiz City, 
Misamis Occidental, and SMC Global Power 
holdings Corp.’s 300 MW Malita Coal Plant 
in Davao can no longer be found from DOE’s 
list of private sector-initiated projects. In the 
July 1 letter correspondence to CEED, DOE 
clarified that projects are “delisted” when 
they do not submit the required monthly 
power project updates. Although the failure 
to submit updates might be read to signify a 
lack of interest in pursuing the project, these 
projects cannot be considered shelved just 
yet.

In total, since the issuance of the coal 
moratorium in October, over 3 GW have 
been shelved from the coal pipeline and 1.2 
GW delisted.

50 Power Philippines, Aboitiz, MERALCO ditching coal 
for Subic joint venture, (Power Philippines, April 29, 
2021). http://powerphilippines.com/aboitiz-meralco-
ditching-coal-for-subic-joint-venture/ 

Grid status reports since 2016 would also 
show that specific coal-fired power plants 
have gone on outage numerous times over 
the years. Various units of Therma Luzon 
Inc.’s (TLI) Pagbilao coal plant went on 
outage a total of 10 times since 2016 (Figure 
14). TLI’s Pagbilao coal plant is the power 
plant that has recorded at least 1 outage 
in the last 5 recorded years. The power 
plant with the 2nd most outages is also coal, 
GNPower Power Mariveles with a total of 7.

The coal pipeline after DOE’s 
moratorium
Amidst growing opposition on all fronts, the 
Department of Energy finally abandoned its 
technology neutral policy and declared a 
coal moratorium in order to improve energy 
sustainability, reliability and flexibility. Coal 
financiers and developers are also starting 
to abandon coal projects, signaling the 
inevitable end of coal.

Over 3 GW of coal capacity shelved, 1.2 
GW delisted
Effective 27 October 2020, DOE will no 
longer process applications for greenfield 
coal-fired power generation facility projects 
for endorsements, except for the following 
projects considered in any of the following 
parameters:

 ~ Existing and operational coal-fired 
power generation facilities

 ~ Committed power projects
 ~ Existing power plant complexes which 

already have firm expansion plans and 
existing land site provision
• This refers to existing power plant 

complexes with existing land site 
provisions for expansion from 
their existing units; and that they 
already have allotted and prepared 
equipment where expansion units 
can be built within the complex. 
Expansion projects must be part of 
the original plan of the existing unit/s 
and may have not been developed 
and/or built at the moment due to 

grid and market conditions.46

 ~ Indicative power projects with 
substantial accomplishments, 
specifically the following:

 ~ With signed and notarized acquisition 
of land or Lease Agreement for the 
projects; and
• With approved permits or 

Resolutions from LGUs (city/
municipality, province) and the 
Regional Development Council, 
where the power plants will be 
located.
* This refers to permits and 

resolutions for favorable 
endorsement of all Local 
Government Units (LGUs) (city/
municipality and province) and 
Regional Development Councils 
(RDCs) where the power plant 
will be located. This is to ensure 
that there will be no opposition on 
the development, construction, 
and commissioning of the 
project. Other specific permitting 
documents required by each 
LGU may be complied at a later 
time and are not necessary for 
the project’s exemption to the 
moratorium.47

CEED requested for the list of the coal 
projects shelved by the moratorium 
however, the DOE disclosed in a letter 
dated 3 March 2021, or five months after the 
moratorium came into effect, that it still 
does not have such list.48

46 DOE’s letter to CEED dated 3 March 2021 attached 
as Annex A.
47 Ibid.
48 DOE’s letter to CEED dated 3 March 2021 attached 
as Annex A.

[S]ince the issuance of the 
coal moratorium in October, 
over 3 GW have been shelved from 
the coal pipeline and 
1.2 GW delisted.
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Table 15. List of Coal Pipeline

Status Project Name Proponent Location Rated 

Capacity 

(MW)
To be 

confirmed

San Ramon Power, Coal-

Fired Power Station

San Ramon Power, Inc. 

(SRPI)

ZamboEcozone, 

Brgy. Talisayan, 

Zamboanga City

120

Shelved SMC Circulating Fluidized 

Bed Coal-fired power plant

SMC Global Power Pagbilao, Quezon 600

Shelved SMC Circulating Fluidized 

Bed Coal-fired power plant

SMC Global Power 

Holdings Corp.

Sariaya, Quezon 600

Shelved SMC Luboc Malabuyoc Coal-

fired Power Plant Project

SMC Global Power 

Holdings Corp

Malabuyoc, Cebu 300

Shelved 2x500 MW KEPCO 

Pangasinan Coal-fired Power 

Plant**

KEPCO Philippines 

Corp

Sual, Pangasinan 1000

Shelved RPEI Coal-Fired Power Plant Redondo Peninsula 

Energy, Inc.

Sitio Naglatore, 
Cawag, Subic bay 
freeport zone, 
Zambales

600

Delisted Merbau Coal-fired Thermal 

Power plant

Merbau Corp Pinamukan Ibaba, 

Batangas city, 

Batangas

600

Delisted Ozamiz Coal-fired power 

plant

Ozamis Power Gen Inc Ozamiz City, Misamis 

Occidental

300

Delisted EXPANSION SMC Malita 

Power plant project Phase II

San Miguel 

Consolidated Power 

Corp

Malita, Davao 

Occidental

300

Should be 

shelved

Quezon Coal Fired Thermal 

Plant Project

Orion Pacific Prime 

Energy Inc

Tagkawayan, Quezon 1200

Should be 

shelved

Supercritical Pulverized Coal 

Thermal

Masinloc Power 

Partners

Masinloc, Zambales 350

Should be 

shelved

Mariveles coal-fired power 

plant

SMC Global Power 

Holdings Corp.

Mariveles, Bataan 1200

Should be 

shelved

Global Luzon Coal-fired 

Power Plant

Global Luzon Energy 

Dev Corp

Carisquis and Nalvo 

Sur, Luna, La Union

670

Should be 

shelved

SRPGC 2x350 MW Coal-fired 

Power Plant Project

St. Raphael Power Gen 

Corp

San Rafael, Calaca, 

Batangas

700

Should be 

shelved

H and WB PCB Supercritical 

Coal-fired power plant

H and WB ASIA 

PACIFIC CORP

Jose Panganiban, 

Camarines Norte

700

Should be 

shelved

SMC Global Negros Coal-

fired Power Plant Project

SMC Global Power 

Holdings Corp

San Carlos, Negros 

Occidental

300

Should be 

shelved

Central Luzon Premiere 

Power Corp. (CLPPC) 4x355

SMC Global Power 

Holdings Corp.

Barangay Ibabang 

Polo, Pagbilao, 

Quezon

1420

Over 7 GW more should be shelved by 
the moratorium
In DOE’s letter to CEED dated March 3, 
it confirmed that all indicative projects 
have to be endorsed by the relevant 
provincial, city or municipal governments 
and RDCs to be exempted from the 
moratorium. Undersecretary Emmanuel 
P. Juaneza explained the rationale for this 
requirement in the letter stating, “This is 
to ensure that there will be no opposition 
on the development, construction, and 
commissioning of the project. Other specific 
permitting documents required by each 
LGU may be complied at a later time and are 
not necessary for the project’s exemption to 
the moratorium.”

It should be noted, however, that after 
corresponding with all of the relevant RDCs 
regarding their endorsement of the pipeline 
coal projects in their jurisdiction, the RDCs 
had varying responses. Some confirmed 
that they have not endorsed the projects, 
others mentioned that they have not 
received any applications for endorsements 
for those projects, while one RDC said that 
they are not required to endorse private 
coal projects. 

Through a letter dated 3 May 2021, RDC XI 
also confirmed that SMC Global Power 
Holdings Corp. has “decided to discontinue 
the [600 MW] project [in Santa Cruz, Davao 
del Sur] in light of its intentions to focus on 
other expansion power projects sourced 
from natural gas and renewable sources”. 
CEED is confirming the status of the project 
with DOE.

Additionally, according to the National 
Economic Development Authority, in a 
letter dated June 10, only proposed projects 
that will be implemented and funded 
with a government counterpart, through 
official development assistance, public-
private partnerships or joint ventures may 
require RDC endorsement pursuant to 
Executive Order 325, s.1996. This contradicts 
DOE’s clear requirement that indicative 

projects must be endorsed by the RDC, 
as well as LGUs, to ensure that there will 
be no opposition on the development, 
construction, and commissioning of the 
project.

In DOE’s letter to CEED dated July 1, Director 
Marasigan clarified that DOE is reviewing 
the specific process on the endorsements 
of relevant RDCs and will inform CEED of 
the official position once it is done with the 
review.

Apart from the clarification on RDC 
endorsement, the criteria for exemption 
to the coal moratorium is straightforward. 
CEED confirmed from impacted host 
communities which projects have been 
endorsed by the relevant LGUs. There are 
10 projects with a total capacity of 7,578 
GW that have not secured the necessary 
endorsements from the relevant LGUs and 
RDCs to be exempted from the moratorium 
(Table 15). 

These projects include Central Luzon 
Premiere Power Corp.’s 4x355 MW Coal 
Plant and Lumiere Energy Technologies 
Inc.’s 2x355 Coal Plant in Pagbilao, Quezon, 
which are still being confirmed by CEED 
whether included in the DOE’s list of shelved 
or discontinued projects.  Another project in 
this list is Orion Pacific Prime Energy, Inc.’s 
1,200 MW Coal Plant in Tagkawayan, Quezon, 
which according to DOE’s July 1 letter is 
“ongoing review” if it is shelved or exempted. 
CEED is clarifying with DOE why the 
Tagkawayan Coal Plant is ongoing review 
when it clearly has not been endorsed by 
any of the relevant LGUs or RDC. 

There are also two projects that suddenly 
appeared in DOE’s List of Private-Sector 
Initiated Projects such as San Ramon Power, 
Inc.’s 120 MW San Ramon Power, Coal-Fired 
Power Station in ZamboEcozone, Brgy. 
Talisayan, Zamboanga City (indicative) and 
Petron Corp.’s 44 MW Petron Corporation 
Solid Fuel Power Plant in Brgy. Alangan, 
Limay, Bataan (committed).
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Philippine Islands (BPI), despite only being 
the fourth largest bank in the Philippines, 
remains the number one coal financier 

in the country, followed by BDO Unibank 
(BDO), Philippine National Bank (PNB), then 
Metrobank.

Table 16. Divestment Scorecard, 2021
Bank Coal Financing Divestment Policy Climate Action Overall Score

BPI 4.00 0.41▲ 1.93▲ 3.75▼

BDO 3.50▲ 0.48▲ 1.67▲ 3.28▲

PNB 3.00 0.00 0.38▲ 2.98▼

Metrobank 2.50▲ 0.10▲ 0.62▲ 2.45▲

Security Bank 2.00 0.00 0.52▼ 1.98▼

China Bank 2.00▲ 0.00 1.02▲ 1.96▲

RCBC 2.00 0.73▲ 1.93▼ 1.84▼

UCPB 1.00 0.00 0.24▼ 1.00▼

DBP 1.00 0.68▲ 2.79▲ 0.90▼

BOC 0.50▼ 0.00 0.00 0.50▼

AUB 0.50▼ 0.00 0.10▼ 0.50▼

PBCOM 0.50▼ 0.00 0.24▼ 0.50▼

East West Bank 0.50▼ 0.00 1.07▲ 0.49▼

Land Bank 0.50▼ 0.00 1.52▼ 0.48▼

Union Bank 0.50▼ 0.48▲ 1.07▲ 0.47▼

After a year of dialogues with bank 
executives, and pressuring shareholders, 
depositors, and stakeholders to call on their 
banks to divest from coal, RCBC became 
the first local bank to announce, “no more 
coal”.51

This pronouncement is in no small part due 
to a parallel initiative led by the Philippine 
Movement for Climate Justice (PMCJ). In 
2017, PMCJ, together with other groups, 
filed a complaint against the International 
Finance Corporation, the private sector arm 
of the World Bank, for contributing to the 
climate crisis. PMCJ argued that, through 
investments in RCBC, IFC had indirectly 
funded 19 coal-fired power plants in the 
Philippines. Just a month before RCBC 
declared its no coal policy, the IFC also 
announced that it would no longer invest 
in banks that did not have a plan to divest 
51 Rivas, Ralf, RCBC’s Acevedo: No more funding for 
dirty coal, (Rappler, December 10, 2020). https://www.
rappler.com/business/rcbc-acevedo-says-no-more-
funding-dirty-coal

from coal.

BPI, the top coal financier, made the biggest 
announcement during its recent Annual 
Shareholders Meeting. Responding to a 
question at the open forum, President and 
Chief Executive Officer Cezar Consing said 
that the bank hopes to halve its coal exposure 
by 2026, and zero by 2037. While Withdraw 
from Coal welcomed this announcement, it 
also reminded BPI that this announcement 
should include underwriting commitments. 
Just a month before BPI’s announcement, 
it underwrote AboitizPower Corporation’s 
newly registered bonds, which will be used 
to redeem 2014 Bonds that were utilized 
to fund coal plants in Pagbilao, Cebu, and 
Davao. 

Amidst no-coal pronouncements from local 
banks, two long-time coal pipeline projects 
were cancelled—KEPCO Philippines 
Corporation’s 2x500MW Coal Plant in Sual, 
Pangasinan and Redondo Peninsula Energy, 

Should be 

shelved

Lumiere Energy 

Technologies Inc. (LETI) 

2x355

SMC Global Power 

Holdings Corp.

Barangay Ibabang 

Polo, Pagbilao, 

Quezon

710

Should be 

shelved

SMC Global Power (4x82 

MW)

SMC Global Power 

Holdings Corp

Sta. Cruz, Davao del 

Sur

328

Committed AOE Coal-fired Power Plant Atimonan One Energy Atimonan, Quezon 1,200

Committed GNPower Dinginin 2x668 

MW Supercritical Coal-Fired 

Power Plant

GN Power Dinginin 

Coal Plant Ltd. Co.

Mariveles, Bataan 1,336

Committed DMCI CFB Coal-fired Power 

Plant

DMCI Power 

Corporation

Narra, Palawan 15

Committed Palm Concepcion Coal-Fired 

Power Plant (Expansion)

Palm Concepcion 

Power Corp

Nipa, Concepcion, 

Iloilo

135

Committed FDC-MPC CFB coal-fired 

thermal power plant 

(Expansion)

FDC Utilities Balingasag, Misamis 

Oriental

270

Committed Petron Corporation Solid 

Fuel Power Plant

Petron Corp. Brgy. Alangan, Limay, 

Bataan

44

Source: DOE, Private Sector – Initiated Power Projects

Biggest coal developer drops new coal 
projects
Most recently, Ramon Ang, Chief Executive 
Officer of San Miguel Corporation (SMC), the 
biggest coal developer in the country, made 
waves when he announced on his facebook 
page that his corporation “took the big step 
of dropping new coal projects from [their] 
expansion plans”. This announcement was 
the caption to a post of a photo of a solar 
farm and a battery energy storage.

San Miguel Global Power Holdings Corp 
reportedly allotted up to Php 48 billion for 
the construction of 31 new battery storage 
facilities nationwide, and is also investing 
in a 200-megawatt solar farm with battery 
energy storage capacity in Bulacan.

SMC Global Power Holdings still has 5.158 
GW in the pipeline yet to be declared as 
“discontinued” by the DOE.

Local banks withdrawing from 
coal
Over a year since the launch of Withdraw 
from Coal, a coalition of civil society 
groups, environmental advocates, and faith 

organizations which urges Philippine banks 
to stop funding fossil fuels to help solve 
the climate crisis, three banks have already 
publicly reported a formal withdrawal from 
coal.

To pressure banks into withdrawing 
funding for coal, the coalition published 
the Coal Divestment Criteria and the Coal 
Divestment Scorecard. The Scorecard 
assesses the exposure of each bank based 
on their share of the total value of financing 
provided to coal-related activities (coal 
development, coal-related operations, and 
other coal-related projects). Their score 
on this criterion is then weighted based 
on their current coal divestment policies 
and climate action policies, to emphasize 
the importance of reducing coal-related 
financing and divestment without 
neglecting other actions that address the 
climate change problem. This initiative is 
guided and motivated by similar efforts 
across the world, such as Banking on 
Climate Change, also in the banking sector 
and Unfriend Coal in the insurance sector. 

According to the Scorecard, Bank of 

https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=338370047922899&set=a.313975270362377
https://news.abs-cbn.com/business/07/12/21/san-miguel-drops-new-coal-projects-renewables-ramon-ang
https://businessmirror.com.ph/2020/02/01/withdraw-from-coal-campaign-launched/
https://www.withdrawfromcoal.org/
https://www.withdrawfromcoal.org/
https://ceedphilippines.com/withdraw-from-coal-coal-divestment-criteria-and-scorecard/
https://a71f2c7c-7e61-491f-bd4e-b023939d2162.filesusr.com/ugd/91437f_0bdadd26215e4e16b36441c8157ffd37.pdf
https://a71f2c7c-7e61-491f-bd4e-b023939d2162.filesusr.com/ugd/91437f_0bdadd26215e4e16b36441c8157ffd37.pdf
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industries. For the upstream, DOE expects 
discovery and commercial production 
from seven more gas fields in Palawan, 
Isabela, Mindoro, and Maguindanao by 2040, 
otherwise future supply will depend solely 
on imported Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG). 
For the midstream, DOE and proponents 
of Senate Bill No. 2203, or the Midstream 
Natural Gas Industry Development Bill, 
which is being criticized due to its climate-
blind framework, envision the country as 
the LNG trading and trans-shipment hub in 
Asia-Pacific. For the downstream, there is 
massive expansion in the pipeline ranging 
from 7.1-17.5 GW.

The report finds that the Philippines cannot 
promote the fossil gas industry without 
confronting the conflicting challenges of 
energy security, equity, and sustainability, or 
the so-called energy trilemma. It highlights 
the expensive and fluctuating power rates 
paid by Meralco electricity consumers 
to fossil gas suppliers, and the real and 
material risk of energy insecurity, and the 
threats of a detour resulting from a carbon 
lock-in and renewable energy crowd out. 

Mapping out decarbonization 
pathways
The nearing end of coal, however, does not 
mean that we are capacitated to meet our 
Paris commitments and avert the climate 
emergency. Contradicting and fragmented 
energy policies, laws, and plans, including 
the Philippine Energy Plan, still have to be 
rationalized, harmonized, and aligned with 
the 1.5°C Paris temperature goal. If we are 
to respond to the climate emergency at the 
scale and speed necessary, the following 
are recommended:
1. Overhaul the Philippine Energy Plan, 

and incorporate:
 ~ Decarbonization pathways 

grounded on energy democracy 
and just transition, and aligned 
with the 1.5°C Paris temperature 
goal;

 ~ Target coal peaking not later 
than 2030, and fossil gas and oil 
peaking soon thereafter; and

 ~ Ensure 100% renewable energy 
use by 2050.

2. Adopt a strong coal phase-out policy 
by:

 ~ Providing a list of coal projects 
shelved by the coal moratorium;

 ~ Mandating the retirement of old, 
inefficient, and obsolete coal 
plants that have been undergoing 
prolonged and recurring 
unplanned outages; and

 ~ Mandating the early retirement 
of existing coal plants based 
on carefully determined 
decarbonization pathways 
aligned with the 1.5°C Paris 
temperature goal.

3. Formulate a fossil fuel phase-out 
policy, which should include:

 ~ Removing incentives and 
subsidies for fossil fuels under 
various existing laws, such as 
Presidential Decree No. 87 or the 
Oil Exploration and Development 
Act of 1972 and the Presidential 
Decree No. 972 or the Coal 
Development Act of 1976;

 ~ Rejecting House Bill No. 3031 
and Senate Bill No. 2203 which 
seek to develop the midstream 
and downstream gas industries, 
until fossil gas is determined as 
a necessary bridge fuel and a 
clear national roadmap and exit 
strategy for gas is developed. 
Any policy or bill that seeks to 
use fossil gas as a bridge should 
consider long-term implications 
that can create barriers against or 
crowd-out renewables, prolong 
the transition, and ultimately 
hinder reaching climate goals; 
and

 ~ Assessing and calculating an 
appropriate carbon tax that 
would disincentivize the use of 
fossil fuels and motivate the 
urgent transition to renewable 
energy.

4. Review and update Emissions and 
Ambient Air Quality Standards 
under the Philippine Clean Air Act 
and Water Quality Guidelines and 
Effluent Standards under the Clean 
Water Act.

Inc.’s 600 MW Coal Plant in Subic Bay 
Freeport Zone. In an email correspondence 
with BPI, Withdraw from Coal also reported 
that BPI confirmed that the syndicated 
loan for Atimonan One Energy, Inc.’s 1,200 
MW Coal Plant in Atimonan, Quezon, for 
which BPI acts as a the lead arranger, “did 
not push through” and thus, is “cancelled 
and non-existent”. While this confirmation 
brings the highly contested Atimonan 
Coal Plant nearer to being finally shelved, 
the DOE recently confirmed in a letter 
correspondence to CEED that Meralco 
PowerGen Corporation is “currently in 
communication with lenders to extend the 
loan facility given the challenges they have 
encountered in securing the PSAs”.

Impacted communities’ four-year 
legal battle for more stringent 
regulations on air and water 
pollution from coal plants
In 2017, coal-impacted communities 
together with environmental groups sued 
the DENR and DOE for being remiss in 
regulating the pollution of coal power 
plants. The communities and groups filed a 
Petition for Continuing Mandamus praying 
for the Supreme Court to compel and order 
the DENR to:

 ~ Immediately review or revise 
ambient air quality guidelines 
values, emission standards for 
stationary sources, and effluent 
standards;

 ~ Disclose the coal plant companies 
operating without Continuous 
Emission Monitoring Systems 
and Continuous Emission 
Opacity Systems and to institute 
proceedings against them;

 ~ Install proper ambient air 
monitoring equipment; and

 ~ Delineate and designate 
attainment and non-attainment 
areas, at least in areas with 
existing and proposed coal 
plants.

The petitioners also prayed for the Supreme 
Court to compel and order the DOE to:

 ~ Issue the Renewable Portfolio 
Standards (RPS) Rules;

 ~ Establish the Green Energy 
Option Program; and

 ~ Reduce dependence on fossil 
fuels and comply with the 
Philippines’ commitments 
under the Paris Climate Change 
Agreement.

The Supreme Court remanded the case 
to the Court of Appeals. A year later, 
the Court of Appeals found the petition 
partly meritorious. It denied the prayers 
against the DENR, but granted the prayers 
against the DOE, finding the latter remiss 
in performing its duties, and ordering it 
to issue the rules for the RPS and Green 
Energy Option Program. The communities 
and groups partially appealed the ruling to 
the Supreme Court and are still awaiting 
final decision today.

A favorable ruling from the Supreme Court 
would mandate the DENR to finally update 
the country’s outdated ambient air quality 
guidelines values, emission standards for 
stationary sources, which have not been 
revised since 1999. Compliance to more 
stringent emissions and ambient air quality 
standards would not only mean cleaner 
air and clearer skies for communities but 
also additional compliance costs for coal 
developers and operators.

Fossil gas threatening a detour
As oppositions to coal mount on different 
fronts, and governments are forced to adopt 
policies to strictly regulate coal use, an 
opportunity opens to tap our vast renewable 
energy potential of over 260 GW, excluding 
solar (Table 17). However, there is another 
fossil fuel, the so-called new “preferred fuel 
for end-use subsectors”, that is threatening 
a detour from the transition to 100% clean 
and affordable renewable energy—fossil 
gas.

In a recently launched Philippine Fossil 
Gas Landscape report, CEED provides an 
overview of the fossil gas landscape in the 
country, including proposed and climate-
blind policies, laws, plans, and projects 
to promote and develop the upstream, 
midstream, and downstream fossil gas 

http://legacy.senate.gov.ph/lisdata/3496831795!.pdf
https://ceedphilippines.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/CEED-Policy-Brief-On-Fossil-Gas-Bills.pdf
https://ceedphilippines.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/CEED-Policy-Brief-On-Fossil-Gas-Bills.pdf
https://ceedphilippines.com/report-philippine-fossil-gas-landscape/
https://ceedphilippines.com/report-philippine-fossil-gas-landscape/
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Biomass 9.80 7.75 402 7,055 1,292 22,675

Solar 10.83 1.70 21,154 265,060 24,064 301,522

Wind 8.00 1.93 4,375 43,474 8,503 84,435

Other 1.2 0.6 - - 1,200 2,160

Total 71,817 515,881 75,325 626,073

Source: DOE, PEP 2018-2040

Under the PEP’s 2040 clean energy scenario, 
renewable energy power generation 
projects will generate a total of 538,533 
jobs, while fossil fuel power generation 
projects, will generate only 85,381 jobs. 

Academe and DOE: 50% RE in the 
power sector by 2030 possible
A recent study, entitled Transition pathway 
towards 100% renewable energy across 
the sectors of power, heat, transport, and 
desalination for the Philippines, published 
in the Renewable and Sustainable Energy 
Reviews, academics from LUT University in 
Lappeenranta, Finland and the Laboratory 
of Electrochemical Engineering (LEE), 
Department of Chemical Engineering of 
the University of the Philippines, finds that 
the country’s rich, untapped, indigenous 
renewable resources could “power the 
demand from all energy sectors, thereby, 
bringing various socio-economic benefits”.

For the power, heat, and transport sectors, 
the study finds that solar PV and batteries 
will form the backbone of the energy system 
during the transition. For the power sector 
specifically, prosumers, or consumers 
owning their own solar PV energy systems, 
will play an increasing role by 2050. The 
study concludes with the following points 

on a 100% renewable energy system by 
2050:

 ~ Cost in a 100% renewable energy 
system by 2050 is comparable to an 
energy system in 2015;

 ~ Almost 40% more efficient than the 
current energy system;

 ~ Investing in new coal-fired power 
plants and utilizing fossil fuels in 
other sectors will not only increase 
GHG emissions but also the energy 
costs considerably during the future 
years;

 ~ Depending on imports of fossil fuels, 
energy security will be an issue;

 ~ Government should invest in 
utilizing the abundant indigenous 
renewable resources; and

 ~ Transition to renewable energy 
could solve the energy trilemma of 
energy security, energy reliability 
and affordable and clean energy 
services which has been haunting 
Philippines for many decades. 

There is also an earlier study published 
in 2017 which provided for roadmaps for 
139 countries to achieve 100% renewable 
energy in all sectors by 2050 to avoid 1.5°C 
global warming. The study entitled 100% 
Clean and Renewable Wind, Water, and 
Sunlight All-Sector Energy Roadmaps 
for 139 Countries of the World included a 
roadmap for the Philippines. Compared to 
the earlier cited article, this study proposes 
a lower dependence on solar PV for the 
power sector at 65% solar energy, followed 
by wind at 19%.
It is also worth noting that the DOE, in 
collaboration with United States Agency for 

The DOE also estimates that the 
jobs that renewable energy power 
generation projects will generate 
per MW is seven times more 
compared to fossil fuel power 
generation projects.

The pandemic, red alert, and failures of 
the EPIRA have proven that renewable 

energy is in the best position to provide 
clean, affordable, and reliable energy.

According to the DOE, the Philippines has 

a total of 261,100 MW of renewable energy 
potential (Table 10).52 This is more than 
35 times the installed renewable energy 
capacity in 2019, just waiting to be tapped.
52 Delos Santos, Angelica S.A., Renewable Energy in 
the Philippines, (Department of Energy, Renewable 
Energy Management Bureau).

Table 17. Untapped Renewable Energy 
Potential

Renewable Type Untapped Potential  
(In MW or otherwise indicated)

Geothermal 4,000 MW

Hydropower 10,000 MW

Solar 5.0 kWh/m2per day

Wind 76,600 MW

Ocean 170,000 MW

Biomass (bagasse & rice 
hulls only)

500 MW

Total 261,100 MW

The DOE also estimates that the jobs 
that renewable energy power generation 
projects will generate per MW is seven 
times more compared to fossil fuel power 
generation projects. In addition to supplying 

needed peaking demands to pick-up the 
slack from unreliable baseload coal plants, 
expediting renewable energy projects will 
also provide green jobs in the middle of a 
recession and pandemic.

Type of Plant Estimated Job/MW REF CES

Construction Operations & 
Maintenance

Capacity 
Additions 
by 2040, 

MW

Additional 
Jobs

Capacity 
Additions 
by 2040, 

MW

Additional 
Jobs

Coal 2.50 0.65 22,626 71,272 10,506 33,094

Oil 2.73 0.13 115 329 75 215

Natural Gas 2.73 0.13 14,787 42,291 18,207 52,072

Geothermal 24.55 1.85 697 18,392 1,597 42,152

Hydropower 8.33 0.55 7,659 68,009 9,882 87,749

Table 18. Estimated Job Generation in Power Generation Projects

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/350399102_Transition_pathway_towards_100_renewable_energy_across_the_sectors_of_power_heat_transport_and_desalination_for_the_Philippines
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/350399102_Transition_pathway_towards_100_renewable_energy_across_the_sectors_of_power_heat_transport_and_desalination_for_the_Philippines
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/350399102_Transition_pathway_towards_100_renewable_energy_across_the_sectors_of_power_heat_transport_and_desalination_for_the_Philippines
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/350399102_Transition_pathway_towards_100_renewable_energy_across_the_sectors_of_power_heat_transport_and_desalination_for_the_Philippines
https://web.stanford.edu/group/efmh/jacobson/Articles/I/CountriesWWS.pdf
https://web.stanford.edu/group/efmh/jacobson/Articles/I/CountriesWWS.pdf
https://web.stanford.edu/group/efmh/jacobson/Articles/I/CountriesWWS.pdf
https://web.stanford.edu/group/efmh/jacobson/Articles/I/CountriesWWS.pdf
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a meager target of 10% penetration rate for 
electric vehicles for road transport. Overall, 
oil products maintain its dominant share 

Source: DOE, PEP 2018-2040

of 95% the transport sector’s total energy 
demand by 2040 CES (Figure 17). 

Figure 16. Total installed capacities for power generation by 2040 CES (MW)

International Development and National, 
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 
Grid Management Committee, National 
Grid Corporation of the Philippines (NGCP), 
and the Philippines Market Electricity 
Corporation, also published a study 
providing roadmaps for 50% renewable 
energy integration in the power mix entitled 
Greening the Grid.

Although limited to Solar and Wind 
Integration for the Luzon-Visayas Grid, the 
study found that GHG emissions can be 
reduced by up to 41% by 2030 relative to 
the 2030 business-as-usual scenario, if 
50% renewable energy penetration target 
is met. 50% renewable energy integration 
is found to be achievable based on 2016 
power policies and plans, even when the 
majority of this RE (up to 37% of annual 
load) comes from variable solar and wind. 
In this scenario, power sector flexibility 
will play a crucial role. This necessitates 
coordinated planning of generation and 
transmission development, and changes to 

how the power system is operated. 

In view of the limitations of the study, 
especially the fact that it does not consider 
other renewable energy sources and new 
policies and plans more favorable for 
renewable energy that have been adopted 
by the DOE since 2016, the 50% target is 
arguably much more achievable now. 

DOE’s PEP contradicts studies
The Philippine Energy Plan 2018-2040 (PEP) 
contradicts proposed renewable energy 
roadmaps from the Academe and its own 
Greening the Grid report. Under a Clean 
Energy Scenario (CES), the PEP projects all 
renewable energy sources to have a total 
share of only 30.37% in the Total Primary 
Energy Supply by 2040 (Figure 15).  Oil will 
still be the primary fuel with a share of 31%, 
followed by coal at 27%, then geothermal 
at 11%. 

In the power sector specifically, the share 
of renewable energy in the total installed 
capacity will only reach 54% by 2040 CES 
(Figure 15). By 2040, there will be 10 GW 
of additional capacity from renewable 
energy, and 1.2 GW from other emerging 
technologies, albeit it is not clear what 
types of technologies are considered as 
emerging.

For the  transport sector’s roadmap includes 

[A] recent article published in 
the Renewable and Sustainable 
Energy Reviews … finds that 100% 
renewable energy system 
is achievable for the Philippines 
by 2050.

Figure 15. Total Primary Energy Supply, by Fuel, 2019 v. 2040 CES

https://www.doe.gov.ph/electric-power/greening-grid-report?ckattempt=1
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Adopt enabling policies for renewable 
energy community mini- and 
microgrids
Small-scale renewable energy technologies 
are often described as disruptive because 
they challenge the baseload and centralized 
power system and enable individuals to 
produce their own electricity—giving rise 
to the term “prosumers”. 

When communities come together to share 
in the costs of a distributed renewable 
energy system to generate and share 
electricity among themselves, these 
small-scale technologies become even 
more affordable. These systems can also 
more easily and readily be dispatched to 
areas that are considered as far-flung 
and unviable. CEED calls these initiatives 
that give the people an increasing role in 
advancing both energy transformation, 
energy security and access, as “community 
microgrids”.

Today, however, there is still no concrete 
policy to promote community microgrids. 
As early as 2017, the Energy Regulatory 
Commission released a draft “Licensing 
Rules for Distributed Energy Resources 
and Microgrid Systems.” The draft still has 
not been finalized and issued. In Congress, 
there are two pending bills, House Bill No. 
8203 and Senate Bill No. 1928, which seek 
to develop microgrid systems, although 
only for unserved and underserved areas 
nationwide. 

The lack of clear policy and rules on 
microgrid systems has posed a significant 
barrier in their deployment and use. For 
instance, distribution utilities argue that 
their franchises are exclusive. Thus, 
communities and other entities cannot 
establish microgrids within their franchises 
without first securing a waiver from the 
relevant distribution utilities. Unfortunately, 
Republic Act No. 11357, otherwise known 
as Solar Para sa Bayan Law, furthers 
this argument by granting Solar Para sa 
Bayan Corporation a franchise to establish 
microgrids.

Arguably, a microgrid system, being distinct 
from the purpose, operations, and structure 
of a large-scale power plant, grid, and 
distribution system, should not be required 
the same franchise, certificates, and license 
as generation companies, grid operators, 
and distribution utilities.

To reiterate the discussion in Chapter 
2, lessons should also be culled from 
Vietnam’s rapid and massive solar rooftop 
PV installations. In just a year, Veitnam was 
able to install over 9 GW of solar rooftop 
capacity. Last December alone, a record 
6.71 GW were installed.

This massive solar rooftop PV expansion 
was attributed mainly the implementation 
of their 2nd FiT policy mechanism, which 
granted a higher FiT rate for solar rooftop 
PV installation compared to floating or 
ground-mounted solar farms. The new FiT 
aimed to incentivize distributed energy 
generation that do not require additional 
land use and transmission infrastructure.53 
Vietnam, however, is now introducing an 
auction scheme to replace FiT incentives.54

DOE should explore mechanisms that 
would provide more incentives to small-
scale, distributed energy systems like 
microgrids over floating or ground-
mounted solar farms and other large-scale 
renewable energy systems, to encourage 
more electricity consumers to install their 
own systems and generation companies to 
be more judicious and efficient in the use of 
rooftop space.

53 Gunther, Edgar A., Vietnam rooftop solar 
records major boom as more than 9GW installed 
in 2020, (PV Tech), January 6, 2021. https://www.
pv-tech.org/vietnam-rooftop-solar-records-
major-boom-as-more-than-9gw-installed-in-
2020/#:~:text=Throughout%202020%20rooftop%20
solar%20installations,upward%20in%20the%20
past%20day.
54 Bellini, Emiliano., Vietnam introduces auction 
scheme for large-scale PV, (PV Magazine), 5 
December 2019. https://www.pv-magazine.
com/2019/12/05/vietnam-introduces-auction-
scheme-for-large-scale-pv/ 

Figure 17. Final energy demand for the transport sector by 2040 CES (MTOE)

Democratizing and hastening the 
energy transition
In 2018, in celebration of the 10th year 
anniversary of the Renewable Energy 
Law, the Power for People Coalition 
organized a space for the convergence 
of policymakers, local executives, power 
cooperatives, electricity consumers, civil 
society organizations, and coal-affected 
communities for a genuine and meaningful 
consultation and dialogue in the power 
sector.

During the convergence, the stakeholders 
took stock of the achievements and failures 
of the Renewable Energy Law, discussed 
needed reforms in the power system, 
and united in calling for 100% clean and 
affordable renewable energy (CARE) for all 
Filipinos.

The call for CARE recognizes that there 
are technologies and projects considered 
as “renewable energy” but still cause 
environmental destruction such as large-
scale hydropower plants or release harmful 
emissions such as waste incineration.

In this first-of-its kind convergence 
of policymakers, industry players, and 
communities, stakeholders likewise 
explored the opportunities to democratize 
the power system in the transition to 100% 
CARE.

As a result of the convergence and through 
various initiatives by different groups 
and communities since then, several 
recommendations for breaking barriers 
to the energy transition while promoting 
energy democracy have been identified.

The call for CARE recognizes 
that there are technologies and 
projects considered as 
“renewable energy” but still 
cause environmental destruction 
such as large-scale hydropower 
plants or release harmful 
emissions such as waste 
incineration.

https://www.congress.gov.ph/legisdocs/first_18/CR00656.pdf
https://www.congress.gov.ph/legisdocs/first_18/CR00656.pdf
https://legacy.senate.gov.ph/lisdata/3398130752!.pdf
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2019/12/05/vietnam-introduces-auction-scheme-for-large-scale-pv/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2019/12/05/vietnam-introduces-auction-scheme-for-large-scale-pv/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2019/12/05/vietnam-introduces-auction-scheme-for-large-scale-pv/
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In the initiative to transform Negros 
Island’s power sector pursued by REpower 
Negros—a broad and loose coalition of 
national and local green groups, faith-
based groups, people’s organizations, youth 
movements, renewable energy advocates, 
academe, and electric consumers—it was 
raised that some local distribution utilities 
are already in compliance with the 1% RPS 
target even prior to 2020. This might be 
considered to signify the negligible target 
set for RPS for some distribution utilities.

It is worth conducting an assessment of 
the share of renewable energy in the net 
electricity sales of distribution utilities to 
determine a more ambitious RPS target 
that can be complemented by green energy 
auctions and better power procurement 
practices.

The much-anticipated Green Energy Auction 
Program has, however, been delayed. The 
latest report says that DOE has deferred 
the 2 GW auction until October this year.

Give preference to renewable energy in 
power procurement and prohibit anti-
consumer procurement practices
As discussed in Chapter 2, intermittent 
renewable energy sources are considered 
must and priority dispatch to the grid. 
However, the same preference is not 
granted to renewable energy suppliers in 
competitive selection processes for power 
procurement in the captive market. 

Worse, due to fuel cost recovery, other 
pass-through provisions, and outage 
allowances reimbursable from consumers, 
fossil fuel companies are also given an 
undue advantage against renewable energy 
companies, which do not pay for fuel to run 
their power plants or undergo unplanned 
outages as often as some fossil fuels do.

Konsyumer-Negros, a consumer group 
advocating for clean and affordable 
electricity in Negros Island, has in fact 
protested Central Negros Electric 

Cooperative, Inc.’s 20 MW baseload tender 
due to these anti-consumer and biased 
procurement practices. In its protest, 
Konsyumer-Negros raised that considering 
fuel cost recovery, the frequent outages of 
coal plants, and other negative externalities 
like the climate emergency and air and 
water pollution caused by the coal plant, 
the 0.0279 Php/kWh difference of bids 
between a coal company and a geothermal 
company (the coal bid being lower), should 
result to the geothermal offer becoming 
the winning bid.

In CEED’s Preventing Another 20 Years 
of Coal paper, other standard power 
procurement practices that give undue 
advantage to fossil fuels and create 
barriers for renewable energy companies 
to compete were discussed.

Ensure public consultation and 
participation in the establishment of 
Competitive Renewable Energy Zones
Competitive Renewable Energy 
Zones (CREZ) is one of the latest 
renewable energy programs of the DOE. 
Complementing the findings of DOE’s 
Greening the Grid report, CREZ aims to 
identify geographic areas with high-
quality, low-cost renewable energy 
potential with high levels of private-
sector developer interest are identified 
and prioritized for transmission 
expansion and/or upgrade scenarios to 
enhance renewable energy integration. 
This investment-generating program 
has identified 25 candidate renewable 
energy zones, which are estimated to 
have a gross capacity of 807 GW.

However, learning from oppositions faced 
by large-scale energy infrastructures under 
the Texas CREZ, it is also important to ensure 
that public consultation and participation is 
conducted in the establishment of CREZ in 
the country.

Under Department Circular 2018-09-0027, 
the CREZ process does not include 

Address delays and increase the 
threshold in net metering
Several electricity consumers have 
expressed frustrations over the delays 
in the processing of applications for net-
metering. During the Power for People 
Coalition Symposium, a solar company 
shared that there is uneven implementation 
of net metering. Some consumers have 
their applications processed in 60 days, 
others in a year or even more. 

There are currently no penalties for delays in 
the processing of net metering applications 
under DOE Department Circular No. 2020-
10—0022, which prescribes the policy 
to enhance net metering, and DOE’s 
Draft Guidebook on Net Metering in the 
Philippines. In addition to reviewing the 
causes for the delays, DOE should look 
into penalizing protracted delays in the 
processing of net metering applications.

Electricity consumers with larger 
consumptions, such as universities or 
dioceses in Negros Island, have also 
criticized the 100 kW threshold for 
distributed energy systems that can apply 
for net metering. They say that despite 
the fact that they can and want to expand 
their solar rooftop PV system, the 100 kW 
threshold has prevented them from doing 
so. 

Senator Gatchalian’s proposed Senate Bill 
No. 2219 address this problem by removing 
the threshold, and instead mandating the 
ERC to regularly determine the maximum 
kW capacity for distributed energy systems, 
which can be included in the net metering 
program.

Removing roadblocks to community 
microgrids and other distributed renewable 
energy systems, regardless if connected to 
the grid or covered under the net metering 
program, should contributed drastically 
in scaling up renewable energy capacity 
and hastening the energy transition. To 
complement these policies and community 

or people-led initiatives, other policies 
focused on the centralized power system 
could also be adopted.

Raising RPS targets and encourage 
green energy auctions
The Renewable Portfolio Standards’ (RPS) 
targets for on-grid and off-grid areas remain 
unambitious at a minimum of 1% of the net 
electricity sales for the previous year, which 
will be increased subject to the regular 
review and assessment of the DOE.55 If a 1% 
increase is mandated every year and 2020 is 
considered as the full implementation year, 
this totals to a 10% of the net electricity 
sales of the distribution utility by 2030. For 
comparison, although noting that there is 
a significant difference in contexts, various 
states in the US have set RPS targets from 
48% to 60% of the renewable generation 
share of electricity sales by 2030.56 

55  DOE, Department Circular No. DC2017-12-0015. 
https://www.doe.gov.ph/sites/default/files/pdf/
issuances/dc2017-12-0015_1.pdf 
DOE, Department Circular No. DC2018-08-0024, 24 
August 2018. https://www.doe.gov.ph/sites/default/
files/pdf/issuances/dc2018-08-0024.PDF 
56 US Energy Information Administration, Updated 
renewable portfolio standards will lead to more 
renewable electricity generation, 27 February 
2019. https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.
php?id=38492

In its protest, Konsyumer-Negros 
raised that considering fuel cost 
recovery, the frequent outages of 
coal plants, and other negative 
externalities like the climate 
emergency and air and water 
pollution caused by the 
coal plant, the 0.0279 Php/kWh 
difference of bids between a coal 
company and a 
geothermal company 
(the coal bid being lower), 
should result to the geothermal 
offer becoming the winning bid.

https://mb.com.ph/2021/06/28/doe-delays-2000mw-re-capacity-auction-to-october/
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=135875315282103&id=103502028519432
https://ceedphilippines.com/preventing-another-20-years-of-coal/
https://ceedphilippines.com/preventing-another-20-years-of-coal/
https://www.doe.gov.ph/sites/default/files/pdf/issuances/dc2018-09-0027.PDF
https://ceedphilippines.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Convergence-for-100-Clean-and-Affordable-Renewable-Energy-CARE-Report-CEED.pdf
https://www.doe.gov.ph/sites/default/files/pdf/issuances/dc2020-10-0022.PDF
https://www.doe.gov.ph/sites/default/files/pdf/issuances/dc2020-10-0022.PDF
https://www.doe.gov.ph/sites/default/files/pdf/announcements/draft-guidebook-on-net-metering-2021.pdf
https://www.doe.gov.ph/sites/default/files/pdf/announcements/draft-guidebook-on-net-metering-2021.pdf
https://www.doe.gov.ph/sites/default/files/pdf/issuances/dc2017-12-0015_1.pdf
https://www.doe.gov.ph/sites/default/files/pdf/issuances/dc2017-12-0015_1.pdf
https://www.doe.gov.ph/sites/default/files/pdf/issuances/dc2018-08-0024.PDF
https://www.doe.gov.ph/sites/default/files/pdf/issuances/dc2018-08-0024.PDF
https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=38492
https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=38492
https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=38492
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In the Congressional hearings, stranding 
renewable energy capacity from Negros 
Island and Mindanao were also mentioned. 
Had there been adequate transmission 
lines in place, Luzon consumers could have 
benefitted from the oversupply in other 
islands. 

Removing roadblocks to 100% 
CARE
Considering the various initiatives and work 
of groups and communities, the following 
are the recommendations towards 
removing roadblocks to 100% clean and 
affordable renewable energy:
1. Raise ambitions on renewable energy 

integration in the power mix to 50% by 
2030, and 100% by 2050.

2. Democratize and hasten the energy 
transition by:

 ~ Ensuring genuine and meaningful 
public consultation and 
participation in energy planning;

 ~ Adopting enabling policies for 
renewable energy community 
mini- and micro-grids, and 
consider rolling-out pilot 
projects for the establishment 
of community mini and micro-
grid systems, especially in 
unelectrified areas;

 ~ Reviewing delays in the 
processing of net-metering 

applications and hold distribution 
utilities accountable;

 ~ Expediting the enactment of 
Senate Bill No. 2219 which grants 
the ERC the power to determine 
the maximum kilowatt capacity 
for distributed generation, 
including net-metering; 

 ~ Mandating government bodies 
to install distributed renewable 
energy systems to power 
their offices, including storage 
technologies, which will not 
only provide the needed peaking 
demand in times of shortage but 
also decrease dependence on 
unreliable baseload coal; and

 ~ Raising RPS targets.

3. Remove other roadblocks to 100% 
clean and affordable renewable energy 
by:

 ~ Providing preference to renewable 
energy in competitive selection 
processes;

 ~ Prohibiting anti-consumer 
procurement practices that give 
undue preference to fossil fuels;

 ~ Conducting the long overdue green 
energy auction, with increasing 
capacity each round; and

 ~ Expediting grid upgrades and 
modernization.

the identification, consultations, and 
participation of impacted communities, as 
critical stakeholders. In Section 8 of the 
rules, stakeholders, specifically electric 
power industry participants, Government 
agencies, and “other energy stakeholders” 
were mentioned not to include them in 
consultations and in the processes but 
rather, to mandate them to provide needed 
data and information.

Expedite grid upgrades and 
modernization 
In addition to transmission plans to connect 
CREZ, grid upgrade and modernization 
plans remain one of the biggest roadblocks 
to variable renewable energy integration. In 
the Senate Committee on Energy hearing on 
the red alert on June 10, the DOE presented 
the following data to show that NGCP has 
been negligent in the timely development 
of the grid:

Table 19. TDP Projects Implementation by NGCP (2009-2019)
GRID TOTAL 

TDP 
PROJECTS

IMPLEMENTED PROJECTS PROJECTS NOT 
IMPLEMENTED

Completed Ongoing Pre-
construction 

stage

SUBTOTAL
Within 

schedule
Delayed Within 

schedule
Delayed

Luzon 155 7 30 14 23 49 123 32

Visayas 99 2 19 11 9 19 60 39

Mindanao 65 3 24 6 5 15 53 12

Table 20. Duration of Delays of NGCP’s Transmission Projects in Number of Years
(as of April 30, 2021)

Grid <1 yr. 1 yr. 2 yrs. 3 yrs. 4 yrs. 5 yrs. 6 yrs. 7 yrs. 8 yrs. 9 yrs.

Luzon 18 11 15 1 1 2 0 3 2 0

Visayas 5 7 4 4 4 1 0 2 0 1

Mindanao 13 11 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
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the energy transformation. CEED and the 
unelectrified Sandag Clan of the Bla’an Tribe 

are exploring establishing a community 
microgrid before the year ends.

Box 1. Solar powers coal-impacted and unelectrified Bla’an Tribe

A member of the Sandag Clan of the Bla’an Tribe stands on their ancestral domain 
while looking at Sarangani Energy Corporation’s coal-fired power plant.

Lack of access to electricity is a reality that Pastor Allan Kimnon and Bla’an Tribe’s San-
dag Clan of Maasim, Sarangani must live with despite being a stone’s throw away from 
Sarangani Energy Corporation’s (SEC) coal-fired power plant. The clan has no electric-
ity and they have not heard of any electrification projects for their community anytime 
soon. 

The tribe opposed the construction of the coal-fired power plant and the large trans-
mission facilities, and continues to oppose the projects even to this date as they operate 
and encroach on their ancestral domain. 

Sarangani Energy Corporation’s 2 x 118.5 MW coal-fired power plant

T he pandemic has not only exposed the 
overlapping and interrelated ailments 

of an imported fossil fuel-reliant energy 
system, a privatized and deregulated power 
sector, and a car-centric and fragmented 
transportation sector, it has also provided us 
with a switch so to speak—an unparalleled 
opportunity to rethink and transform the 
entire energy sector with the people’s 
agenda front and center. In this precarious 
time, it is made clear that energy must not 
only be efficient and reliable, power not only 
affordable and adequate, transportation 
not only modernized or clean. The entire 
energy sector must also recognize social 
and economic inequalities, its externalities 
to the changing climate and destruction 
of ecologies, and its role in post-pandemic 
economic resilience and recovery

From the perspectives and experiences 
of communities, people’s organizations, 
civil society, and faith groups that have 
confronted the many energy issues 
discussed in this report, CEED attempts 
to put forth a criteria for what makes 
good energy. Good energy contributes to 
the transformation of society because it 
capacitates people and communities to 
live better lives; adapts to the diversity 
of ecologies and recognizes its integrity 
and limits; and fuels a people-centered 
development and recovery. 

Accessible, affordable, and 
reliable
Transformative energy is energy which is 
easily and readily available to the people 
and communities in terms of its access, 
cost, and reliability.

Increasingly cost-competitive and readily-
dispatchable distributed renewable energy 

systems in the renewable energy-rich 
Philippines have made energy accessible 
unlike never before. Far-flung areas that 
were previously considered as unviable 
and inaccessible due to geographical 
constraints and lack of infrastructure can 
now access electricity. The resources 
needed to power renewable energy 
technologies are just waiting to be tapped, 
and the technology ready to be deployed.

CEED, through its Likas-Kayang Enerhiya 
Project, has had several first-hand 
experiences of how quickly renewable 
energy can respond to the need of the 
people. In the past years, CEED was able to 
lend its mini-solar PV generator sets with a 
capacity of 40 to 100 Watts free-of-charge 
to several communities or groups in need 
of electricity, including an unelectrified 
indigenous community living just meters 
away from an operating coal-fired power 
plant in Maasim, Sarangani (Box 1). 

With the deflating costs for small-scale 
renewable energy technologies, even 
the means of generating electricity has 
become accessible and affordable for 
communities. Consumers who are now 
producing their own electricity are being 
called as “prosumers”. CEED, through its 
Likas-Kayang Enerhiya Projects, takes 
this concept further through “community 
microgrids”. CEED explored how these 
new technologies can democratize the 
power industry, and literally bring power 
back to the people. When communities 
own and manage their own decentralized, 
renewable energy systems and distribute 
the shared electricity among themselves, 
a small-scale generator set or mini-grid 
or micro-grid system becomes even more 
affordable. Through community microgrids, 
communities can take on a critical role in 
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An interconnected and safe bicycle and 
pedestrian network presents a genuine 
alternative that is truly accessible to 
the people. Improving transportation 
necessitates disengaging from the belief 
that road widening, and bridge, train, and 
railway constructions are the primary 
solutions. Beyond accessing transportation 
infrastructures, mobility means establishing 
an efficient and equitable sharing of road 
space, without wasting hours in queues and 
money in increasingly expensive fares.

Recognizes the integrity and 
limits of ecologies
Transformative energy recognizes the 
integrity and limits of ecologies, including 
the climate, in all stages and sectors, from 
extraction to production until utilization.

Energy needs must be met with 
intergenerational responsibility and 
without destroying the integrity of 
ecologies and exhausting the limits of 
finite natural resources. Finite resources 
cannot meet infinite needs and wants. 
Unlike fossil fuels, renewable energy 
provides us an opportunity to power our 
needs and wants without exhausting finite 
resources, capacity of the environment 
to regenerate, and the limits of global 
warming.  Energy use necessarily entails 
the intergenerational responsibility to care 
for ecologies and the climate. This means 
a rapid and just abandonment of the use 
of dirty, deadly, and costly fossil fuels in a 
timeline compatible with the 1.5C Paris goal.

Companies and financiers profiting from 
fossil fuels should be forced to recognize 
ecological limits through carefully 
determined policies that internalize the 
externalities or adverse environmental 
and climate impacts of their projects. In 
the middle of a climate emergency, there 
is no more room to say that fossil fuels 
are clean or cheap. The true cost of fossil 
fuel projects should be reflected not 
only in policies and plans but in the costs 
shouldered by fossil fuel companies and 
financiers that continue to profit off of 
these projects. The ecological and even 
health costs of activities from exploration, 
extraction, importation, construction, and 
combustion, could be internalized through 
carefully studied and appropriate carbon 
and pollution taxes and penalties, and 
better power procurement practices.

Transformative energy recognizes that 
even alternative renewable sources, 
in certain instances, pose a threat to 
the environment and communities. 
Energy proponents even when pursuing 
renewable energy projects should always 
mitigate their environmental, health, 
and social impacts. For instance, project 
siting should be carefully considered for 
geothermal and hydro projects, which can 
encroach in protected areas and ancestral 
domains. Government should also develop 
sustainable, just, and climate-responsive 
mining policies to manage the extraction, 
production, and use of minerals and metals 
needed in the energy transition.

Even though SEC’s coal-fired power plant Unit 1 only started operations in 2016, and its 
Unit 2 in 2019, the clan is already feeling the heavy impacts of the plant’s harmful emis-
sions. The smell of burnt coal overwhelms their homes and coal fly ash burn their crops, 
causing them to move farther and farther away from the plant. For the Sandag Clan, 
they feel burdened by the costs of coal to their home and land, health, and environment, 
without reaping any of the benefits. Until today, the clan remains without electricity.  

Last November 2018, CEED visited the tribe and showcased the power of renewable en-
ergy. Travelling all the way from Quezon City, CEED brought and lent its 50 Watts solar 
PV tekpak with storage capacity, which can be shared among members of the tribe and 
used to provide basic lighting and charging needs. 

Along with a quick orientation on how to use the tekpak, CEED discussed the trans-
formative power of small-scale renewable energy with SEC’s coal plant literally at the 
backdrop. With its 25Ah battery, the tekpak can provide electricity even at night time. By 
end of this year, CEED will partner with the Sandag Clan in establishing their very own 
renewable energy-powered community microgrid.

Bla’an Tribe sets up their solar power bulbs and charging station for the first time

Distributed energy systems provide 
an alternative to unreliable and faulty 
large-scale and centralized generating, 
distribution, and transmission facilities 
During typhoon season, damaged 
transmission towers, distribution poles, and 
power lines also greatly disrupt economic 
activities. In some instances, communities 
devasted or displaced by typhoons have to 
wait weeks or even months before power 
is restored. Accessibility and reliability 
necessitate being able to respond to the 
urgent needs of the people, especially in 
times of calamities (Box 3).

The experiences of electricity consumers 
from the bill shock, Luzon Grid red alert, and 

pass-through costs from anomalous power 
supply agreements of various distribution 
utilities have also shown that access to the 
grid does not ensure access to affordable 
and reliable electricity. Whether from urban 
or rural areas, electricity consumers still 
face huge inconvenience and shoulder 
expensive and volatile costs from 
imported coal, inefficient and inflexible 
large-scale coal-fired power plants, 
and unfavorable power procurement 
practices. Transformative energy ensures 
that consumers are protected from anti-
consumer and anti-competitive practices 
and have the option and access to 
renewable energy systems.
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The environmental impacts and loss of resources however were not rationalized as the 
geothermal power plant was shut down by EDC three years later due to a lack of ther-
mal heat capacity. It would take more than three years to grow the mature forest lands 
and habitats sacrificed for the project. Its clear that the project did not undergo a tedious 
and refined scoping study which would have assessed insufficient thermal resources. 
Incorrect project siting for geothermal projects such in this case have major repercus-
sions for communities and wildlife dependent upon the natural resource.

Tree-cutting activities to make way for EDC’s geothermal power plant 
in Mt. Kanlaon Natural Park buffer zone.

Source: Errol Gatumbat

By 2012, EDC has already set its sights on another geothermal exploration project lo-
cated in Mt. Mandalagan, Northern Negros Natural Park (NNNP). Much like their initial 
exploration project in MKNP, their frontier in NNNP was met with opposition from vari-
ous CSOs, led by Save NNNP Movement. The groups sought justice for MKNP and pro-
tection for NNNP given the knowledge they had that even renewable energy such as 
large-scale geothermal and hydroelectric could potentially have major environmental 
impacts if proper siting and the precautionary principle are not implemented.

In the context of the climate emergency, 
recognizing the integrity of ecologies 
also means protecting ecologies that 
have already been identified as climate-
vulnerable. Governments, both national 
and local, should be proactive in protecting 
climate-vulnerable ecologies and 
communities. One way this can be done is 

Box 2. Environment and Climate Advocates Oppose Geothermal Project in Negros 
Island, the RE Capital of the Philippines

Negros Island is the renewable energy capital of the Philippines, as renewable energy 
accounts for 95% of the region’s energy production. Negrosanons have long advocated 
for maximization of the clean and affordable energy the island is blessed with. Negro-
sanons have also long recognized and spread awareness regarding the climate crisis. 
Urgent and drastic steps need to be taken to address the climate crisis and thus, ad-
vocates have pushed for a local and national declaration of a climate emergency. In 
2019, spearheaded by leaders of the Catholic Church in Negros Occidental, Bacolod City 
becomes the first city in the Philippines to declare a climate emergency through a city 
council resolution.

Negrosanons know firsthand the value of renewable energy resources for sustainable 
energy production, and its mitigating capacity for carbon emissions in address of the 
climate crisis. However, this does not merit mandatory support for all renewable ener-
gy projects. Developers must still consider the impacts of proposed renewable energy 
projects, especially in protected areas that should remain untouched.

View of the mountain range located in Don Salvador Benedicto, Negros Occidental.
Source: Save NNNP Movement

In 2007, the Energy Development Corporation (EDC) signed a Memorandum of Agree-
ment with the province of Negros to establish a 49 MW geothermal power plant locat-
ed in the Mt. Kanlaon Natural Park (MKNP) buffer zone. Despite many oppositions of 
Negros-based NGOs and environmental defenders, citing encroachment of the project 
in a protected area and environmental impacts due to tree-cutting and land clearing 
activities, the construction of the geothermal power plant went according to plan.

by declaring climate disaster-prone areas 
as no-go zones for mining. 
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CEED also responded to the call for help of communities affected by Typhoon Ompong 
in September 2018, after it damaged hectares of crops just weeks before harvest. Since 
stable electricity was not expected to return for more than a month, a Quick Response 
Team consisting of members from CEED, Bulig Pilipinas, and PMCJ was immediately 
deployed within a week’s time to assist in providing relief to the communities. For over 
a month, CEED’s mini-solar PV genset provided a free charging station in the barangay.

Aftermath of Typhoon Ompong in Lasam, Cagayan Valley

Most recently, at the tail-end of 2020, communities from Luzon suffered from the severe 
winds, torrential rains, and floods brought about by Typhoons Rolly and Ulysses which 
made landfall just weeks apart. The successive typhoons damaged electricity poles and 
lines and left many without power. While donations flooded for the Provinces of Cagayan, 
Isabela, and Marinduque, many displaced communities were asking for electricity.

CEED launched its Liwanag sa Dilim Project and partnered with One Million Lights 
Philippines and local organizations in the three provinces to provide relief goods and 
solar lamps, and lend its mini-solar PV genset for displaced communities.

CEED delivers relief goods and solar lamps to communities

devasted by Typhoons Rolly and Ulysses in Lasam, Cagayan.

Box 3. Liwanag sa Dilim:  
Mini-Solar PV gensets and solar lamps provide immediate  

relief to disaster-stricken communities

The onslaught of Typhoon Yolanda in Cebu, Bohol, Samar, Leyte, Panay, and Negros in 
2013 plunged the islands into darkness as damages in transmission facilities and power 
distribution utilities caused power loss.57 The lack of electricity imposed additional 
burdens to typhoon survivors as they forced to rely on kerosene lamps and far-off 
charging stations powered by diesel generators.58 A surviving family recalled how they 
had to shell out Php 20 for the 0.25 liters of kerosene needed just to light their house every 
night, and Php 80 to charge their mobile phones and flashlights every two days, after 
crossing a river and taking a long walk to the nearest charging station.59 Communities’ 
experience showed that distributed renewable energy systems could fill a critical need 
in disaster response for the climate-vulnerable Philippines.

By 2017, when an earthquake with a magnitude of 6.5 struck Eastern Visayas, which 
damaged roads and houses, CEED, in coordination with the Philippine Movement for 
Climate Justice (PMCJ)-Eastern Visayas, AGYLA, and Sanlakas, deployed its first solar PV 
tekpak to assist affected communities near Lake Danao. 

After two days of travel, CEED reached communities near Lake Danao and provided 
a quick orientation on how to operate the solar PV tekpak, along with an immersive 
discussion on the benefits of renewable energy. The tekpak provided a reliable and 
stable source of energy in one of the evacuation centers.

Odjie Javinal, Community Empowerment Program Head, conducts

Solar 101 training for community leaders of Lake Danao.

57 Rappler, Yolanda Cuts Power in Visayas Provinces, As of November 8, 2013. 
58  Sun Star, Solar Lamps Help Rural Areas Hit by Yolanda, As of March 17, 2016. 
59 Ranada, Pia (Rappler), No Power, No Problem: Solar Panels Light Up Yolanda Houses, As of January 10, 
2014. 
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When the Duterte Administration railroaded the Public Utility Vehicle Modernization 
Program in the middle of a recession and a health crisis, transport workers, workers 
groups, commuters, and sustainable transport advocates united as the Koalisyon ng 
Transportasyon para sa Mamamayan or KTM (Filipino for “Coalition of Transportation 
for the People”) to present a genuine alternative which ensures that the modernization 
is a just, low-carbon transition.

Many transport workers have long clarified that they are not against modernization 
per se, but rather, they are against this unjust modernization that depicts them as 
either the enemies or the helpless victims. On the contrary, a low-carbon transition, 
in order to be just, should place transport workers on the driver’s seat, literally and 
figuratively. 

KTM proposes a low-carbon transition with social dialogue at the core—from open 
and continuing consultations, fair negotiations, to information sharing. Genuine social 
dialogue will allow both government and transport workers to agree on adequate 
social protection measures in the form of vehicle and fuel subsidies, concessional 
loans, livelihood support, and skills training that lead to decent work.

The transition should also correct injustices in the public transport system by 
creating a more inclusive space for women and other sexual orientations, demanding 
equitable solutions from private vehicle owners for their share in air and GHG pollution, 
and reclaiming road democracy. Road democracy means that public transport 
is accessible, affordable, and safe for commuters and that road space is shared 
equitably among pedestrians, cyclists, and public and private vehicles.

Through its concerted efforts, KTM has succeeded in including some of its demands 
in the Just Transition to a Modernized PUV Sector Bill, which was recently filed in 
the House of Representatives. Although a long and arduous road still lies ahead for 
transport workers, the collective actions of groups like KTM spark hope that the 
modernization need not be abandoned altogether to avoid massive unemployment. 
Instead, it can be an opportunity to create decent work for all workers in a truly low-
carbon and democratic public transport system even in the time of COVID.

Energy should fuel the country’s urgent 
and just recovery and development to 
a carbon-neutral society. The energy 
transition to meet the 1.5C Paris goal 
should be grounded on both energy 
democracy and just transition. Impacted 
communities have to be given a seat at 
the table so that transition plans that 
will provide impacted workers and 
communities with adequate assistance 
and time to transition but also improve 
working conditions, gender equality, and 
other labor concerns in a carbon-neutral 
society. 

Energy can contribute to 
thetransformation of society by 
empowering frontline communities, 
sectors, or groups that are fighting 
other societal injustices. For frontline 
communities, sectors, or groups that are 
beyond electricity, mobility, or industries, 
it can empower the people if they are 
given a meaningful avenue to voice 
critical concerns, recommendations, 
and alternative solutions in policy and 
decision-making processes at both the 
local and national level.

For the people’s interests, 
recovery, and development
Transformative energy democratizes 
energy, and literally brings power back to 
the people. It is not only concerned with the 
type of fuel used, where it comes from, and 
how it is distributed, but more importantly 
the purpose for which it is utilized. Good 
energy fuels the people’s interests, 
recovery, and development.

Transformative energy puts the people’s 
interests front and center.  Coal-affected 
communities, electricity consumers, 
transport workers, commuters, 
environmental groups, and even faith 
groups have all been demanding for clean, 
affordable, and renewable energy. But in a 
privatized power industry, private interests 
prevail. Good energy puts primacy on what 
the people want, instead of profit for the 
few private companies.  

Transformative energy ensures a genuine 
and inclusive decision-making process. 
Energy can empower the people if they 
are given a meaningful avenue to voice 
critical concerns,  recommendations, and 
alternative solutions in policy and decision-
making processes at both the local and 
national level. A democratized energy 
planning process necessitates redrawing 
the Philippine Energy Plan to provide real 
solutions to dirty and imported fuels, 
expensive and unreliable power rates, and 
inadequate and unsafe transportation.

Energy that is for the people does not 
burden but facilitates their recovery from 
the pandemic. The energy sector has placed 
burden after burden on ordinary Filipinos’ 
shoulders—from power rate spikes, 
billshocks, and outages, to lack of adequate 
and safe public transportation. Energy 
sector is clearly plagued with ailments that 
have to be overhauled to make energy work 
for the people. Good energy should hasten 
the people’s recovery from the pandemic.

Box 4. Driving the low-carbon transition in the transportation sector

Koalisyon ng Transportasyon para sa Mamamayan holds a press conference to demand for a just 

transition to an inclusive, sustainable, and democratic transportation sector.

Photo credit: Boy Santos, Philippine Star

http://www.congress.gov.ph/legisdocs/basic_18/HB07428.pdf
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In 2019, workers of the famous pearl shake chain, Zagu Foods Corporation, went on 
strike to protest illegal labor-only contracting and unfair labor practices. In solidary 
and support for workers, CEED loaned two of its mini-solar PV gensets to the 
Organization of Zagu Workers-Solidarity of Unions in the Philippines for Empowerment 
and Reforms (Organiza-Super). Since picket lines are often violently dispersed in the 
darkness of night, the battery-supported solar PV gensets provided light and hope for 
the striking workers at the picket lines. CEED has since provided the same support 
for several other labor groups demanding for fair labor practices and better working 
conditions. 

CEED’s 100 Watts solar PV gen-set for Zagu along West Capitol Drive in Pasig city.

As part of the vision of REpower Negros, a broad coalition of national and local 
green groups, academe, people’s movements, youth movements, renewable 
energy advocates, and electric consumers, to advance Negros Island’s power 
sector transformation, CEED conducted solar 101 trainings along with discussion on 
transformative energy with members of the coalition. To empower the coalition in 
raising awareness and mobilizing Negrosanons to action, CEED left its 40 Watts solar 
PV genset in Bacolod, Negros Occidental free to use by all the members of REpower 
Negros. Youth groups have since showcased the power of renewable energy in several 
information, education, campaigns, and student exhibits and activities.

Youth for Climate Hope Convenor Krishna Ariola conducts a Solar 101 Training

for Negrosanon youths using CEED’s 100 Watts solar tekpak. 

Box 5. Power to the People: 
Light and hope at protest camp, picket lines, and youth activities

In the past six years, CEED has stood in solidarity with frontline communities, basic 
sectors, and groups demanding for the protection of their environment, health, and 
livelihoods, for fair labor practices, and climate justice. In these fights, power to the 
people came in various forms, including support from readily-deployable mini-solar 
PV gensets.

On October 2017, mining-affected communities from Zambales and Manicani camped 
outside of DENR to protest mining activities in their hometowns that have affected 
or will affect their livelihoods. For residents of Manicani island, the fight against 
Hinatuan Mining Corporation’s Mineral Production Sharing Agreement (MPSA) in 
their hometown has been ongoing for twenty-five years. The Corporation’s MPSA 
practically covers the entire Manicani Island, which is part of the Guian Protected 
Landscape and Seascape. The long and arduous fight has resulted in deaths but 
eventually the suspension of the MPSA.

In 2017, however, news of the renewal of the MPSA spread causing alarm to the 
Manicani residents once again. With local governments quick to endorse or 
interpose no objection to the renewal, Protect Manicani Island Society and Save 
Manicani Movement staged several protests. With the support of a broad coalition 
of environmental groups and people’s organizations, the groups staged a four-day 
caravan from their island in Eastern Samar to DENR’s Central Office in Visayas Avenue, 
Quezon City, where they set up a protest camp under the banner KAMPO—Kampuhan 
ng Mamamayan Laban sa Malakihang Pagmimina at Open-Pit Mining.

CEED set-up its 100 Watts solar PV tekpak in the protest camp to provide them 
with much-needed electricity to light up the camp and charge their cellphones and 
hopefully assist them in staying longer in the camp until they finally secured DENR’s 
rejection of HMC’s MPSA renewal more than a month later.

CEED’s 40 Watts solar PV tekpak set-up for KAMPO along Visayas Avenue, Quezon City
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been on unjustified and protracted 
outages and for regulating bodies 
and agencies that fail to hold power 
suppliers accountable;

 ~ Reviewing the progress and failures 
of national electrification efforts; 

 ~ Removing the exclusive nature of the 
franchise of distribution utilities to 
allow and encourage communities 
and other entities to set-up their 
renewable energy-based mini- or 
micro-grids;

 ~ Expanding the scope of the lifeline 
rate up from 100 kWh to 210 
kWh to assist more low-income 
households; and

 ~ Prohibiting passing-on system loss 
cost to consumers.

3. Advance a renewable energy 
transformation by:

 ~ Raising ambitions on renewable 
energy integration in the power 
mix to 50% by 2030, and 100% by 
2050.

 ~ Democratizing and hastening the 
energy transition by:

• Ensuring genuine and 
meaningful public 
consultation and 
participation in energy 
planning;

• Adopting enabling policies 
for renewable energy 
community mini- and 
micro-grids, and consider 
rolling-out pilot projects 
for the establishment 
of community mini and 
micro-grid systems, 
especially in unelectrified 
areas;

• Reviewing delays in 
the processing of net-
metering applications and 
hold distribution utilities 
accountable;

• Expediting the enactment 
of Senate Bill No. 2219 
which grants the ERC 
the power to determine 

the maximum kilowatt 
capacity for distributed 
generation, including net-
metering; 

• Mandating government 
bodies to install distributed 
renewable energy 
systems to power their 
offices, including storage 
technologies, which 
will not only provide the 
needed peaking demand in 
times of shortage but also 
decrease dependence on 
unreliable baseload coal; 
and

• Raising RPS targets.
 ~ Remove other roadblocks to 

100% clean and affordable 
renewable energy by:

 ~ Prohibiting anti-consumer 
procurement practices that give 
undue preference to fossil fuels;

 ~ Conducting the long overdue green 
energy auction, with increasing 
capacity each round; and

 ~ Expediting grid upgrades and 
modernization.

4. Strictly regulate power supply 
procurement to protect the interests 
of electricity consumers by:

 ~ Mandating straight or fixed 
energy pricing, so that 
generation companies, instead of 
electricity consumers, assume 
the fluctuation risks of fuel 
cost, currency exchange, and 
consumer price index;

 ~ Mandating automatic carve-
out clauses to avoid stranded 
contract capacity or unutilized 
electricity that are passed-on to 
consumers, whether utilized or 
not, under take-or-pay provisions;

 ~ Adopt a more comprehensive 
valuation parameters for power 
supply procurement to account 
for externalities on health and 
environmental costs;

 ~ Requiring 100% guaranteed 

Summary of recommendations
To switch on transformative energy, CEED 
makes the following main recommendations 
on integrated energy planning, the current 
structure of the privatized power industry, 
renewable energy ambitions, power 
procurement policies and practices, and 
sustainable and democratic transportation.
1. Rationalize, harmonize, and align 

energy policies and plans with the 
1.5°C Paris temperature goal, which 
should prioritize:

 ~ Inclusive and genuine dialogues 
and consultations with fossil 
fuel impacted communities, 
electricity consumers, basic 
sectors, people’s organizations 
and civil society groups;

 ~ A strong coal phase-out policy, 
including retirement of obsolete 
coal plants that have been 
undergoing prolonged and 
recurring unplanned outages, 
early retirement of existing 
coal plants based on carefully 
determined decarbonization 
pathways aligned with the 
1.5°C Paris temperature goal, 
and updating of Emissions and 
Ambient Air Quality Standards 
and Effluents and Water Quality 
Guidelines;

 ~ Mandate the retirement of 
existing coal plants based on 
efficiency levels and dated 
technology;

 ~ Target coal peaking not later 
than 2030, and fossil gas and oil 
peaking soon thereafter;

 ~ Removing incentives and 
subsidies for fossil fuels under 
various existing laws, such as 
Presidential Decree No. 87 or the 
Oil Exploration and Development 
Act of 1972 and the Presidential 
Decree No. 972 or the Coal 
Development Act of 1976;

 ~ Rejecting House Bill No. 3031 and 
Senate Bill No. 2203 which seek 
to develop the midstream and 

downstream gas industries, until 
and if fossil gas is determined 
as a necessary bridge fuel and 
a clear national roadmap and 
exit strategy for fossil gas is 
developed;

 ~ Assessing and calculating an 
appropriate carbon tax that 
would disincentivize the use of 
fossil fuels and motivate the 
urgent transition to renewable 
energy;

 ~ Reviewing false solutions such 
as nuclear and Waste-to-Energy 
technologies that use non-
biodegradable feedstock, and 
carbon capture and storage 
technologies used in connection 
with coal and fossil gas power 
generation; and

 ~ Holding DOE, CCC, and other 
relevant bodies accountable 
for failing to develop a 
decarbonization plan and 
pathway that is aligned to the 
1.5°C Paris temperature goal.

2. Overhaul EPIRA, specifically prioritizing 
the following:

 ~ Allowing government to engage 
in the generation of power in order 
to: (1) provide additional capacity 
in times of shortages, (2) construct 
renewable energy plants needed 
to meet transition targets, and 
(3) increase competition in the 
generation sector;

 ~ Imposing more stringent limits 
on concentration of ownership, 
operation, or control of installed 
generating capacity among private 
companies to deoligarchize and 
democratize the generation sector;

 ~ Absolutely prohibiting cross-
ownership between companies 
involved in the generation 
and supply, transmission, and 
distribution sectors;

 ~ Adopting a stringent penalty 
scheme for unreliable and inefficient 
power suppliers whose plants have 
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Detailed recommendations

Relevant 
government 

officers/
body

Recommendations

Legislators 	~ Conduct an inquiry, in aid of legislation, to rationalize, harmonize, and align 
energy policies and plans with the 1.5°C Paris temperature goal, which 
should prioritize:

o Removing incentives and subsidies for fossil fuels under various existing 
laws, such as Presidential Decree No. 87 or the Oil Exploration and 
Development Act of 1972 and the Presidential Decree No. 972 or the Coal 
Development Act of 1976;

o Rejecting House Bill No. 3031 and Senate Bill No. 2203 which seek to 
develop the midstream and downstream gas industries, until fossil gas is 
determined as a necessary bridge fuel and a clear national roadmap and 
exit strategy for gas is developed;

o Assessing and calculating an appropriate carbon tax that would 
disincentivize the use of fossil fuels and motivate the urgent transition to 
renewable energy;

o Reviewing false solutions such as nuclear and Waste-to-Energy 
technologies that use non-biodegradable feedstock, and carbon capture 
and storage technologies used in connection with coal and fossil gas 
power generation; and

o Holding DOE, CCC, and other relevant bodies accountable for failing to 
develop a decarbonization plan and pathway that is aligned to the 1.5°C 
Paris temperature goal.

	~ Conduct an inquiry, aid of legislation, on the failure of EPIRA to deliver 
its promised objectives twenty years after its enactment. In overhauling 
EPIRA, the following should be prioritized:

o Allow government to engage in the generation of power in order to: (1) provide 
additional capacity in times of shortages, (2) construct renewable energy 
plants needed to meet transition targets, and (3) increase competition in 
the generation sector;

o Impose more stringent limits on concentration of ownership, operation, 
or control of installed generating capacity among private companies to 
deoligarchize and democratize the generation sector;

o Absolutely prohibit cross-ownership between companies involved in the 
generation and supply, transmission, and distribution sectors;

o Adopt a stringent penalty scheme for unreliable and inefficient power 
suppliers whose plants have been on unjustified and protracted outages 
and for regulating bodies and agencies that fail to hold power suppliers 
accountable;

o Review the progress and failures of national electrification efforts; 
o Remove the exclusive nature of the franchise of distribution utilities to 

allow and encourage business and communities to set-up their renewable 
energy-based mini- or micro-grids;

o Expand the scope of the lifeline rate up from 100 kWh to 210 kWh to assist 
more low-income households; and

o Prohibit passing-on system loss cost to consumers.

	~ Conduct a separate inquiry, aid of legislation, specifically on grid 
improvement and modernization which is one of the biggest barriers 
to renewable energy use in the country. The inquiry should include the 
following:

availability from power suppliers 
to motivate better maintenance 
and operations of plants and 
protect consumers from outages 
and power spikes; 

 ~ Identify force majeure instances 
and dispute settlement. The draft 
CSP Policy should expressly 
require all PSAs to include 
pandemic, epidemic, quarantine, 
and plague as instances of force 
majeure, and to indicate a dispute 
settlement process for force 
majeure claims;

 ~ Aligning PSA terms with the 1.5°C 
Paris temperature goal; and

 ~ Re-bid power supply agreements 
that did not undergo competitive 
selection process, prior to 
the issuance of the rules on 
competitive selection process.

5. Establish a just transition framework 
and plan towards a sustainable, safe, 
and democratic transport sector, 
which:

 ~ Is developed after transparent, 
inclusive, and participatory 
consultations and dialogues with 
impacted workers, operators, 
and stakeholders;

 ~ Provides adequate social 
protection measures for 
impacted stakeholders in the 
form of vehicle and fuel subsidies, 
concessional loans, livelihood 
support, and skills training that 
lead to decent work.

 ~ Includes an open and readily 
accessible information 
sharing platform regarding 
developments in the Public Utility 
Vehicles Modernization Program;

 ~ Is grounded on the principle of 
road democracy, where space 
is equitably shared among 
stakeholders;

 ~ Expedites the establishment of 
safe and exclusive pedestrian 
and bicycle lane networks in all 
main roads and highways;

 ~ Develop an efficient bus transit 
system, a system for scheduled 
trips to address congestion in the 
current bus rapid transit scheme;

 ~ Expedite development of the 
mass transportation systems 
focused on the development of a 
network of railway systems and 
interconnected modes of travel;

 ~ Incentivizes public transportation 
and clean alternatives through 
subsidies such as free bicycle 
park spaces;

 ~ Includes private vehicles in the 
modernization program; and

 ~ Disincentivizes private vehicles-
use through imposing additional 
taxes on purchasing vehicles or 
charges on road use.
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Department 
of Energy

	~ Overhaul the Philippine Energy Plan to include comprehensive recovery 
and decarbonization pathways grounded on energy democracy and just 
transition and aligned with the 1.5°C Paris temperature goal. The PEP 
should:

o Target coal peaking not later than 2030, and fossil gas and oil peaking soon 
thereafter; and

o Target 50% renewable energy integration by 2030 and 100% by 2050. 

	~ Adopt a strong coal phase-out policy:
o Mandate the retirement and revoke the Certificates of Endorsement of 

obsolete and dated coal plants that have been undergoing prolonged and 
recurring unplanned outages;

o Mandate the retirement of existing coal plants based on efficiency levels;
o Mandate the early retirement of existing coal plants based on carefully 

determined decarbonization pathways aligned with the 1.5°C Paris 
temperature goal; and

o Provide a list of coal projects shelved by the coal moratorium.

	~ Remove roadblocks to 100% clean and affordable renewable energy by:
o Prohibiting anti-consumer procurement practices that give undue 

preference to fossil fuels;
o Conducting the long overdue green energy auction, with increasing 

capacity each round; and
o Expediting grid upgrades and modernization.

	~ Strictly regulate power supply procurement to protect the interests of 
electricity consumers by:

o Mandating straight or fixed energy pricing, so that generation companies, 
instead of electricity consumers, assume the fluctuation risks of fuel cost, 
currency exchange, and consumer price index;

o Mandating automatic carve-out clauses to avoid stranded contract 
capacity or unutilized electricity that are passed-on to consumers, whether 
utilized or not, under take-or-pay provisions;

o Adopt a more comprehensive valuation parameters for power supply 
procurement to account for externalities on health and environmental 
costs;

o Requiring 100% guaranteed availability from power suppliers to motivate 
better maintenance and operations of plants and protect consumers from 
outages and power spikes; 

o Identify force majeure instances and dispute settlement. The draft CSP 
Policy should expressly require all PSAs to include pandemic, epidemic, 
quarantine, and plague as instances of force majeure, and to indicate a 
dispute settlement process for force majeure claims;

o Aligning PSA terms with the 1.5°C Paris temperature goal; and
o Re-bid power supply agreements that did not undergo competitive 

selection process, prior to the issuance of the rules on competitive 
selection process.

Department of 
Environment 
and Natural 
Resources

	~ Review and update Emissions and Ambient Air Quality Standards under 
the Philippine Clean Air Act, and Effluent Standards under the Clean 
Water Act.

Legislators o Penalize NGCP for failing to maintain the mandated reserves and timely 
develop transmission projects, which should have served as a stop-gap 
measure or enabled transmission of overcapacity from other islands 
amidst the failure of generating plants;

o Reviewing and revoking the Concession Agreement between the 
Transmission Corporation and NGCP to end corporate capture of the 
grid and ensure that Transmission Development Plans and projects are 
determined by government;

o Ensure that the Transmission Development Plans and projects undergo 
public consultation; and

o Reviewing and redrawing the Transmission Development Plan to expedite 
and prioritize grid interconnection, upgrade, and modernization.

	~ Advance a renewable energy transformation by:
o Raising ambitions on renewable energy integration in the power mix to 50% 

by 2030, and 100% by 2050.
o Democratizing and hastening the energy transition by:
	~ Ensuring genuine and meaningful public consultation and participation in 

energy planning;
	~ Adopting enabling policies for renewable energy community mini- and 

micro-grids, and consider rolling-out pilot projects for the establishment of 
community mini and micro-grid systems, especially in unelectrified areas;

	~ Reviewing delays in the processing of net-metering applications and hold 
distribution utilities accountable;

	~ Expediting the enactment of Senate Bill No. 2219 which grants the ERC 
the power to determine the maximum kilowatt capacity for distributed 
generation, including net-metering; 

	~ Mandating government bodies to install distributed renewable energy 
systems to power their offices, including storage technologies, which will 
not only provide the needed peaking demand in times of shortage but also 
decrease dependence on unreliable baseload coal; and

	~ Enact House Bill No. 7428 or the Just Transition to a Modernized PUV Sector 
Act, which seeks to establish a just transition framework to a sustainable, 
safe, and democratic transport sector.

	~ On promoting the use of bicycles and small electric vehicles as an alternative 
means of transport, and development of appropriate infrastructure and 
facilities, the following provisions should be prioritized:

o Creation of dedicated bicycle lanes which can be shared with small electric 
vehicles, wherever feasible;

o Establish parking facilities and road signages;
o Users of the dedicated bicycle lanes shall be granted all the rights and 

shall be subject to all duties (e.g. obedience to traffic laws and devices) 
applicable by nature, to drivers of motorized vehicles; and

o Require safety equipment (e.g. helmet) and develop standardized road 
signalling protocols for cyclists and small electric vehicle users (e.g. left 
and right turn, and overtaking).
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